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Abstract 
 
Introducing new Information Technology (IT) into healthcare environments usually leads to 
both expected and unexpected outcomes. Unfortunately, the expected benefits of technology use in 
healthcare are largely unmet, and the costs associated with unexpected consequences continue to 
rise. Research is needed to ensure that new IT improves, rather than hinders, the quality of 
healthcare provided and the ease with which healthcare work is coordinated.  
To understand the impact of technology, analysts need to understand the underlying work 
system and organisational processes into which the technology will be introduced. At present, 
business process analysts often document organisational processes in a graphical way (e.g., using a 
notation), and they use these representations to assess the impact of technical change on activity 
flow, resources, and outcomes. Although this practice has been successful for less complex 
domains, it is uncertain if the existing notations are adequate for representing healthcare processes. 
In healthcare processes, workers adapt the way they perform their duties in response to fluctuating 
needs of the clinical situation and changing conditions in the environment. The specifications of 
existing notations are insufficient to represent either the dynamic human interactions within the 
clinical workflows or the variability with which healthcare workers perform activities. The 
limitations of existing notations may be preventing analysts from effectively realising the 
consequences of implementing new technology into their organisations.  
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a notation that is tailored to the complex healthcare 
environment so that analysts might readily understand, and be able to promote, effective 
organisational change. The notation developed in the thesis, Health Process Notation (HPN), is 
intended to facilitate the representation of the interactions that occur between people, technological, 
and clinical aspects of the domain using pictorial elements and annotated connector objects. It is 
hoped that HPN might help analysts overcome the difficulties of implementing new forms of IT 
within a health organisation, to envision more easily the impact of new technical support on the 
workplace, and to identify areas of concern.  
Cognitive engineers endeavour to understand the tradeoffs within complex systems while also 
addressing the needs of both the workers and analysts responsible for implementing new forms of 
IT within a health organisation. This thesis is a novel extension of Cognitive System Engineering 
research because it involves the application of a paradigm from the Information Systems discipline 
known as Design Science Research (DSR) to a problem commonly addressed by cognitive 
engineers. DSR guides the development of artefacts to be used in practice. DSR artefacts, such as a 
notation, are developed through a series of research cycles that are supported by an understanding 
of the environment.  
 ii 
The DSR cycles were applied in the following way. First, the DSR’s Relevance Cycle 
required a thesis of a healthcare environment, called a domain study. The domain study provided 
the foundation for identifying the concepts and relations within healthcare processes that would 
need to be captured by the notation. The domain study ensured that any subsequently developed 
notation was developed with consideration of the specific requirements of the healthcare domain, 
such as conditions of accessing information from different sources, coping with changes in the 
environment, and the demands of coordinating care among multiple providers. 
Second, through the DSR’s Design Cycles, the notation was developed and tested through 
iterations to ensure that it supported people’s understanding and reasoning about the healthcare 
domain. Three tests were conducted: one after the notation’s development (Test 1), one after initial 
refinement (Test 2), and one after additional refinement (Test 3). Test 1 identified opportunities to 
improve the notation, after it became clear that a subset of symbols was not understood. Following 
refinement to the notation, Test 2 and Test 3 compared the properties of HPN to those of the 
industry standard, Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). Test 2 demonstrated some 
practical benefits of HPN; specifically, participants using HPN exhibited a better understanding of 
which activities happened simultaneously and which activities involved multiple people. Test 3 
verified the usefulness of both HPN and BPMN for understanding complex processes and reasoning 
about a technical change. Performance metrics showed that HPN was no less effective than the 
industry standard, BPMN. 
In summary, the thesis presents a novel process modelling notation for representing complex 
clinical workflows, and demonstrates how to use processes and concepts from Cognitive Systems 
Engineering and DSR to achieve a well-formed design solution that supports analysts’ work. The 
thesis is one of the first known instances of applying DSR to the problem of envisioning the impact 
of technical change in healthcare. In the future, it is hoped that HPN—and the methods by which it 
was developed—will prove useful to analysts and help them better identify and successfully 
manage the range of potential impacts that IT implementations can have within healthcare 
environments. 
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connectors, and condition elements. 
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Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) – A standard measure of the perceived usability of a process 
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Rosemann, Green, & Indulska, 2011 p. A1). PEOU was measured in Test 2 and Test 3. 
Perceived Usefulness (PU) – A standard measure of the perceived usability of a process modelling 
notation (Maes & Poels, 2007). PU is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that 
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a conceptual modelling grammar will be effective in achieve in the intended modelling 
objective” (Recker et al., 2011, p. A1). PU was measured in Test 2 and Test 3. 
Post Anaesthetic Care Unit (PACU) – A clinical environment that caters to patients after they are 
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 CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Industry reports suggest that Information Technology (IT) is a means for healthcare 
organizations to become more efficient, safe, and accountable (Australian Health Ministers' 
Advisory Council, 2008; Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2005, 2012). Around the world, legislation 
and funds are allocated to promote IT use in healthcare environments (Anderson, Frogner, Johns, & 
Reinhardy, 2006). For example, $27 USD billion worth of payments to providers in the United 
States who demonstrate “meaningful use” of the Electronic Health Record (EHR) in the United 
States (Blumenthal & Tavenner, 2010). The term meaningful use implies a positive association 
between the use of IT and the quality of care (Medicare Payment Advisory Commission 
[MedPAC], 2004; Shekelle, Jones, Rudin, & Shanman, 2014). In the thesis, the term IT is used 
broadly, and refers to software applications that manage patient information and clinical tasks; as 
well as the hardware platforms on which workers interact with IT (e.g., electronic tablets)1. Benefits 
associated with IT include its use by clinicians to analyse and document patients’ status (Bronzino, 
1986), the management of information by hospital administrators (Lenz & Reichert, 2007), the 
exchange of information between distributed care providers (Stair & Reynolds, 2003), and the 
creation of a safer environment for patients and healthcare workers (IOM, 2012).  
Although the increased use of IT in healthcare environments is intended to improve the 
quality of care and provide savings for healthcare organisations, the benefits are not being realised 
(Black, Car, Pagliari, Anandan, et al., 2011; Shekelle, Morton, & Keeler, 2006). Many 
implementations of IT within healthcare environments are perceived as failures because they are 
associated with detrimental patient outcomes and additional costs (Black, Car, Pagliari, Cresswell, 
et al., 2011; Kaplan & Harris-Salamone, 2009). The failure of implementation can be partly 
attributed to the difficulty that analysts have in anticipating the consequences to workflows within 
their organisation (Karsh, Weigner, Abbott, & Wears, 2010).The purpose of this study is to 
determine if a process modelling notation—one that is sensitive to the properties of clinical 
workflow—could help analysts predict consequences of technical change within health 
organisations. The ability to anticipate consequence, or to prospectively evaluate change, could help 
analysts mitigate negative and unintended consequences.  
In the present chapter I provide a brief overview of the research program. First I describe the 
current practices of process modelling and the limitations of process modelling notations for 
representing aspects of healthcare work. The limitations of the notations create an opportunity for 
                                                
1 For a introduction to IT in healthcare and the efforts to introduce IT to healthcare 
environments, see (MedPAC, 2004, Chapter 7). 
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the development of a new notation with which to represent healthcare. Next I provide the aim and 
scope of the thesis and describe the research activities within the design process. Then I summarise 
the contributions of the thesis. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
When IT is introduced to healthcare environments, the clinical processes are affected—
sometimes in dramatic ways (Black, Car, Pagliari, Anandan, et al., 2011; Tam, 2005). The 
recommendations coming from government-funded reports and publications suggest that 
stakeholders invest resources into a workflow assessment in which processes are documented in a 
graphically way and analysed (Jones et al., 2011; Madison, 2005). This practice of documenting 
and analysing processes is also known as process modelling—a visual form of conceptual 
modelling that is used to document processes, clarify a set of ideas, and illustrate cross-functional 
relationships and responsibilities (Harris, 1999). Conceptual modelling has been shown to support 
learning, understanding and retention (Ainsworth & Loizou, 2003; Mayer, 2001). Conceptual 
modelling has been adopted by many industries as a way to support analysts who have different 
professional backgrounds and the shared need to understand how work occurs (Jones et al., 2011; 
Jun, Ward, Morris, & Clarkson, 2009; Madison, 2005).  
Existing modelling notations tend to focus on the technical aspects of the environment and as 
a result can enforce an overly technocentric view that distorts the organizational complexity of the 
work (Sommervile et al., 2012). If analysts are only presented with the technical aspects of the 
environment, they can end up ignoring the “human implications” when anticipating the 
consequences of a technical change (Eason, 2001). Put another way, researchers describe how the 
existing notations used for business process modelling appear to lack the expressiveness to 
represent properties of collaborative work (Börger, 2012; Müller & Rogge-Solti, 2011; van der 
Aalst & ter Hofstede, 2005). Although process modelling may be viable in some domains, they may 
be insufficient for representing clinical workflows at the level required for prospective evaluation.  
The consequences associated with using IT, whether positive or negative, are difficult to 
predict and result from complex interactions within the clinical environment (Ash, Anderson, & 
Tarczy-Hornoch, 2008; Carayon et al., 2006; Karsh et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2011; Schulman, 
Kuperman, Kharbanda, & Kaushal, 2007; Sittig, Ash, Guappone, Campbell, & Dykstra, 2008). 
Recent expert reviews suggest that many site-specific factors determine whether IT implementation 
leads to improved outcomes in healthcare (Batalden & Davidoff, 2007; Greenhalgh, Potts, Wong, 
Bark, & Swinglehurst, 2009; Shekelle et al., 2014). Research conducted in the healthcare domain 
suggests that changes resulting from IT implementation can have damaging effects on workflow, 
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such as losing contextual information when physical artefacts are removed from the workflow 
(Saleem, Russ, Justice, et al., 2009). Technical change can make coordination activities more 
difficult for workers and prevent them from preparing for and negotiating medical decisions 
effectively (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Malhotra, Jordan, Shortliffe, & Patel, 2007; Reddy & 
Jansem, 2008; Reddy, McDonald, Pratt, & Shabot, 2005).  
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The negative and unintended consequences are a major concern for analysts because they 
contribute to substantial financial loss and poor benefits realisation (Ash, Berg, & Coiera, 2004; 
Bloomrosen et al., 2011; Harrison, Koppel, & Bar-Lev, 2007). Mandatory use of IT creates a 
technology push that carries considerable risk: The use of IT in healthcare environments is expected 
to increase over the next decade, and with it an increase of technology-related errors (Coiera, Aarts, 
& Kulikowski, 2012). With a "quickening tempo of technology change," the errors associated with 
using new technology become more costly and common, creating demands for techniques that help 
to "predict the post conditions of technology change by anticipating unintended effects" (Woods & 
Dekker, 2000, p. 274). 
Tools that help analysts identify and understand the potential positive and negative outcomes 
from IT implementations in healthcare environments are needed (IOM, 2012; National e-Health 
Transition Authority [NEHTA], 2008). One way that analysts may prevent negative and unintended 
consequences is by evaluating the interactions between people, technology, and information before 
the technical change is made in a prospective way (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011; Eason, 2001; Pew 
& Mavor, 2007). In order for prospective evaluation to be effective, analysts need to understand the 
interactions between human work practices and technology use that occur within the clinical 
environment (Coiera et al., 2012; Harrison et al., 2007; Sittig & Singh, 2010). The properties of 
these interactions are complex and not well expressed by existing modeling notations. Therefore, 
the existing notations are not able to provide the information that analysts need to perform 
prospective evaluation of clinical workflow.  
1.3 AIM AND SCOPE 
The research aim is to develop and evaluate a process modelling notation to help analysts 
understand and reason about the consequences that IT change might have on their organisations. To 
achieve the aim, the research program applies the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm—a 
paradigm from the Information Systems discipline that promotes a deep understanding of the 
problem domain and an iterative design improvement process for solving organisational problems 
(Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004).  
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The scope of the research includes an investigation of a hospital environment and a cyclical 
design process. The evaluations of the process modelling notation developed in the thesis focus on 
analysts’ abilities to understand the notational elements and to reason about clinical workflow when 
supported by models built with the notational elements. 
1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 
The practical, theoretical, and methodological contributions of the thesis are summarised in 
the following subsections. 
1.4.1 Practical Contributions 
The first practical contribution of the thesis is the production of Health Process Notation, 
HPN. Developed specifically for healthcare, the notational elements of HPN represent the people, 
objects, technologies, and conditions in healthcare processes. The notation was tested and evaluated 
as a suitable method for representing clinical workflows: Evidence based on empirical tests 
measuring understanding and problem-solving suggests that HPN supports analysts when asked to 
prospectively evaluate consequences of a technical change on a clinical workflow.  
The second practical contribution of the thesis is the demonstration of the DSR paradigm as a 
suitable framework for addressing organisational problems faced by complex systems. DSR was 
applied to the development of a design solution that would support analysts’ need to analyse 
healthcare processes in a new way. The success of DSR has practical relevance for disciplines 
including Cognitive Engineering and Human Factors who can use DSR to develop solutions for 
other complex domain and organisational problems.  
1.4.2 Theoretical Contribution 
A component of the thesis investigated the properties of existing process modelling notations 
and can therefore extend what is currently known about the suitability of process modelling 
notations for representing complex systems such as healthcare. The comparison of HPN and the 
industry standard notation, Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) demonstrated the 
strengths and weaknesses of multiple process modelling notations for the purposes of domain 
reasoning and offers a meaningful contribution to conceptual modelling research.  
1.4.3 Methodological Contributions 
The thesis advanced the empirical measurement of two aspects of performance: domain 
understanding and domain reasoning. The distinction between simple and complex questions on a 
comprehension test contributed to a detailed analysis of domain understanding. The coding of 
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problem-solving performance with domain-relevant criteria was a novel extension of existing 
methods of analysing domain reasoning. 
The second methodological contribution pertains to the method used to identify the necessary 
entities for the domain-specific ontology. The participation of healthcare workers in a set of 
observations and interviews provided a strong user-centred perspective to the domain study and 
thus to the researcher’s understanding of the environment. The report of information system 
breakdowns and the negotiations within routine workflows led to a rich dataset of properties 
relevant to the task of developing a process modelling notation and not otherwise accessible to the 
researcher. The video method captured detailed reports from healthcare workers and provided a 
unique perspective on the domain environment. Organisation of video records by time-stamped 
events supported the researchers’ need and desire to return to the recordings, and become re-
immersed in the environment. 
1.5 THESIS OVERVIEW 
Figure 1 provides an overview of thesis chapters.  
Chapters 1 through 3 provide the background for the thesis. In Chapter 1, I introduce the 
research and explain why the implementation of IT in healthcare would benefit from a prospective 
evaluation tool. In Chapter 2, the main research themes are summarised. I describe conceptual 
modelling and present design requirements for a notation that would represent a technologically-
intensive healthcare environment. A survey of existing notations and evaluation methodologies that 
are relevant to the prospective evaluation task are presented. In Chapter 3, the DSR paradigm is 
described and I explain how it was used to structure the research activities. 
In Chapter 4, I report activities within the DSR relevance cycle—mainly a domain study in 
which qualitative research methods were used to collect reports of information flows and workflows 
in a clinical environment. The analytic outcomes of the domain study include representations of 
workflow, and a set of concepts and relations for describing the healthcare environment.  
The DSR design cycles are presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The first design cycle is 
presented in Chapter 5: the first version of HPN is presented in Chapter 5, along with an evaluation 
that suggested which notational elements were understood and interpreted correctly by a set of 
novice analysts. Less well understood notational elements were identified for refinement. The 
second design cycle is presented in Chapter 6: a refined version of HPN is presented in Chapter 6, 
along with a report of a comparison between HPN and the standard process modelling notation, 
BPMN. The third cycle is presented in Chapter 7: following another period of refinements, an 
updated version of HPN is presented and the second HPN–BPMN comparison study is reported. 
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Figure 1. Thesis overview. Each thesis chapter (rectangle) is described, with the current chapter 
highlighted. Arrows represent the progression from one chapter to the next. 
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Chapter 8 provides a general discussion of thesis findings. I present the final version of HPN 
and demonstrate how the DSR framework was used to interweave relevance and rigor in the design 
process. I describe the findings in context of the problem of implementing technical change in 
existing clinical environments.  The contributions of the research are described, along with the 
limitations and future directions. 
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 CHAPTER 2 - BACKGROUND 
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Conceptual models are used to represent workflow visually in ways that aid understanding, 
analysis, and decision making. In this chapter, I provide background material about conceptual 
modelling notations and describe some areas of application. In Section 2.1, I provide an overview 
of conceptual modelling and provide design requirements for a conceptual modelling notation for 
representing clinical workflows. In Section 2.2, I describe two process modelling notations: 
flowcharting and Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). I consider how well each notation 
meets the design requirements. In Section 2.3, I present conceptual frameworks and evaluation 
methodologies used by researchers to analyse healthcare processes. The chapter’s themes are 
summarized in Section 2.4, where I consider the suitability of the existing tools for meeting the 
thesis’s aims: to support analysts’ understanding and reasoning about healthcare processes when 
considering the consequences of a technical change.  
2.1  OVERVIEW OF CONCEPTUAL MODELLING NOTATIONS 
In the following subsections, I describe the basic properties of conceptual modelling notations 
and give examples of how conceptual modelling is used by analysts for solving problems. 
2.1.1 Basic Properties of Conceptual Modelling Notations 
A conceptual modelling notation is a set of text, graphics, and line segments that graphically 
represents a domain of work, a collection of information systems, or a set of work processes 
(Marchionini, 2010). A selection of notational elements is constructed into a conceptual model, 
which presents complex information in a simple and informative way (Harris, 1999). When 
presented with a conceptual model, a person encodes the visual properties of the notation through 
separate information-processing channels (Kantowitz, 1985; Moody, 2007). One information 
channel, the verbal channel, encodes text. The other information channel, the visual channel, 
encodes shapes. Each channel has processing limits for how much information can be processed at 
a given time. In the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML), Mayer (2001) explains the 
relationship between the capacity for a person to process information and the properties of a visual 
representation by saying, “There is reason to believe that—under certain circumstances—people 
learn more deeply from words and pictures than from words alone” (p. 3). As will be presented in 
Chapter 5, HPN requires information to be processed through both channels—HPN contains both 
text and icons in its notation.  
The benefits of presenting information visually are well-documented: Visual representations 
summarise and structure information in a meaningful way (Norman & Draper, 1986; Stappers & 
Flach, 2004). Moody (2007) describes how models support understanding. Norman and Draper 
(1986) note the benefits of a well-formed conceptual model stating, “the correct conceptual model 
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can transform confusing, difficult tasks into simple, straightforward ones” (p. 33). Conceptual 
models help people make decisions and communicate about the domain (Madison, 2005; Recker, 
2010b). Kim, Hahn, and Hahn (2000) and Spicer (1998) describes conceptual modelling as an 
effective way to support organisational learning. The functionality of conceptual models to help 
people apprehend unfamiliar and complex material is well-supported in the literature (Ainsworth & 
Loizou, 2003; Mayer, 2001). 
In the next subsection, some applications of conceptual modelling notations are presented. 
Based on the properties of clinical workflows, a process-oriented modelling approach is selected for 
representing the healthcare domain in the thesis. 
2.1.2 Applications of Conceptual Modelling Notations 
Researchers in the Information Systems discipline do a significant amount of notation 
development and research on conceptual modelling (Burton-Jones, Weber, & Wand, 2009; Wand & 
Weber, 2002). Communities use conceptual modelling notations to represent different types of 
relationships within a domain depending on their problem-solving needs (Moody, 2005). Two 
examples are data flow diagramming and process modelling:  
• Data flow diagramming and object-oriented notations guide system designers and engineers 
in activities of planning and design. These notations represent a static view of domain 
entities —providing a “blueprint” of an information system or interface (Salvendy, 2001).  
• Process modelling notations are used in quality improvement activities, in which business 
analysts try to improving organisational outcomes by reducing inefficiencies within their 
workflows (Juran & Riley, 1999; Recker, 2010b). These notations represent activity flows 
with behavioural information (i.e., what activity is happening) and functional information 
(i.e., how activity is happening) Krogstie (2012). 
Process models provide a view of an entire activity sequence, from start to finish. Process 
models can presumably support prospective evaluation because an analyst’s evaluation is not 
limited to the point of technical change but can include considerations of preceding and subsequent 
activities around the point of technical change. Health researchers encourage a process-oriented 
view for healthcare improvement activities (Jones et al., 2011; Jun et al., 2009). As a means for 
deciding if an existing process modelling notation is sufficient or if a new notation is needed for 
understanding and reasoning about the healthcare domain, a set of design requirements were 
developed early in the research process.  
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2.1.3 Design Requirements for a Process Modelling Notation 
The purpose of the process modelling notation is to represent clinical workflows and support 
analysts in the evaluation of clinical workflows—in particular, the prospective evaluation of a 
technical change. The design requirements listed in Table 1 describe the desired qualities of the 
process modelling notation. Each design requirement is described in the following subsections. 
Table 1 
Design Requirements for a Process Modelling Notation 
Design Requirements (DR) 
Ontological DR The notational categories describe the concepts and relations within an 
existing health-technology environment. 
Usability DR The intended analyst group understands the notation and finds it useful.  
Extendibility DR The set of notational elements is reusable and extendible. Modelling 
different healthcare processes uses the same set of notational elements 
and allows for the introduction of more notational elements. 
Ontological design requirement 
Ontology defines the consistency between the concepts and relations in the notation with 
respect to the things that exist in the modelled domain (Honderich, 1995; Milton & Kazmierczak, 
2006). The notation should be sufficiently expressive of the domain’s entities (e.g., people, objects, 
technologies, and work locations) and the relations between entities (e.g., human-computer 
interactions and temporal arrangement of activities). The ontological DR requires that the process 
modelling notation is tailored to an existing technology-intensive healthcare environment and that 
the concepts and relations of the notation encompass the organisational, clinical, and technical 
subsystems within this environment.  
As a first approximation for what concepts and relations exist in the healthcare domain, three 
properties of the healthcare domain are described: complexity, human-centred workflow, and 
information flow. The three properties are not intended as a complete distillation of the healthcare 
domain, but simply provide a set of considerations, based on the literature, that make the 
development of the notation specified to the target application domain.  
Complexity. The work within a healthcare environment is known to be complex (Abraham & 
Reddy, 2010; Begun, Zimmerman, & Dooley, 2003; Kannampallil, Schauer, Cohen, & Patel, 2011). 
For the ontological DR to be fulfilled, the process modelling notation needs to represent the 
complicated set of interactions and conditions that affect how work is performed. For example, the 
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notation needs to illustrate the ways in which healthcare workers deviate from standard protocols 
when responding to changing demands and constraints (Ash et al., 2008; Perry & Wears, 2012; 
Plsek & Greenhalgh, 2001). Other factors that contribute to the domain’s complexity—the 
accessibility of computers, the availability of resources, and the clinical urgency of an activity--
require representation.  
Human-centred workflow. The process modelling notation must represent the interactions 
between people and people’s interaction around information. The communication and coordination 
between healthcare workers is an integral part of healthcare processes (DeLucia, Ott, & Palmieri, 
2009; Lenz & Reichert, 2007; Leonard, Graham, & Bonacum, 2004; Manser & Foster, 2011). 
Communication is required for shared activities (e.g., handovers), included in organizational 
policies (e.g., safety checks), and is often part of the interaction between clinical experts regarding 
patient care (e.g., medical rounds). Lee and Garvin (2003) argue that traditional models of 
communication, which emphasis one-way transfer of information are inappropriate for describing 
communication in healthcare. Using evidence from case studies of healthcare work, Lee and Garvin 
demonstrate that communication between healthcare professionals involve two-way exchanges that 
have a strong social context—a context which affects the relationships between communicators as 
well as health outcomes.  
Information flow. The notation needs to express the different forms information exists in the 
domain and the ways information is exchanged. Information flow—the mechanism by which 
information travels and changes between people and systems—results from a combination of 
factors (Lee & Garvin, 2003; Tang, Carpendale, & Scott, 2010). The InfoFlow framework proposed 
by Tang et al. (2010) suggests that information flow consists of six characteristics: information, 
personnel, artefacts, spatiality, temporality, and communication mode (see Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2. The InfoFlow graphic, reproduced from (Tang et al., 2010). The line segments connecting 
points on the polygon represent how information flow consists of different parameters. 
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Tang et al. (2010) identified the parameters of information flow after observing nursing work 
during periods of shift change. Nurses combined information from physical and electronic sources 
and the ease with which nurses provided and received a handover was affected by environmental 
and temporal factors. Introducing a technical change can have consequences for each characteristic 
in the InfoFlow framework: the timeliness of retrieving information can be affected (temporality), 
the physical attributes of information can change (artefacts), communication can occur through 
different channels (communication mode), and so on. Given the relevance of information’s 
characteristics to a technical change, the notation should represent the properties identified in the 
InfoFlow framework such as physical movement, electronic transmission, and modality 
transformation. 
Usability design requirement 
Usability describes how clear and practical is the model for the intended users. The intended 
users of HPN are analysts that represent a diverse range of scientific, clinical, and organisational 
professions (Schulman et al., 2007; Shortell & Kaluzny, 2006). The professions include but are not 
limited to hospital administrators, chief information officers, technology developers, business 
consultants, and unit managers. A notation should support all analysts equally well, so that analysts 
have equal opportunity to comprehend a process model. The usability DR is that the intended group 
of analysts perceives the notation as usable and useful. 
Extendibility design requirement 
Extendibility is the requirement that the notation can represent a range of processes occurring 
within the environment (e.g., different procedures and workflows). In other words, the range of 
interactions that can be represented by the notation should go beyond the initial use. Extendibility 
can be demonstrated in two ways. First, the notational elements can be used in the representation of 
different processes. Such reusability increases the efficiency and effectiveness of using the notation 
(Vom Brocke & Buddendick, 2006). Second, the notational categories can be broadened with 
additional elements. The labelling of notational elements may be extended: for example, people of 
different professions may be added in the development of HPN. The actual notational elements may 
be extended: for example, additional forms of IT may become available for use and would need 
representation.  
In the previous section, three design requirements were presented. The design requirements 
assume that the notation includes the concepts and relations within a technology-intensive 
healthcare environment (ontological DR), demonstrates usability for the intended group of analysts 
(usability DR), and is extendable across healthcare processes (extendibility DR). In what follows, 
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existing process modelling notations and evaluation methodologies are reviewed. This is a 
necessary step in determining if a new process modelling notation is needed. The evaluation of 
existing tools against the design requirements is supported by the current assessment of properties 
of the healthcare domain (complexity, human-centred workflow, and information flow). 
2.2 PROCESS MODELLING NOTATIONS 
In this section two process modelling notations are presented: flowcharting and BPMN. For 
both examples, the elements of each notation are described and then assessed for how well they 
meet the design requirements. As the following argument shows, flowcharting is an understandable 
and reusable notation. Examples will demonstrate that the standard set of flowcharting notation is 
easily extended with additional notational elements for further expressiveness. Because flowcharts 
must be extended to describe aspects of a domain, it is presumably insufficient by itself for 
representing concepts and relations of a technology-intensive healthcare environment. 
An alternative process modelling notation used by organisational stakeholders is BPMN 
(Aldin & de Cesare, 2011; Recker, 2011). BPMN has a larger set of notational elements than 
flowcharting and is capable of representing organisational processes in an understandable way, at 
least for analysts familiar with the semantics of the notation. For this group of analysts, the notation 
is usable. However, researchers suggest that BPMN is insufficient for representing behavioural and 
contextual issues that affect complex processes (Börger, 2012; Müller & Rogge-Solti, 2011; van der 
Aalst & ter Hofstede, 2005).  
2.2.1 Flowcharting 
Flowcharting is a popular conceptual modelling notation that consists of three categories of 
notational elements: sequence, events, and data (see Figure 3). The ten notational elements are 
geometric shapes that are labelled with text and arranged to create an activity flow (Madison, 2005).  
 
Figure 3. The standard set of flowcharting notation. The ten notational elements are grouped by 
graphical constructs that are used to represent sequence, events, and data in an activity flow.  
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Model developers use the flowcharting shapes to “visually display[s] interrelated information such 
as events, steps in a process, functions, etc., in an organized fashion, such as sequentially or 
chronologically” (Harris, 1999, p. 153). A flowchart can be created with a few constructs to 
represent simple activity flows. However, model developers often use additional notational 
elements to represent different types of activities and relationships.  
Two flowcharting examples are provided in Figure 4 and Figure 5. In Figure 4, a registration 
process is represented with sequence notation (oval, rectangle, and arrow shapes) and event notation 
(diamond shapes). The model developer uses swim lane notation, which are the horizontal divisions 
labelled “patient” and “front desk.” The swim lane notation represents the actors in the process and 
their association with activities in the process.  
 
Figure 4. A flowchart of a patient registration process. The front desk (lower swim lane) performs 
activities and makes decisions (diamond shapes) about the patient’s status (upper swim lane). 
Reproduced from http://healthit.ahrq.gov/health-it-tools-and-resources/. 
In Figure 5, an appointment process is represented with standard and modified flowcharting 
notation: process (rectangle shapes), flow (one-headed arrows), and collaboration (cloud shape) 
(Unertl, Weigner, Johnson, & Lorenzi, 2009). The main activity flow is the appointment cycle that 
shows the progression between check-in (top right); pre-appointment tests (right side); post-
appointment tests (bottom left); and activities between appointments (right side).  
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Figure 5. A workflow diagram of an appointment cycle for a Cystic Fibrosis (CF) patient, 
reproduced from Unertl et al., 2009.  
The two-headed arrows indicate relations between the test procedures and the main activity 
flow (first modified notation). The cloud notation represents collaboration between members of the 
patient care team (second modified notation). Unertl et al. (2009) use the same set of notational 
elements to construct workflow diagrams of multiple clinics; thus, demonstrating the extendibility 
DR. 
Flowchart notation is understandable by most people and the promotion of flowchart 
development by industry suggests that using flowcharts can guide quality improvement and 
workplace assessment activities for a range of healthcare processes (Jones et al., 2011; Jun et al., 
2009) (ontological DR and usability DR). Figure 4 and 5 demonstrate that an extended flowcharting 
notation can be used to represent healthcare processes in a descriptive way (extendibility DR). 
However, the ten standard notational elements shown in Figure 3 do not differentiate important 
domain concepts such as paper-based and electronic forms of IT nor does it have notational 
elements for representing relations found in clinical workflows such as collaboration (ontological 
DR). Deficiencies in the flowchart notation present a situation whereby information may be 
inadvertently omitted during model development. Missing information can lead to an bias whereby 
the analyst’s understanding of the domain is underdeveloped (Feltovich, Hoffman, Woods, & 
Roesler, 2004). Because the ontological DR is not fulfilled, flowchart notation is not considered a 
viable notation for the analysis of complex clinical workflows.  
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2.2.2 Business Process Modelling Notation, BPMN 
Members of the conceptual modelling community formed a working group—the Object 
Management Group (OMG)—to promote uniformity across how modellers documented their 
processes in different domains (White, 2004). The working group consolidated existing notations 
into a set of specifications, or standards, hat describe the set of notational elements and explain how 
notational elements are to be combined for representing organisational processes (Object 
Management Group [OMG], 2011; OMG, 2010; White, 2004). The first version of BPMN was 
published in 2004; updated with more notational elements in 2010; and is the current industry 
standard process modelling notation (Recker, 2010b). In addition to the standards published by the 
OMG, white papers and tutorials explain how to use BPMN (OMG, 2010; Recker, 2010b; White, 
2004). Researchers have tested BPMN against other notations: Ottensooser et al (2011) found that 
when compared to text-based use cases, trained analysts understand the process better when using 
BPMN that the non-trained analysts who performed equally well in the two conditions. 
Notational elements 
A selection of the notational elements in BPMN is shown in Figure 6. Most of the notational 
elements are geometric shapes that the model developer annotates with text to describe “business 
operations and the dynamic behaviour of information systems” (Recker, 2011, p. 8). The core 
notation is the set of the most commonly used elements (left) and the advanced notational elements 
are intended for processes with temporal and human-centred relationships (right). 
 
Figure 6. Notational elements of BPMN. Core notation groups (left), adapted from Müller & 
Rogge-Solti (2011). Advanced notation (right), reproduced from the 2010 standards (OMG, 2010). 
The core set of notational elements is grouped into four categories: pools and swim lanes, flow 
objects, connecting objects, and artefacts. Most elements are geometric shapes, but a few notational 
elements have iconic properties. For example the data object in the artefact category resembles a 
sheet of paper. Advanced notation were introduced in the 2010 standards: Notational elements such 
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as conversation nodes and choreography notation were developed as a means to represent 
collaborative activities (OMG, 2010).  
Model construction 
The design intent of BPMN is to represent organisational processes with well-defined 
activities that are allocated to individuals. BPMN contains formalisms that require structural and 
temporal relations between activities in a process (White, 2004). Figure 7 is a BPMN model that 
represents a shipping process for a hardware retailer (OMG, 2010). The process involves three 
individuals (swim lanes) whose activities (rectangle shapes) merge with one another (gateway 
notation shown in diamond shapes). Activity flow is represented with sequence flow notation (solid 
arrows), which shows a highly linear progression of activities.  
 
Figure 7. BPMN model “Shipment Process for a Hardware Retailer.” The activities (rectangle 
shapes) of three individuals (swim lanes) are shown in a linear, sequence flow (OMG, 2010). 
Figure 7 shows clearly what individuals are doing from the start point to the end point of the 
shipping process. However, the model omits details that could be used in the prospective evaluation 
of a technical change. For example, the modality and availability of the post label and paperwork 
used in the process may be affected by new technology but these properties are not represented. 
Additionally, although the points of interaction between the workers are represented by swim lane 
notation, the types of interactions occurring between workers are unspecified. Verbal 
communication could be modelled with message flow or choreography notation.  
Although adding detail to the model may support prospective evaluation better, including 
more notational elements contributes to the model’s complexity, which can limit an analyst’s ability 
to understand and subsequently analyse the process. An example of complexity brought on by 
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BPMN standards is provided next with a healthcare example. When BPMN represents shared 
activities, a notational element is placed in the lane of each collaborator (see Figure 8).  
 
Figure 8. BPMN model of a surgical process. The activity “perform indication” is a shared task that 
is represented in the participants’ swim lanes. Reproduced from Müller and Rogge-Solti (2011). 
The surgical example in Figure 8 demonstrates a mismatch between the BPMN standards and the 
guidelines based on best practice. As a mode of best practice, model developers should use the 
minimal amount of notation required and should avoid the visual clutter created by redundantly 
labelled activity objects (Mendling, Reijers, & van der Aalst, 2010). The visual clutter is apparent in 
Figure 8, where the shared “perform indication” activity is modelled redundant activity, flow, and 
gateway notation (Müller & Rogge-Solti, 2011). The model’s complexity is increased with the 
excess use of notational elements. 
The rules of BPMN model construction prevent ad hoc modifications, leaving the modeller 
unable to represent behavioural and contextual issues that affect how processes are carried out 
(Börger, 2012; Müller & Rogge-Solti, 2011; van der Aalst & ter Hofstede, 2005). The 
specifications of developing process models with BPMN encourage modellers to represent how 
processes are supposed to occur. As a result, some researchers criticise BPMN for not representing 
the organisational reality; that is, how processes actually transpire (van der Aalst & van Hee, 2002; 
Wong & Gibbons, 2009). The core BPMN elements do not distinguish between actions of human or 
technological entities and so the properties of communication and information exchange may be 
difficult for the analyst to perceive.  
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The research provides mixed evidence for whether BPMN meets the three design 
requirements for representing complex clinical workflows (see Table 1). BPMN consists of a large 
set of notational elements and has the capacity for representing as least some healthcare processes 
with a sensible level of detail. For example, linear processes such as medication ordering and 
administration may be conducive to BPMN modelling. However, activities such as shared tasks and 
communication are not well-supported by the commonly used BPMN elements. Therefore, BPMN 
partially meets the demands of representing entities within a technology-intensive healthcare 
environment (ontological DR). The current use of BPMN suggests that the notation may meet the 
usability DR, at least for those analysts who are familiar with the semantics of the notation. 
However, the advanced notation has not been adopted by the general BPMN modeling community: 
BPMN models with advanced notation may be considered too advanced for analysts who lack 
training (Recker, 2010a). In would seem that BPMN partially meets the usability design 
requirement (usability DR). BPMN is extendable only through the standards published by the 
OMG, and so the extendibility design requirement is partially met (extendibility DR).  
Researchers interested in the healthcare domain have developed less formalised ways to 
represent healthcare processes. In the next subsection, a selection of available frameworks and 
evaluation methodologies are presented; thus, demonstrating a different perspective on how visual 
representations can support analysts’ understanding and reasoning about a healthcare environment. 
2.3 TOOLS FOR EVALUATING HEALTHCARE PROCESSES 
First, a conceptual framework for assisting analysts in the implementation of IT in a 
healthcare environment is presented (Sittig & Singh, 2010). Then two methodologies are presented: 
a collaborative modelling approach named the Patient Journey Modelling tool (PaJMa) (Curry, 
McGregor, & Tracy, 2006), and a design methodology named the Distributed Cognition for 
Teamwork (DiCoT) (Blandford & Furniss, 2006; Furniss & Blandford, 2006, 2010). The existence 
of these tools demonstrates the interest of different communities in using graphical representations 
to support solving organisational problems such as those related to introducing technical change, 
quality improvement, and the design of new work systems.  
2.3.1 Conceptual Framework of IT Implementation in Healthcare 
The factors affecting implementation success place high demands on analysts who need to 
orchestrate the introduction of technical change. In Figure 9, the elements of an analytic framework 
for understanding the multifaceted nature of consequences associated with IT are presented as a 
conceptual model (Sittig & Singh, 2010).  
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Figure 9. Sittig & Singh’s (2010) sociotechnical model for studying health IT in complex adaptive 
healthcare systems. The conceptual model represents eight dimensions that interact within the 
clinical domain.  
The model includes eight dimensions within the clinical domain: hardware and software, 
clinical content, human-computer interface, people, workflow and communication, organisational 
policies and procedures, external rules, regulations and pressures, and system measurement and 
monitoring. Each dimension is represented by a notational element, which is a potential “frame” 
with which analysts can analyse their particular healthcare organisation before proceeding with IT 
implementation. Sittig and Singh’s conceptual model (2010) provides an view of the interrelated 
factors affecting the implementation of IT in a healthcare environment, making it easy for analysts 
to perceive the main entities of the domain and the relations between entities.  
The conceptual framework such as the one presented by Sittig and Singh (2010) meets the 
design requirement for usability in a descriptive way—the representation and the dimensions in the 
model are understandable and relevant to implementation issues (usability DR). However, the 
content of the framework may not support an analyst’s understanding of an existing healthcare 
environment in concrete terms. For example, the conceptual model in Figure 9 does not show how 
work is performed nor does it include detail about the properties of the workflow, personnel, or 
other dimensions. Therefore, although the model is understandable and represents the healthcare 
domain, it does little to support an analyst’s understanding of existing workflows in a way that they 
can make reasonable predictions about how workflows might be affected by technical change. 
Thus, the conceptual model does not represent the entire set of concepts used in healthcare 
processes and partially meets the ontological DR.  
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2.3.2 Evaluation Methodologies for Analysing Healthcare Processes 
The following two methodologies have been developed by researchers and are intended for 
use by analysts in the healthcare domain. Each methodology supports the evaluation of clinical 
workflow with a visual representation. 
Patient Journey Modelling Tool (PaJMa) 
The Patient Journey Modelling (PaJMa) tool was specifically design for the healthcare 
domain and the representation includes details about the people, the activities, the artefacts, and 
context about the process (Curry et al., 2006). The development and use of the PaJMa tool was 
influenced by best practices in process reengineering, workflow modeling, and facilitator-led 
systems development (Curry et al., 2006). In the first instance of reporting the PaJMa methodology, 
Curry et al. describe it as a communication tool, designed to engage stakeholders and frame their 
evaluation around a specific patient scenario. PaJMa use is related to the research motivation of 
supporting prospective evaluation because of the shared focus on quality improvement activities. 
The PaJMa tool represents a clinical workflow with “layers” of process-related information 
(see Figure 10). The horizontal divisions represent the following (listed top to bottom in Figure 10): 
patient movement, staff roles, processes, information creation/movement, policies, and metrics. The 
PaJMa model uses a modified flowchart notation, asterisks denoting potential discussion topics, and 
estimates of how long each process will take (i.e., metrics layer). 
 
Figure 10. Patient Journey Modelling (PaJMa) tool represents a clerical booking process, 
reproduced from Curry et al. (2006). The model has six (horizontal) layers of process-related 
information. Asterisks denote issues related to work constraints and areas for intervention. 
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One perceived benefit of participating in the model-building process is that an analyst’s 
knowledge and experience can be incorporated into the model, making it a more reliable account of 
how the processes occurs. Another perceived benefit it that an analyst may learn about the domain 
through the model development process and thus understand the process more fully (Cousins & 
Whitmore, 1998). Since proposing its use as a collaborative modelling and communication aid tool, 
Catley, McGregor, Percival, Curry, and James (2008) have used a predefined PaJMa model to 
perform a hospital audit. 
The PaJMa tool represents process-related information that is based on existing healthcare 
processes; thus, it meets the ontological DR more fully than other conceptual models (i.e., Figure 
9). With regards to the other design requirements, the use of PaJMa is designed for analysts in the 
healthcare domain: PaJMa developers report that the analysts find it understandable and usable 
(usability DR) (Curry et al., 2006). In a recent search of the literature, there is no report of 
researchers using the PaJMA tool for representing additional clinical workflows, so the 
extendibility of the notation for representing various workflows is unknown (extendibility DR). 
Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT) Methodology 
The Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT) methodology supports analysts in the 
design and analysis of a change either in technology or in organisation of workers (Blandford & 
Furniss, 2006; Furniss & Blandford, 2006, 2010). The DiCoT methodology supports analysts with 
different types of conceptual models: for example, the information flow between spatially 
distributed workers in emergency dispatch is shown in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. DiCoT representation of an information flow process within an emergency response 
system, reproduced from Furniss & Blandford (2010). 
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The DiCoT methodology and its conceptual models are based on principles of distributed 
cognition, which includes a prerequisite condition that cognition is not just achieved in one 
individual, but across multiple individuals and their tools (Hollan, Huthcins, & Kirsh, 2000). The 
concept of distributed cognition is represented in Figure 11 with arrows indicating that workers talk 
directly with one another (i.e., embedded channels) and other workers distribute information (i.e., 
buffers and filters). 
The DiCoT methodology is related to the research motivation of supporting prospective 
evaluation because of the interest in supporting the reasoning about new possibilities for a system. 
Two apparent drawbacks to using DiCoT are the need to use multiple diagrams rather than a single, 
unified representation in order to support design and analysis of prospective system functioning. 
However the development of multiple diagrams may fulfill the need to represent different parts of 
the domain; thus, meeting the extendibility DR. Like the PaJMa tool (Curry et al., 2006), DiCoT 
models (Furniss & Blandford, 2010) are intended for representing the healthcare environment 
(ontological DR) and for a healthcare audience, who presumably consider them useful for analyzing 
design possibilities (usability DR). DiCoTA process modeling notation is able to support multiple 
analyses and therefore may be a more efficient design solution.  
For analysts to make the best judgements possible, they need a view of organisational reality, 
otherwise an analyst’s evaluations are liable to be based on normative ideas of how processes occur 
or based on limited information (Reiner, Johnston, Hovorka, & Indulska, 2013). The conceptual 
model proposed by Sittig and Singh (2010) provided a descriptive framework of the factors affected 
by the implementation of technical change and could be used by analysts to understand the domain 
in a general way. The PaJMa tool (Curry et al., 2006) and the DiCoT methodology (Furniss & 
Blandford, 2010) represented some of the complexities within healthcare processes, but do so in 
visually different ways. 
2.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter presented the research themes of the thesis. First the basic properties of 
conceptual modelling notations and the benefits of using conceptual models were described. Then a 
set of design requirements was presented—a process modelling notation must fulfil the 
requirements of ontology, usability, and extendibility to effectively support analysts in their 
evaluation of healthcare processes. As a first approximation of what domain properties need 
representation, three properties—complexity, human-centred workflow, and information flow were 
derived from the literature. 
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The design motivation for a healthcare-specific process modeling notation is to represent 
clinical workflow at a level where the design requirements are met. None of the techniques 
presented in this chapter meet all the design requirements—the ontological DR, the usability DR, 
and the extendibility DR. The development of a novel notation for healthcare is needed. In the next 
chapter, the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm is presented. DSR comes from the 
Information Systems discipline and is focused on supporting research for today’s organisational 
problems.  
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CHAPTER 3 - RESEARCH DESIGN 
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The limitations of existing notations and evaluation methods presented in Chapter 2 motivate 
the design of a new process modelling notation. In the present chapter, I provide a high-level 
overview of the research methods used in the design process of the Health Process Notation (HPN). 
The research methods and outcomes are then described in greater detail in Chapters 4 through 7. 
First, an overview of Design Science Research (DSR) is provided (Hevner, 2007; Hevner & 
Chatterjee, 2010; Hevner et al., 2004). Then, using Hevner’s (2007) cyclical model, research 
activities are outlined that involved applying an understanding of the environment and of the 
relevant bodies of literature to the development and evaluation of a process modelling notation. The 
outcomes from each DSR cycle are reported briefly, with details provided in subsequent chapters. 
3.1 DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH 
The Information Systems discipline focuses on “solving problems at the intersection of IT and 
organisations” (Peffers, Tuunanen, Rothenberger, & Chatterjee, 2007, p. 46). Design Science 
Research (DSR) is a research paradigm within the Information Systems discipline that guides the 
development of “design solutions” for IT-related organisational problems (Hevner, 2007; Hevner & 
Chatterjee, 2010; Hevner et al., 2004). In the thesis, the design solution is a process modelling 
notation called Health Process Notation (HPN). The purpose of HPN is to represent the healthcare 
environment in a way that is suitable for analysts who need to understand and reason about the 
consequences of introducing technical change to their organisations.  
Hevner (2007) refers to cycles of research activity within DSR as the relevance, design, and 
rigor cycles: in Figure 12, the relevance cycle (left) and the rigor cycle (right) guide the 
development and evaluation of the design solution in design cycles (middle). The relevance cycle 
includes an investigation of the environment for which a design solution is created. Hevner (2007) 
describes the environment as consisting of people, organisational systems, technical systems, 
problems, and opportunities. In a design cycle, the design solution is created through development, 
evaluation, and refinement activities. In a rigor cycle, the overall design process is strengthened 
through applying knowledge from existing bodies of literature. “The rigor cycle connects the design 
science activities with the knowledge base of scientific foundations, experiences, and expertise that 
informs the research project” (Hevner, 2007, p. 88). The rigor cycle also includes contributions to 
bodies of literature by extending theory, methods, or proposing practical considerations of using the 
design solution.  
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Figure 12. Design Science Research Cycles: relevance, design, and rigor. The loops symbolise the 
interrelatedness of DSR activities: the development of the design solution is continually guided by 
existing theory, methods, and considerations of the environment. Reproduced from Hevner (2007).  
DSR has been recognised as a useful design framework by non-IS disciplines including 
human-computer interaction (Adikari, McDonald, & Campbell, 2009), system development 
(Arnott, 2006), and engineering (for a review of DSR application areas, see Peffers et al., 2007). 
The design solution developed by Adikari et al. (2009) was an extension of the agile software 
development method that encompassed principles from user-centred design. Arnott (2006) applied 
the DSR paradigm to the problem of developing an effective Decision Support System design 
method. Their design solution incorporated the construct of cognitive biases to help focus the 
system development process and improve the functionality of a decision support system. As will be 
outlined in the next section, the development of HPN included activities from the three DSR cycles: 
relevance, design, and rigor.  
3.1.1 Overview of DSR cycles 
Figure 13 presents an overview of how DSR cycles were adapted for the thesis. Through the 
relevance cycle (left), an investigation of a technology-intensive healthcare environment leads to a 
set of categories that describe healthcare processes. This investigation is referred to as the domain 
study. Through the design cycles (middle), the design solution is developed and evaluated for its 
suitability for providing cognitive support to analysts. Through the rigor cycle (right), the relevant 
bodies of research guide the entire design process.  
88 • A. R. Hevner
ence researchers in the various engineering fields, architecture, the arts, and
other de ign-oriented communities.
Juhani Iivari’s essay (Iivari 2007) is an important and insightful contribu-
tion to a clearer understanding of the key properties of the design science
research paradigm—ontology, epistemology, methods, and ethics. I find
myself in basic agreement with the twelve theses that summarize the author’s
analysis of IS as a design cience. In this comm tary I relate several of the
essay’s theses to the existence of three design science research cycles. The
goal is to enhance our understanding of what it means to do high quality
design science research in IS.
Figure 1 borrows the IS research framework found in (Hevner et al. 2004)
an  overlays a focus on three inherent research cy les. The Rel vance Cycle
bridges the contextual environment of the research project with the design sci-
ence activities. The Rigor Cycle connects the design science activities with the
knowledge base of scientific foundations, experience, and expertise that
informs the research project. The central Design Cycle iterates between the
core activities of building and evaluating the design artifacts and processes of
the research. I posit that these three cycles must be present and clearly identifi-
able in a design science research project. The following sections briefly
expand on the definitions and meanings of each cycle.
2 The Relevance Cycle
Design science research is motivated by the desire to improve the environment
by the introduction of new and innovative artifacts and the processes for build-
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Figure 13. Design Science Research cycles adapted for the thesis: relevance, design, and rigor 
cycle. Adapted from Hevner (2007).  
In the research reported in this thesis, previous workplace studies conducted in healthcare 
provided rigor in multiple ways. First, the studies influenced how multiple qualitative research 
methods were used in the domain study so that “nothing was missed” in terms of the tools and 
technologies used in practice (Grant et al., 2004). Second, frameworks derived from workplace 
studies guided the process of identifying properties within the healthcare domain (Bardram & 
Bossen, 2005; Tang et al., 2010; Unertl, Novak, Johnson, & Lorenzi, 2010). These properties were 
incorporated into the design requirements for the process modelling notation. Third, the report of 
consequences resulting from a technical change in the workplace studies guided how the analysts’ 
responses were scored as ‘quality solutions’ in the design cycle evaluations (Ash, Berg, & Coiera, 
2004; Ash et al., 2007; Perry & Wears, 2012; Reddy et al., 2005). 
In what follows, the research activities and the guiding bodies of research (rigor) within the 
relevance cycle and design cycles are summarised. Details about research methods and outcomes 
are then described in Chapters 4 through 7. The initials of the research team members are used to 
identify the contributors involved in the research. 
3.2 RELEVANCE CYCLE 
The main activity of the relevance cycle—the domain study—is reported in full in Chapter 4. 
Briefly, the domain study had two objectives. First, a thorough investigation of the environment 
was needed so that the design solution was consistent with the domain’s properties. Only with 
comprehensive coverage of the domain could a set of concepts and relations that described the 
technology-intensive healthcare environment be identified. Second, reports of workflow and the 
conditions under which objects were used in an existing technology-intensive healthcare 
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environment were needed. The reports, collected from a range of professional perspectives, would 
be used in two ways. First, the reports would verify that the set of concepts and relations described 
the environment adequately. Second, reports would be used to create test materials for the design 
cycle evaluations (i.e., process models).  
3.2.1 Rigor in the Domain Study 
The scope of the domain study was influenced by literature that proposed a systems approach 
so that many features of the environment were included in the investigation. Qualitative research 
reports helped to identify suitable methods for data collection and analysis in the domain study. 
A systems approach 
In order to investigate the activities within the healthcare environment, a systems approach 
was selected so that the researchers could consider the interconnectedness of system components 
and the properties that emerged from the relationships between components (Pew & Mavor, 2007). 
The domain study therefore included a study of the interactions between the people, clinical units, 
and health information systems; challenges such as coordinating patient care and handovers and 
opportunities such as replacing a paper-based information system with an electronic information 
system. Given the need to engage closely with the semantics of the domain, user-centred methods 
were adapted so that the researchers spent time with the workers discussing their use of objects and 
their activities. By working closely with participants in each case and discussing their work in 
concrete terms, reports of routines, motivations, and perceptions were collected that were not 
otherwise accessible (Berg, Aarts, & van der Lei, 2003; Perry & Wears, 2012; Tang & Carpendale, 
2007; Unertl et al., 2009).  
Qualitative research methods 
The research team collected descriptive information from a specific population using 
qualitative research methods2. Qualitative research methods have been used by other researchers 
who have produced rich descriptions of how healthcare is delivered and coordinated within 
different clinical environments (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Reddy & Jansem, 2008; Westbrook, 
Ampt, Williamson, Nguyen, & Kearney, 2007). A similar approach was taken in the domain study, 
one that allowed the researchers to have broad coverage of the environment’s characteristics so that 
“nothing was missed” in terms of the tools and technologies used in practice (Grant, Hardy, 
Oswick, & Putnam, 2004).  
                                                
2 For a comprehensive review of qualitative research methods, see Crandall, Klein, & 
Hoffman, 2006; Friedman & Wyatt, 2006; Marshall & Rossman, 1995; Mays & Pope, 1995b; 
Sandelowski, 2004.  
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Multiple research methods were necessary because no single data collection method captured 
all the characteristics of the environment. Three qualitative research methods were used in the 
domain study: observations, interviews, and artefact collection. Mays and Pope (1995a) described 
the value of observations by stating, “Observational methods are particularly well suited to the 
study of the working of organisations and how the people within them perform their functions. It 
[sic] may also uncover behaviours or routines of which the participants themselves may be 
unaware” (para. 6). Observations provide the researcher with a close view of the environment, for 
instance when watching interactions within the environment unfold in a physical space 
(Bloomrosen et al., 2011; Chaudhry et al., 2006; Hersh, 2002; Westbrook et al., 2007). Interviews 
captured detailed information about how participants performed their work and about their 
strategies (Iedema, Forsyth, Georgiou, Braithwaite, & Westbrook, 2007). A semi-structured 
interview approach was used to introduce topics, with questions purposely left open-ended so that 
the participant may provide related information or “side stories” (Crandall et al., 2006).  
3.2.2 Research Plan for the Domain Study 
The domain study activities are shown in Figure 14. Domain familiarisation (top row) began 
with background research on critical care nursing responsibilities and healthcare technologies. Then 
an observational method was used to gain clarification about routine activities around the patient’s 
bedside in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Domain familiarisation was followed by a concentrated 
investigation of the healthcare environment called domain immersion (bottom row). A more 
detailed investigation of the environment than domain familiarisation, domain immersion lasted 
longer, involved more participants, and demanded greater resources.  
 
Figure 14. A flowchart showing two phases of research activities in the domain study: domain 
familiarisation (top row) and domain immersion (bottom row).  
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A single researcher (CS)3 completed the domain familiarisation activities, and became 
familiar with the research site and its workers. In domain immersion, healthcare workers from nine 
clinical units participated in two types of videotaped interviews: seated interviews held in an office 
environment and walkthrough interviews held in the participant’s work area. The seated interviews 
for each professional role preceded the corresponding walkthrough interviews. A team of 
researchers conducted interviews and collected detailed information about participants’ workflows. 
Whenever possible, two researchers attended interviews and managed technical setups together. All 
researchers were guided through the interviews with scripted protocols to ensure that interviews 
were conducted in similar ways. 
During domain immersion, data collection and data analysis were interweaved. One 
researcher (CS) reviewed a seated interview recording and identified the interactions between 
information, technology, and people for a specific workflow. In subsequent interviews, the earlier 
reports were verified and any outstanding details concerning that workflow were investigated with 
other participants. Importantly, the process of interweaving interviews helped to ensure that the 
resulting design solution could sufficiently represent all parts of the environment and that models 
developed from the notation could represent the semantics of the domain.  
The research team met regularly to discuss whether the data were providing adequate 
coverage of workflows. More interviews were conducted in those areas where clarity was needed. 
For example, when gaps were found in the reports of discharging a patient from the ICU, additional 
interviews were scheduled with ICU staff. Throughout the data collection period, work artefacts 
were collected. For those artefacts not accessible to the research team, de-identified copies of 
artefacts were requested from interview participants. The technical setups, interview procedures, 
materials, and analytic outcomes are presented in Chapter 4.  
3.2.3 Ethics Approval and Study Recruitment 
The domain study was conducted at the Princess Alexandra Hospital in Brisbane, Australia. 
The project’s principal investigator (PS)4 secured use of an office within the hospital, which 
provided a controlled environment for many of the research activities. Through their respective 
human research committees, the Princess Alexandra Hospital and The University of Queensland 
provided ethics approval, plus subsequent amended approvals as requirements changed, for hospital 
staff to participate in the research (HFES/08/QPAH/088 and UQ project 2008001207 respectively).  
                                                
3 Identification of researchers by initials: CS refers to PhD student, Cara Stitzlein. 
4 Identification of researcher by initials: PS refers to primary advisor, Professor Penelope 
Sanderson. 
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3.2.4 Outcomes 
The domain study resulted in the collection of a large amount of data about how hospital 
processes occurred. The data included videotaped accounts from the people who performed the 
work, the technologies and objects required to perform tasks, and detailed descriptions of the 
conditions within which work was completed. The data also included annotated materials that 
indicated the location and connections between information sources found in the environment. 
Through a process content analysis, CS created categories of “what existed” in the healthcare 
environment. The categories and the relationships between categories formed the basis for 
developing a process modelling notation, which was the main activity of the design cycles. 
3.3 DESIGN CYCLE 
The design cycle actually involved three cycles of development or refinement and evaluation 
of a process modelling notation. The details of how each design cycle was operationalised and the 
results of each cycle are reported in detail in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. In what follows, a high-level 
overview is given of the purpose and structure of the design cycles. The concept of rigor is 
discussed, and an account given of how rigor was maintained throughout the design cycles. 
Hevner (2007) describes the design cycle as being “at the heart of any design science research 
project” (p. 90). The design cycle is an iterative process whereby the researcher develops and 
evaluates a design solution. An infinite number of iterations are possible (see Figure 15). The 
process of design and evaluation cycles is similar to the design process adopted by usability 
researchers who complete multiple passes before finalising interfaces and products (Gould & 
Lewis, 1985). In the following subsections, the design cycle activities of development, evaluation, 
and refinement are described. 
 
Figure 15. Progression of the activities in the DSR design cycles: development, evaluation, and 
refinement. The first design cycle starts with development and evaluation (inner loop), and 
subsequent design cycles start with refinement and are followed by another evaluation (outer loop). 
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Development 
Prior to constructing any notational elements, CS identified the entities that required 
representation and constructed a set of design requirements for the process modelling notation 
(Section 2.1.3). Through development, notational elements were selected to represent the entities as 
well as to convey properties such as information contents and modality. Some notational elements 
in the first version were found in interview materials used in the domain study. These notational 
elements and the design decisions associated with the first version of the process modelling 
notation, HPN, are presented in Chapter 5.  
Evaluation 
Although there are multiple evaluation techniques available (Siau & Rossi, 2007; Wand & 
Weber, 2002), DSR researchers promote an empirical approach for assessing a design solution 
against a set of requirements or against an alternative solution (Hevner, 2007). In each design cycle 
evaluation, analysts5 were provided with a legend that described the notational elements as well as a 
process model representing a complex clinical workflow. Analysts answered questions about the 
modelled workflow and rated their perceptions of HPN. In this way, the ability of analysts to 
comprehend the meaning of notational elements and interpret a process model built with these 
notational elements was tested. The ability of analysts to construct models with notational elements 
was not included in the design cycle evaluations. 
Based on the review of studies in the literature, an evaluation framework consisting of three 
components assessed the participants’ abilities to understand and solve domain-related problems 
(Gemino & Wand, 2004; Siau & Rossi, 2007). Two components—domain understanding and 
domain reasoning—were used to assess the participants’ abilities to answer questions about the 
clinical workflow and possible outcomes related to a technical change. The third component—user 
characteristics—were used to collect the perceptions of participants’ with regards to the usability of 
the process modelling notation under investigation. The components of the evaluation framework 
and the design of the three evaluations were derived from rigor and are described in section 3.3.1. 
An operational protocol developed by CS and PS ensured that each trial was conducted in the 
same way, and so that any member of the research team could conduct a trial. The operational 
protocol included a script, and reminders for data collection. The development of the protocol and 
the materials for the evaluations, including process models, is described in subsequent chapters. The 
                                                
5 The term ‘analyst’ refers to a participant in a design cycle evaluation who met inclusion 
criteria of a healthcare stakeholder. 
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report of each design cycle includes a description of the notational elements (noting any 
refinements) and a report of the evaluation (design, participants, procedure, and results).  
Refinement 
Refinements were any changes applied to HPN that were based on the inferences drawn from 
research activities within the relevance, design, or rigor cycle. The refinements included adding 
notational elements when more concepts of the domain were realised. For example, notational 
elements were added when modelling a different part of the environment. Two modelling 
formalisms, swim lanes and decision points, were added to organise HPN elements. The 
refinements also included modifying notational elements when the concepts they represented were 
essential to the domain but the meaning was not expressed clearly. Modifications often involved 
changing from a notational element from a text symbol to an icon. For example, the notational 
element for “electronic data flow” was refined from an ‘e’ to a lightening bolt symbol. The 
refinements to HPN are presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 
3.3.1 Rigor in the Design Cycles 
Literature from multiple research communities guided the design and evaluation process. The 
significance of the Cognitive Engineering and the Information Systems disciplines are summarised. 
Cognitive Engineering 
Perspectives from within the Cognitive Engineering discipline influenced the development of 
the design solution. The design motivation was to develop a process modelling notation that could 
represent the clinical, organisational, and technical activities present in healthcare processes. It was 
conjectured that such a notation would have value for analysts who needed to consider the 
consequences of a technical change on the entire system. The problem faced by today’s analysts is a 
version of the envisioned world problem, characterised by Woods and Dekker (2000) as a design 
dilemma caused by the demands and complexities imposed on workers when a change is introduced 
into the environment. The consequences to the environment are characterised in the envisioned 
world problem as “patterns of reverberation,” that can lead to a breakdown in one or more of the 
relationships between people, technology and work (Woods & Dekker, 2000).  
In the 1980s, researchers in the “impact research” community described how predictions of 
computer use were unsupported, largely because the researchers did not account for the 
organisational and social implications of technology use (Eason, 2001). More recently,  the 
enduring challenges associated with correctly anticipating opportunities and consequences 
associated with a technical change have been described (Pew & Mavor, 2007; Woods & Dekker, 
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2000). Human Factors researchers argue for an increased uptake of user-centred methods in order to 
illustrate workflow components often ignored by mainstream business approaches (Saleem, Russ, 
Sanderson, et al., 2009).  
The perceived need for more user-centred methods and greater awareness of the relationships 
between people, technology, and work has led to the development of new frameworks and 
guidelines for managing implementations and identifying potential breakdowns within systems. 
Sommerville et al. (2012) suggest supporting traditional engineering efforts by incorporating 
nontechnical factors—human, social, and organisational issues—into their analyses. The 
implementation model proposed in the Practitioner Cycles (Deal & Hoffman, 2010; Hoffman, Deal, 
Potter, & Roth, 2010) promotes a cognitive analysis of work at an early stage and at multiple points 
in the systems’ design process. CS reflected on these conceptual foundations throughout the design 
and refinement process in attempt to create a “tool of discovery” that would assist analysts 
managing projects in a complex domain such as healthcare. 
Systems Analysis and Design  
The Systems Analysis and Design community promotes data flow diagramming to represent 
the major throughputs, transformations, and storage of information (Gane & Sarson, 1979; Hoffer, 
George, & Valacich, 2010). Through the relevance cycle, CS adapted data flow diagramming to 
create rough assemblies that represented the locations, technologies, and information systems 
within clinical units. These assemblies, called process maps, were used in the domain study for data 
collection and data organisation. 
Business Process Modelling 
The Business Process Modelling community promotes process modelling to document and 
support the analysis of organisational processes (Aldin & de Cesare, 2011; Madison, 2005; Recker, 
2011). Through the design cycle, CS sought assistance through design guidelines for creating 
informative and understandable diagrams (Johnson & Henderson, 2011; Mendling et al., 2010; 
Moody, 2007). Familiarity with this community provide structure to the development process and 
helped CS achieve outcomes consistent with best practice such as using text labels, modelling with 
consistency, and modelling with expression (Madison, 2005; Mendling et al., 2010; Moody, 2007). 
Conceptual modelling studies 
Conceptual modelling studies and theories related to the cognition of graphical 
representations influenced the development of an evaluation framework for the model evaluation 
tests—domain understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics (Colligan, Anderson, 
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Potts, & Berman, 2010; Gemino & Wand, 2003, 2005; Mendling, Strembeck, & Recker, 2012; 
Moody, 2005; Parsons & Cole, 2005; Recker, 2011; Reijers, Recker, & van de Wouw, 2010).  
The first component of the evaluation framework, domain understanding, is the analyst’s 
ability to comprehend the domain’s properties, functions, or operations via the conceptual 
modelling notation (Moody, 2007). Domain understanding is a precondition for the second 
component, domain reasoning. Domain reasoning, also called diagrammatic reasoning, refers to 
how graphical representations assist human cognition and problem solving (Kim et al., 2000). 
Conceptual modelling researchers have referred to domain reasoning as an activation of an analyst’s 
mental model, which characterises the analyst’s understanding and awareness of domain functions 
(Gemino & Wand, 2004). Other researchers describe domain reasoning as the activation of an 
analyst’s schema, defined as “a cognitive construct that schematically organises information . . . a 
schema allows us to treat multiple elements of information as a single element classified according 
to the way in which it will be used” (Mayer, 2001, p.156).  
The third component of the evaluation framework, user characteristics, refers to qualities of 
the analysts that may influence how the notational elements and model are interpreted. Conceptual 
modelling researchers suggest controlling for user characteristics, as they may affect measures of 
performance (Mayer, 2001; Recker, 2010a). User characteristics such as prior knowledge (Gemino 
& Wand, 2005) and learning style (Reijers et al., 2010) have been shown to influence an analyst’s 
level of domain understanding and domain reasoning. Validated measures were selected for the 
design cycle evaluations, using the above components.  
Domain understanding. Two components of domain understanding, notation understanding 
and model understanding, determined if an analyst properly associated domain properties with the 
notational elements (e.g., the organisational divisions, the people performing clinical activities, the 
technologies, and the artefacts). The first measure, notation understanding, referred to an analyst’s 
comprehension of the process modelling notation’s semantic qualities (i.e., did analysts understand 
the intended meaning of a notational element?). If analysts identified the meaning of the notational 
element correctly, then the researcher inferred that they understood what HPN aimed to convey. 
The second measure of domain understanding, model understanding, referred to the ability of the 
notation “to communicate and promote an understanding of the domain” (Gemino & Wand, 2003, 
p. 84). In each test, an analyst viewed a legend and model before responding to a series of questions 
about the modelled process. If analysts answered questions about the healthcare process correctly, 
then the research team inferred that they understood the clinical workflow represented by the 
process modelling notation. 
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Domain reasoning. Domain reasoning was derived from an assessment of an analyst’s ability 
to transfer their understanding of the notation to the task of analysing and deliberating about the 
domain (i.e., problem-solving test) (Gemino & Wand, 2004). Similar to the procedures in other 
conceptual modelling studies, scenarios were developed that required analysts to generate solutions 
and explanations in response to a hypothetical situation about the domain (Mayer, 2001; Reijers et 
al., 2010). Two measures were collected in the problem-solving tests: one, the number of solutions 
generated; and two, the quality of solution generated.  
For the first measure of domain reasoning, the number of solutions generated by the analyst 
was used as a dependent measure. For example in Test 2, analysts were asked how the introduction 
of a Computerised Physician Order Entry (CPOE) system would affect the work performed in the 
hospital. Any complete response about the domain was counted as a solution, except for duplicate 
answers, which were counted only once. The second measure of domain reasoning, quality of 
solutions generated, has been suggested as a more informative measure of domain reasoning 
(Gemino & Wand, 2004). In a previous study Gemino (2004) reported “the number of acceptable 
answers” when comparing how well participants understood a set of requirements presented 
through animation or narration. Parsons and Cole (2005) reported “the number of reasonable 
answers” when scoring an analyst’s responses when they responded to problem-solving questions. 
The quality of solution generated was coded with domain-relevant criteria that was selected by the 
research team and used to categorise the analyst’s response. Collectively the two measures of 
domain reasoning indicated how well the analysts integrated their domain understanding to the task 
of drawing inferences about the work represented by the notation.  
User characteristics. Three aspects of user characteristics were measured in the design cycle 
evaluations: user perceptions, ideational fluency, and individual differences. The first measure of 
user characteristics, user perceptions, included analysts’ reported impressions of HPN and whether 
the process modelling notation would be used in practice or with confidence by the target user 
group (Maes & Poels, 2007). Usability metrics captured an analyst’s quality of experience with 
HPN and enabled the research team to understand the analysts’ perceptions of the process 
modelling notation. The second measure of user characteristics, ideational fluency, indicated the 
analysts’ fluency or the ease or difficulty with which information is processed (Oppenheimer, 
2008). Ideational fluency tests were administered in Test 2 and Test 3 as a way to measure an 
analyst’s cognitive aptitude and to determine if analysts possessed the basic ability to stay on task 
(i.e., concentrate) and generate solutions to a simple task (i.e., brainstorm ideas). For both ideational 
fluency tasks, the number of responses provided by each analyst was counted (duplicate answers 
were not counted). A deeper analysis of ideational fluency, such as one based on originality, 
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flexibility, or elaboration of response, was secondary to the research aim. Finally, analysts provided 
demographic information, including details about their education background, current occupation, 
and a rating of their familiarity with both conceptual modelling and the work performed within the 
healthcare environment. This information was analysed so that significant individual differences 
could be identified. 
3.3.2 Research Plan for the Design Cycles 
The research plan for the design cycles is shown in Figure 16. During Cycle 1, CS developed 
and evaluated a first version of HPN elements (Test 1). In Test 1, performance benchmarks were 
used to assess if participants interpreted HPN elements correctly and could evaluate a clinical 
workflow represented by HPN. In Cycle 2, CS refined the notational elements to more clearly 
express relations between concepts. In Cycle 2, HPN and BPMN were systematically compared 
(Test 2). Cycle 3 began with minor refinements to HPN and the updated notation was used to 
represent a different part of the healthcare environment. A second HPN–BPMN comparison was 
completed in Cycle 3 (Test 3).  
 
Figure 16. Design cycles of HPN. Cycle 1 includes development and evaluation activities. Cycle 2 
and Cycle 3 include refinement and evaluation activities. 
The comparison of HPN to an alternate notation in Test 2 and Test 3 allowed an investigation 
of differences between the main variable of interest, the process modelling notations. A within-
subjects design was used so that the notations could be directly assessed using the same set of 
participants. By testing the same group of participants with both notations, the studies were 
completed efficiently and the effect of individual differences was minimised.  
Members of the research team (CS and MI)6 created the process models used to assess HPN 
and prior to the evaluations, workflows and versions of process models were verified with subject 
matter experts from the research site. In this way, the design process demonstrates an overlap 
between the DSR design cycles and relevance cycle. The blood ordering and transfusion workflow 
                                                
6 Identification of researcher by initials: MI refers to associate advisor, Professor Marta 
Indulska. 
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was used in Test 1 and Test 2—the development of these process models is discussed in Section 5.1 
and 6.3.3 respectively. The surgical workflow and the post-operative patient transfer workflow were 
modelled for Test 3—the model development process is described in Section 7.2.2.  
3.3.3 Ethics Approval and Study Recruitment 
The University of Queensland provided ethics approval, plus subsequent amended approvals, 
for the evaluations (Test 1: 11-PSYCH-PHD-38-JJ, Test 2 and Test 3: 12-PSYCH-PHD-31-JJ). 
Recruitment for participants was achieved through posted public notices and emails circulated 
within the research community. Importantly, analysts were recruited from educational and 
professional backgrounds that were associated the intended analyst group. The recruitment of 
participants with qualities similar to the intended analysts made evaluation outcomes more likely to 
be relevant in practice (Parsons & Cole, 2005; Siau & Rossi, 2007). The intended analyst group 
included hospital administrators, information officers, clinicians, technology developers, software 
engineers, among others known to be involved in health-technology projects (Schulman et al., 
2007). Trials were conducted at The University of Queensland as well as at the analyst’s workplace. 
3.4 EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS 
Rigor is not only about incorporating the existing foundations into a DSR project, but also 
about “expand(ing) the research community’s knowledge about the problem space” (Nunamaker et 
al., 1991a, as cited in Hevner et al. (2004). The expected contributions are in three areas. First, the 
research will advance the measurement of properties for conceptual modelling evaluations. For the 
measurement of domain understanding, two types of comprehension questions are proposed (i.e., 
simple and complex) that when analysed in a within-subjects design can draw out differences in the 
model understanding associated with two conceptual modelling notations. For the measurement of 
domain reasoning, the quality of solution is analysed with domain-relevant criteria and this adds 
practical relevance in a thesis’s findings. Second, the research reports the application of user-
centred methods to the design process. The method of investigating an environment with user-
centred methods may fulfil the needs of other projects where work within a complex environment is 
investigated. Third, the research will advance current knowledge about health innovation. The 
thesis combines perspectives from medical informatics, cognitive systems engineering, and 
management sciences. 
3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter provided an overview of how DSR cycles were applied to the development of 
the process modelling notation. The methods used in the domain study, the design process via 
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design cycles, and the relevant conceptual foundations that support research activities were 
described.  
Details of the thesis follow in the next three chapters. In Chapter 4, I report the relevance 
cycle activity—the domain study. In Chapter 5, I describe Cycle 1, in which I develop the first 
version of HPN and report an evaluation of a HPN model (Test 1). In Chapter 6, I describe Cycle 2, 
during which HPN is refined and HPN is compared to BPMN, the industry standard notation (Test 
2). In Chapter 7, I describe Cycle 3. Minor refinements to HPN are reported, and HPN is compared 
to BPMN a second time evaluation (Test 3).  
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CHAPTER 4 - DOMAIN STUDY 
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In the present chapter, I report the central activity of the DSR relevance cycle, the domain 
study. The goal of the domain study was to investigate a healthcare environment and to use the data 
for identifying the core concepts and relations of healthcare processes. In Section 4.1, I describe the 
domain familiarisation phase, which included background research and a period of observing ICU 
nurses’ work. In Section 4.2, I describe the domain immersion phase, during which I interviewed 
workers from different clinical units in a hospital. In Section 4.3, I report the analysis of videotaped 
interviews and materials. In Section 4.4, I describe the categories that are derived from the analysis 
and that are used in the development of the process modelling notation, HPN. In Section 4.5, I 
provide a discussion of strengths and limitations of the domain study. 
4.1 DOMAIN FAMILIARISATION 
Domain familiarisation was the first phase of the domain study (see Figure 17).  
 
Figure 17. Flowchart of research activities in the first phase of the domain study—domain 
familiarisation. 
A single researcher (CS)7 completed the domain familiarisation activities including background 
research, a period of observation in the ICU, and the collection of hospital artefacts. At the end of 
domain familiarisation, the data was consolidated into two conceptual models: a model of a patient 
pathway and a model of information flow at a bedside in the ICU. Other data were used to prepare 
for the second phase of the domain study—domain immersion—which consisted of a detailed 
investigation of work practices in and around the ICU.  
4.1.1 Background Research and Planning 
Some of the topics covered during background research included ICU environments and 
standards of critical care. ICUs are technologically advanced clinical environments that cater to 
critically ill patients (Torpy, Lynm, & Glass, 2009). Workers within the ICU operate a range of 
information and biomedical technologies (Bronzino, 1986; Friedman & Wyatt, 2006). Workers 
within the ICU also perform their duties within a large complex organisation that has overlapping 
administrative, business and functional units, which are governed by policies and clinical guidelines 
                                                
7 Identification of researcher by initials: CS refers to PhD student, Cara Stitzlein. 
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(Shortell & Kaluzny, 2006; Whetton, 2005). One of the biggest demands nurses face is the need to 
manage the patient’s current needs while also expecting the patient’s future needs.  
Before beginning the observations, CS reviewed the nursing literature and became acquainted 
with routine clinical activities. For example, Hobgood et al., (2005) provides a categorisation of 
nursing tasks into three groups: direct patient care performed at the bedside, indirect patient care 
involving documentation and communication, and non-nursing tasks (as cited in DeLucia et al. 
(2009). Knowing that the post-operative ICU at the research site handled a lot of surgical cases 
from the Cardiac Operating Theatre (OT), the care directives for post-operative cardiac patients 
were reviewed—nurses needed to monitor multiple biological systems, check hemodynamic values 
regularly, and prepare the patient before removing respiratory support (Perrin, 2008).  
Once equipped with a basic understanding of the ICU environment, CS prepared a field 
notebook for recording observations. The notebook included a set of semi-structured interview 
questions that were adapted from workplace studies conducted with healthcare professionals 
(Reddy, Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2002; Tang & Carpendale, 2007). Additional questions were 
derived from reported evaluations where the use of new forms of IT were investigated (Lehmann et 
al., 2006; Reddy et al., 2005). These questions were used to get clarification about information flow 
within the environment, while being minimally disruptive to the nurses’ work.  
4.1.2 Observations in the ICU 
In this section, the participants and the procedure for observations in the ICU are summarised. 
Participants 
Six ICU nurses participated in the observations. As ICU nurses, participants were usually 
assigned to a single patient, so the researcher’s observations with each nurse were necessarily 
confined to a portion of the ICU. Additional sessions and further discussions with hospital staff 
took place as opportunity arose and as staff took an interest in the research. Additional sessions 
included observing a nurse working in the post-operative section of the ICU, observing a morning 
handover meeting attended by nursing staff, observing a clerk’s work in the nurse’s station, meeting 
with a data manager, and speaking with senior staff in the ICU. A breakdown of sessions is 
provided in Table 2. 
Procedure 
The hospital’s ICU research team invited nurses to participate in the research. Willing nurses 
were told that the researcher was investigating the use of technology around the patient bedside and 
that they would interfere only minimally with their work. 
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Table 2 
Summary of Observations by Number of Sessions (Rows), Locations, and Session Overview 
(Columns) 
# Sessions, 
Participants 
Location Overview of findings 
3, Nurses General 
ICU 
Bedside work is demanding. The nurse must manage multiple work orders, 
some of which are documented within the EHR. The demands of providing 
patient care increase when a patient has multiple traumas or is unable to 
communicate. Nurses in adjacent patient bays constantly coordinate their 
actions with one another.  
3, Nurses Post-Op 
ICU 
Patient information is limited prior to admitting a surgical patient from the 
OT. Most critical information is conveyed during a face-to-face handover 
between OT and ICU staff. When caring for a post-op patient, the nurse 
follows a standard set of directives and documents all care within the patient’s 
EHR file. When discharging a post-op patient, multiple ICU staff prepares 
handwritten documents and prints material from the patient’s EHR file. 
1, Clerk Nursing 
Station 
The nursing station is called the ‘fishbowl’ and it is a communication hub for 
nursing, medical, and ancillary staff. Here staff makes decisions about patient 
admission and discharge, which are supported by a central whiteboard. 
Various staff members update the whiteboard throughout the day. 
1, Data 
Manager 
Office  Operating Room Management Information System (ORMIS) is a computer 
program that is used to document and track surgical events and patient flow 
in the hospital. The reported challenges of ORMIS use include poor 
integration with other information systems, difficulty printing, the need to 
correct ‘bad’ information, and persistent unexpected outages. 
Informal 
discussions 
with senior 
staff 
ICU Senior medical staff explained their routine of “getting a picture of the 
patient” through multiple information sources in the ICU. Senior medical 
staff reported challenges of EHR use: bothersome upgrades, disruptions to 
their workflow, and coping with outages, both unexpected and expected. 
CS conducted the observation in the following way. At the beginning of their shift, 
introductions were made with the participating nurse and the nurse’s verbal consent was obtained. 
Then, CS took handwritten notes while observing activity in the ICU from the computer terminal 
located at the bedside. In between clinical tasks, nurses explained the professional roles of people 
who came to the bedside and explained their process of using the main information systems—a 
paper-based file and the electronic medical record. Given that there had been a recent software 
upgrade to the Electronic Health Record (EHR) used in the ICU, nurses responded to questions 
about how their activities were affected by the technical change. The upgrade was also discussed 
with senior medical staff who also described their daily use of the EHR. 
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4.1.3 Results 
Eight sessions and several further informal discussions totalled approximately 35 hours of 
research across three locations in the ICU: the area for multi-trauma patients, the area for post-
operative patients, and the nurses’ station where patient flow was coordinated. CS transcribed field 
notes after each session and created summary tables of the different contexts of EHR use, the 
strategies used by nurses to provide patient care, and the issues associated with using multiple 
software programs and databases. The observation sessions are summarised in Table 2. 
An inventory of the contents of information artefacts, electronic and otherwise, was generated 
and the transformation of these artefacts during a nurse’s routine activities were analysed. A data 
manager explained the functionality of a widely used information system and the challenges 
associated with its use. The information gathered in the additional sessions clarified the research 
team’s understanding of how the ICU and other units shared information and how ICU staff 
coordinated the movement of patients into and out of the unit.  
Analytic outcomes 
The data collected in the domain familiarisation phase were consolidated and used to produce 
two conceptual models: a model of a patient pathway and a model of information flow at the ICU 
bedside (Figure 18 and 19 respectively). These representations were some of the first models 
produced in the study with Microsoft VisioTM. Each model uses a basic notation of icons, graphics, 
and text that represents the information flow through physical information systems, electronic 
technologies, and physical locations. Arrows with labels are information pathways indicating how 
and where information is passed between locations and/or devices. These representations document 
the researcher’s observations and understanding of information flows within the environment. 
Simplified patient pathway model. The patient pathway model represents information flow 
associated with a post-operative ICU patient (see Figure 18). The model includes the information 
systems reported by the data manager and nurses working in the post-operative section of the ICU. 
The process model represents the information sources, forms of transmission, and destinations in 
three areas of patient stay: a pre-operative area, the OT, and the cardiac post-operative part of the 
ICU (shaded rectangle shapes). The process model has three types of pathways, each associated 
with information flow: (1) A !D refers to analogue to digital conversion of physiological signals; 
(2) (e) refers to the exchange or transmission of electronic information; and (3) ‘printout’ refers to 
printed artefacts such as lab results.  
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Figure 18. Simplified patient pathway model. The model represents a surgical patient pathway 
showing a patient (circle shape), and existing forms of Health IT (computer icons) alongside the 
paper-based artefacts (document icons).  
The process model provides technical and organisational information about the environment: 
multiple forms of IT are represented and arrows are annotated with details about the nurse’s tasks 
and temporal information about printing practice in the post-operative ICU area. If reasoning about 
a possible technical change, the presence of computers in the three locations and an understanding 
of the nurse’s workload may guide an analyst’s judgements. 
Clinical information flow model. The clinical information flow model is a model of 
information systems and, to a certain extent, electronically mediated information flow around the 
patient (see Figure 19). The information flow model uses the same notation as the patient pathway 
model and provides a highly technocentric view of the critical care environment. An extended EHR 
menu (lower right) summarises the menus and submenus, and lists the selected portions that are 
printed daily and at discharge. If reasoning about a possible technical change, an analyst could 
identify the linkages between systems and predict the needs for increased connectivity between a 
new information system and any existing information system (i.e., interoperability). However, the 
analyst cannot reason about the effects of a technical change on workflow, for example how a 
technical change would affect the nurse’s workload. Because the model lacks representation of 
clinical and organisational tasks, the outcomes associated with a prospective evaluation are limited. 
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Figure 19. Clinical Information Flow Model. The model shows existing forms of Health IT in the ICU environment and the linkages between 
electronic and physical sources of information. A high level of detail is included about each artefact.
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4.1.4 Approaching Domain Immersion 
A single researcher (CS) reported the observations from the domain familiarisation phase to 
the rest of the research team, which at that time included two nurse researchers (LJ and CBO) and a 
principal investigator (PS)8. The research team agreed that the broader hospital environment needed 
to be investigated, focusing specifically on units from which ICU patients arrived and where they 
were following discharge from the ICU. Including professional roles and units outside of the ICU in 
the investigation would be needed to develop a notation that would completely represent the 
processes at the research site. Therefore, a broad recruitment strategy was developed so that 
multiple units were included in the second phase of data collection, domain immersion.  
4.2 DOMAIN IMMERSION 
Domain immersion was the second phase of the domain study (see Figure 20).  
 
Figure 20. Flowchart of research activities in the second phase of the domain study—domain 
immersion.  
Domain immersion included two types of interviews at the research site and periodic discussions 
with the research team. In this section the preparation for conducting interviews, interview 
procedures, and results are described. 
4.2.1 Materials in Domain Immersion 
The set of materials that supported data collection included the following: a sample patient 
chart, physical maps of the participant’s work environment, and protocols. The development of 
these materials is described next. 
Sample patient chart 
A sample patient chart was assembled so that a copy of hospital artefacts would be available 
for reference during the interviews. The sample patient chart included blank copies and de-
identified copies of documents used by participants in their work: standard forms used throughout 
                                                
8 Identification of nurse researchers by initials: LJ refers to Leanne Jack; CBO refers to Cristina 
Beltran Orihuela. 
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the hospital and unit-based documentation that was not necessarily considered an official part of the 
patient record. The artefacts were arranged in the order that they would typically be found. Having 
the artefacts available made it easy for participants to discuss the context of using the paper-based 
information system and reduced the need for the participant to remember the exact information 
content of regularly used forms.  
Spatial maps and information maps 
Two types of representations—spatial maps and information maps—helped the researchers 
elicit information from participants through supporting discussions about existing information 
systems, the connections between information systems, and the modalities of information. During 
the interview, the participant was encouraged to annotate the maps with missing information and to 
draw links to show how information was communicated between information systems and physical 
locations. The spatial and information maps were used predominantly in the seated interviews and 
on occasion in the walkthrough interviews when physical access to a location was not possible. 
Both types of maps were printed on a large, A3-sized sheet (11.7 inches x 16.5 inches). Shown in 
Figure 21, the spatial map was a hand-drawn floor plan of the physical workplace. Shown in Figure 
22, the information map was a schematic that showed the physical information systems (e.g., paper 
charts and whiteboards), electronic information systems (e.g., computers and equipment), and 
communication devices (e.g., phones) within each location. CS developed information maps with 
Microsoft Visio. 
Protocols 
Sets of protocols guided data collection and were written in sufficient detail so that any 
member of the research team could conduct an interview. The technical protocol provided 
information about preparing recording technologies, using recording technologies to record the 
interview, and storing data for analysis. The operational protocol outlined the interview topics, 
provided a script of questions, included reminders to synchronise recording devices, and estimated 
the length for discussing each topic. The operational protocol guided the researcher through the 
interview so that each interview was conducted in the same way. Copies of the technical and 
operational protocol are available on request.  
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Figure 21. Spatial map of the ICU environment: general area. The interview date and the participant’s identification number are recorded in the upper 
left corner. The floor plan is based on the physical layout of the unit. 
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Figure 22. Information map of the ICU environment. The interview’s date and the participant’s number are recorded in the upper left corner. Work 
locations are represented in large rectangles. The notation represents some of the common equipment and artefacts used in the work.  
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Question development 
To formulate questions for the domain immersion interviews, studies conducted in healthcare 
were reviewed where researchers elicited details about information flow from healthcare 
professionals using interviews and workplace observations (Malhotra et al., 2007; Saleem, Russ, 
Justice, et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2010). The interview techniques were adapted and the questions 
were piloted with the nurse researchers. Three lines of questioning were used in the study: 
• First, participants were asked to describe how activities were performed. For each piece 
of information mentioned by the participant, they were asked to provide details such as 
the modality of information, the location of objects, and whether the information was 
stored in the same places.  
• Second, participants were asked to describe their use of different information systems. 
For the information system reportedly used, the participant reported if the information 
system ever broke down, and what their subsequent actions were in these situations. 
• Third, participants were asked to describe the relationships between objects and 
information systems using spatial and information maps (see Figure 15 and 16). The 
researcher annotated maps with the participants’ responses.  
As data collection and analysis continued, the research team refined the interview method 
with new avenues of inquiry (Pope, Ziebland, & Mays, 2000, p. 114). For example, questions in the 
first line of questioning were restructured to include specific contexts of patient care. By specifying 
the activity flows, participant responses in subsequent interview were more detailed and focused. 
After data from one clinical perspective was reviewed, the participant’s responses were used in 
subsequent interviews as a way to verify activity sequences (i.e., did participants report comparable 
descriptions of the same interaction) or the frequency of an information system’s breakdown (i.e., 
did the recipients of a discharge summary report that the information was (in)complete after those 
responsible for printing the discharge summary reported that information was often missing?). 
4.2.2 Preparation for Domain Immersion 
Prior to conducting interviews, the research team developed (1) an interview schedule and (2) 
technical setups for capturing the interviews with high-quality audio and video devices.  
Interview schedule 
Recruitment for the domain study occurred through informal information sessions and public 
notices posted at the research site. In addition, nurse researchers (LJ and CBO) discussed the 
recruitment needs with participating unit managers. Unit managers recommended specific 
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individuals for participation who had experience with performing multiple roles and were familiar 
with social science research methods. A breakdown of participants in the domain immersion phase 
is provided in Section 4.2.5. 
The nurse researchers were primarily responsible for the scheduling of interviews—they 
scheduled interviews well in advance and organised backfill for those staff who participated during 
their allocated shift. In the interview schedule, the walkthrough interview was conducted after 
completing a review of the seated interview from a participant in the corresponding professional 
role. Whenever possible, two researchers attended interviews and managed technical setups 
together. CS led most interviews while being supported by a nurse researcher (LJ or CBO) who 
monitored the technical setup and provided clinical expertise. 
Technical setups  
The decision to videorecord interviews was made after the research team recognised the 
perceived advantages associated with using a video methodology. For instance, interview events 
were captured in real-time and reduced the need to collect detailed notes during the interview. The 
recordings had a high level of detail and could be reviewed multiple times, either at a researcher’s 
leisure or in team meetings. In addition, the use of video was thought to promote participant 
engagement. In an early paper, Duval and Wicklund (1972) expressed a longstanding concern that 
participants may distort their behaviour when they are knowingly being recorded (as cited in 
McIlroy and Stantion (2011). More recent studies reported by Omodei, McLennan, and Whitford 
(2002) suggest that participants are less self-conscious than previously thought. In more recent 
interviews conducted with participating healthcare scientists, Iedema et al. (2007) reported that the 
scientists’ awareness of being filmed actually promoted a high level of participation in the research 
process, and therefore improved the quality of the data. Iedema et al. describe the finding: 
The result [of being recorded] was that the scientists began to perform the problem for us as 
well as for themselves … Reviewing the resulting video data revealed the significance of 
what was going on, due to the [CPOE] problem having become visible on four levels: 
substantively (‘this is the bottleneck’), normatively (‘this is what needs to be fixed’), 
affectively (‘this is the source of my frustration’), and temporally (‘this is how long it takes to 
do what I do’) (p. 20).  
To be most useful, the recordings needed to be a complete account of the interview events and 
recorded with as much clarity as possible. To achieve completeness, two video cameras were used 
in each interview with each video camera capturing different but complementary parts of the 
interview environment. One video camera was always positioned on the participant and the other 
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video camera captured the artefacts and interfaces within the immediate interview environment. To 
achieve clarity, high-definition recording devices were selected by the research team. Information 
about the complete technical setup is described in Appendix A.  
Piloting of the technical setup. Prior to conducting interviews with professionals, the research 
team practiced operating the recording devices and completed mock interviews. Piloting included 
post-interview steps including securely storing data and synchronising media files. During piloting, 
the research team elected to add a microphone to the technical setup. When attached to the 
participant’s shirt, the microphone captured a higher quality audio track than the video cameras and 
the microphone recording was relatively unaffected by ambient noise and movement. 
Seated interview recording. Because seated interviews were recorded in a dedicated research 
office, the location of cameras did not change. A video capture software program called Security 
Spy synchronised the video tracks and audio track into a single file. Figure 23 shows what the 
combined capture of a seated interview looked like: camera 1 (left image) captured the participant’s 
upper body and facial expressions. Camera 2 (right image) captured the interactions with artefacts 
and the participant’s gestures.  
     
Figure 23. Images from the technical setup of a seated interview. The participant (left image) 
describes information fields in a (de-identified) discharge summary. The participant and researcher 
spread out and discuss the related documentation on a table (right image). 
Walkthrough interview recording. The technical setup for walkthrough interviews required 
portability because this type of interview was conducted within the participant’s work environment. 
Figure 24 shows what the combined capture of a walkthrough interview looked like: camera 1 (left 
image) captured the participant’s upper body and camera 2 (right image) captured the screens of a 
commonly used computerised information systems in the Blood Bank. Conducting video-recorded 
interviews within the participants’ work environments allowed aspects of the work environment to 
be captured that were not otherwise accessible to the researchers.  
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Figure 24. Images from the technical setup of a walkthrough interview. The participant (left image) 
demonstrates his process of using the laboratory information system (right image). 
The two images in Figure 25 are from different walkthrough interviews and illustrate the benefits of 
interacting with and filming participants in their native environment. The image on the left of 
Figure 25 was taken during an interview with a surgical resident. When asked about how 
information about a surgery schedule was shared, the participant escorted us to a small alcove 
where the participant explained how a corkboard displayed printed information from different 
information systems. The researchers could see how the printed information was annotated with 
notes from morning discussions and last minute changes. The image on the right of Figure 25 was 
taken during an interview with an ICU nurse manager. When asked where routine Arterial Blood 
Gas (ABG) analyses were completed, the participant showed the researchers the location of the 
ABG machine. The researchers discovered that the room with the ABG machine also contained a 
significant amount of product inventory, multiple computers, and an air tube system where 
specimens could be sent to the Blood Bank and Pathology.  
     
Figure 25. Images of a participant’s work environment taken during a walkthrough interview. The 
participant and researchers tour the workplace and discuss artefacts in their natural state.  
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4.2.3 Procedure of Seated Interviews  
Each seated interview followed a structure summarised in Table 3.  
Table 3 
Structure of Seated Interviews  
Interview Structure Description 
Preparation Participant is confirmed; materials are finalised; and the technical setup is 
tested.  
Introduction and 
overview 
The participant provides written informed consent. The researcher reviews 
the interview structure and gives the participant an overview of the interview 
topics.  
Create an inventory of 
information systems 
The participant describes the locations of their work, the locations of 
information sources, and the linkages between information sources. The 
participant and researcher annotate the spatial map.  
Interview body: 
Discuss multiple 
activity flows 
The participant describes the use of information in context of routine 
activities, reporting the modality of artefacts and any challenges of using the 
artefact. The participant is encouraged to use recent examples and annotates 
the spatial map and information map, plotting the movement of information 
and indicating where coordination occurs. 3-5 work activities are discussed 
in detail.  
Discuss breakdowns 
of information 
systems 
The researcher reviews information systems discussed so far. The participant 
reports the frequency of information and communication breakdowns, and 
the consequences of breakdowns for the activities previously discussed. 
Debrief The participant adds further information if desired. The researcher answers 
the participant’s questions and describes how the data will be used further. 
The participant is given a gratuity voucher and is escorted from the office. 
The researchers prepared for each seated interview by first finalising the interview topics and 
materials for the professional role. Second the technical setup was tested with a sound check and a 
short recording to make sure that the recording and replay were functioning. Before each seated 
interview, a member of the research team greeted the participant and escorted them to the research 
office. Prior to giving their consent, the participant was told the following things: the aim of the 
research project to model information flow, the expected duration of the interview was 90 minutes, 
and that recording devices were used in the interview. 
After the Icebreaker, CS and the participant created an inventory of information systems. The 
spatial and information maps were annotated as the participant described the location and function 
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of various information systems and communication tools. In the Interview Body, three lines of 
questioning were used to collect detailed reports of the participant’s work activities. In the 
discussion of breakdowns on information system breakdowns, participants provided descriptions of 
the context and consequences of these situations. Following the Debrief, the participant provided 
further information if they desired and received a gratuity. 
4.2.4 Procedure of Walkthrough Interviews 
Each walkthrough interview followed a structure summarised in Table 4.  
Table 4 
Structure of Walkthrough Interviews 
Interview Structure Description 
Preparation Research nurses remind the unit managers of the expected presence of the 
research team within the unit. The handout, the protocol, and a template for 
field notes are finalised and printed.  
Introduction and 
overview 
The participant provides written informed consent. The researcher reviews the 
interview structure and gives the participant an overview of the interview 
topics. The researcher asks icebreaker questions about the participant’s 
professional background and level of clinical experience. 
Interview body: 
Discuss multiple 
activity flows 
The participant and researchers walk through different locations of work. The 
participant indicates where information sources are located, and demonstrates 
how information systems are used. Challenges of the work are discussed, with 
additional demonstrations of how participants cope with information and 
communication breakdowns.  
Debrief The participant adds further information if they desired to. The researcher 
answers the participant’s questions and describes how the data will be used 
further. Following a final clapboard exercise, the participant is given a gratuity 
voucher. The researchers collect the posted flyers and return to the office. 
In accordance with the ethics agreement, nurse researchers posted flyers in the unit on the day 
of the walkthrough interview that would alert anyone in the environment to the research team’s 
presence with recording devices (see Appendix A). Two researchers greeted the participant in a 
neutral location within their unit, such as a waiting room or by a central nurses’ station. Prior to 
giving their consent, the participant was told the following things: the aims of the research project 
to model information flow and see the participant’s workplace, the expected duration of the 
interview was 90 minutes, and that recording devices were used in the interview. 
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The researchers prepared for each walkthrough interview by first finalising the interview 
topics and the materials for the professional. Second the technical setup was tested with a sound 
check and a short recording to make sure that the recording and replay were functioning. The first 
researcher (CS) carried both video cameras and conducted the interview while a nurse researcher 
monitored the recordings, provided clinical clarification, and helped navigate the clinical 
environment. The researchers performed a clapboard exercise so that there was a point associated 
with each device that could be used for synchronising the recordings. The exercise was performed 
whenever devices were started, devices were stopped, or when the filming location changed. 
In the Interview Body, the participant was asked to recreate their routine of information 
gathering and work activities. CS used the three lines of questioning and clarified reports from 
earlier seated interviews. Participants demonstrated how they used information systems, both paper-
based and electronic. Field notes were recorded with a smart pen, which provided a way to use 
voice and text annotations during the interview. Following a Debrief, the participant provided 
further information if they desired and received a gratuity. 
4.2.5 Results 
A breakdown of participants is provided in Table 5. In total, 41 interviews—24 seated 
interviews and 17 walkthrough interviews—were completed.  
Table 5 
Profile of the Units and Participants in the Domain Immersion: Seated Interviews (SI) and 
Walkthrough Interviews (WI) 
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Professionals from nine clinical units participated in the interviews: ICU, Emergency 
Department (ED), Cardiac Unit, High Dependency Unit (HDU), Post Anaesthetic Care Unit 
(PACU), Pathology, Blood Bank and Operating Theatre (OT). People with various professional 
roles participated in the interviews: nurses, doctors, pharmacists, laboratory technicians, and 
scientists. The ICU consultant participated in both types of interviews (and these interviews were 
significantly longer than the others): in all other cases, different participants were recruited for the 
seated interviews and walkthrough interviews. 
The mean duration of a seated interview was 79 minutes, with a standard deviation of 24 
minutes (median duration was 80 minutes). The mean duration of a walkthrough interview was 86 
minutes, with a standard deviation of 11 minutes (median duration was 84 minutes). Differences 
between interview duration are attributed to the varying levels of participants’ experience, their 
willingness to talk at a high level of detail about their work processes, and their availability for 90 
minutes.  
4.3 DATA EXTRACTION 
A content analysis based on the workers reports was completed by CS (Pope & Mays, 1995). 
Two phases of coding supported this analytic process. First an initial set of categories, or codes, 
were formed while reviewing the video recordings (i.e., open coding). Open coding was a suitable 
method for closely inspecting the raw data and for understanding the nature of the participants’ 
responses (Wicks, 2010). The codes were used to summarise the content of each interview and 
identify similar concepts across multiple interviews (e.g., locations, breakdowns, information flow). 
As more reports were analysed, the codes acted as keywords and were used throughout the dataset. 
Then one or both nurse researchers reviewed portions of the interviews and the quality of data were 
discussed in team meetings.  
In the second phase of coding, CS compared data across individuals and across interview 
topics. As the relations between categories began to emerge, the relevant domain categories were 
further specified according to their properties and defining characteristics (i.e., axial coding) 
(Wicks, 2010). The following subsections describe the data extraction process in greater detail. The 
description of the conceptual categories used to describe healthcare processes is presented in 
Section 4.4. 
4.3.1 Initial Interview Review Process 
The interview recordings contained the participants’ verbatim reports, their interactions with 
interview materials, and their demonstrations of using information systems. OpenSHAPA is 
software designed for observational data analysis and was considered an ideal tool for video 
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analysis in this study (Sanderson et al., 1994). OpenSHAPA supports a controlled way of playing 
multiple tracks at the same time and on the same screen. This feature allows the researcher to watch 
simultaneously recorded tracks and to review the interactions between participant, researchers, and 
the interview environment.  
OpenSHAPA supports the creation of time-stamped spreadsheets: Interview content was 
divided into columns and themes within the data were identified with codes (see Figure 26).  
 
Figure 26. OpenSHAPA screenshot. The screenshot shows two video recordings (top left images), 
the playback controller (bottom left), and time-stamped spreadsheet. 
The format for summarising seated interview and walkthrough interview content is described: 
• The leftmost column captured interview topics, changes in filming locations 
(walkthrough interview only), and any breaks in the recordings.  
• The middle columns described the interview topics and the recorded interactions. The 
code ViP signified “variability in practice” and described a participant’s report of 
different ways of performing work or conditions that affected how work was performed. 
Another code, WOM, identified those times when either the participant or researcher 
“wrote on model.” Comments made by participants were transcribed into the 
spreadsheet and became codes, for instance when describing work disruptions. 
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• The rightmost columns stored comments made by nurse researchers who became 
familiar with the interview content by reading the summary cells in the spreadsheet and 
watching a replay of the interview. The nurse researchers commented to questions, 
which typically asked for clarification or elaboration on a participant’s response.  
As the corpus of data grew with more interviews, data was organised so that researchers could 
easily locate topics found in multiple interviews. Information maps were labelled with time-stamps 
and filenames from multiple interviews (see Figure 27). 
 
Figure 27. Information map, with time-stamped codes. The information map uses a basic graphical 
notation with objects grouped by locations (shaded boxes). 
4.3.2 Research Team Meetings 
Meetings with the research team served as opportunities to discuss the quality of data 
collection and if the interview method was achieving a ‘ground truth’ with regards to work practice 
and technology use. Within these meetings, the research team reviewed portions of the interview 
recordings and materials in a collaborative setting: Areas that needed to be covered in more detail 
were identified s and process model development was discussed. 
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4.3.3 Second Interview Review Process 
CS refined the information maps to include the reported information flow between objects, 
professional roles, and locations. In this way, a set of categories that described processes within the 
healthcare environment was identified. Time-stamps were recorded on the information so that any 
member of the research team could easily return to the data source during the review process. By 
comparing data across individuals and across activity flows, the properties of the concepts and the 
relations between the concepts began to emerge (i.e., axial coding) (Wicks, 2010).  
4.4 IDENTIFICATION OF CORE CATEGORIES 
The main analytic outcome of the domain study was the identification of categories that 
would describe the concepts and relations of a technology-intensive healthcare environment. The 
formation of the conceptual categories captures the physical entities found in a healthcare 
environment as well as the properties that make healthcare a complex implementation environment. 
There are five categories from which the notational elements of HPN are developed: people, 
objects, IT, activity flow, and conditional elements.  
The first three categories describe physical things within the healthcare environment: people, 
objects, and (IT). The first category of people includes the human beings with clinical expertise that 
are ultimately responsible for a patient’s care and recovery. The distinguishing properties of a 
person are their professional role and their function as the primary actors and decision makers in 
any healthcare process. Much of healthcare work is human-centred and by creating a dedicated 
category of people, this property of environment is recognised. The second category of objects 
includes the entities and physical information carriers in a healthcare process. The distinguishing 
properties of an object are its location, information modality, and physical form. Objects are an 
important category with which to describe activities within healthcare processes. The third category 
of IT includes information systems—physical and electronic—as well as equipment that supports 
human work or provides life support to the patient. Whereas some properties of the IT and object 
category overlap, IT is considered to be distinct from objects because of the research focus on 
technical change. Healthcare workers who participated in the domain study reported the properties 
and functions of people, objects, and IT within the environment. Through an analysis of these 
reports, it was discovered that the people, objects, and IT had specific properties and functions that 
contributed to the relations between domain entities and ultimately to the complexity of clinical 
workflows. The relations between domain entities are described by two conceptual categories: 
activity flow and conditional elements. 
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The last two categories describe the relationships within the healthcare environment: activity 
flow and condition elements. The fourth category of activity flow describes how people, objects, 
and IT are combined into a healthcare process. In the domain study, the unique properties of 
activity flow were stated when the modality of information in routine workflows was discussed. 
Participants described how the form of information—written, electronic, and verbal—affected their 
physical movements (e.g., when information was stored away from the patient’s bedside) and their 
workload (e.g., information is transcribed from the EHR to paper forms when handing over an ICU 
patient to another clinical unit that does not use the electronic system). These are just two examples 
that demonstrate modality as a property of activity flow. Other examples of activity flow include 
the following: the coordination acts between people (verbal modality), information flow between 
systems (electronic modality), and transformations of information through human-computer 
interaction (information modality changes from in-the-head to electronic).  
The fifth category of condition elements, are those properties that were recognised as part of 
the ontology but were not clearly defined physical entities. Consolidating reports of difficult work 
situations indicated that situations emerged from a combination of factors such as a participant’s 
abilities to predict future events, the demands of the work, and the use of existing IT. For example 
participants described working through the following situations: delays in providing patient care 
when an information system broke down, differences in handover activities when receiving patients 
from the OT, and flexibility in completing routine work activities. Condition elements provide 
contextual detail about a healthcare process and are intended to represent the real-life demands of 
healthcare work, demands that are reportedly affected by technical change (Ash et al., 2004). 
The five categories: people, objects, IT, activity flow, and condition elements are the 
foundation for developing a process modelling notation. Healthcare processes consist of 
combinations of things within each category. 
4.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF DOMAIN STUDY  
The domain study was an important step through which CS developed an understanding of a 
healthcare environment with a user-centred methodology. After a period of observing nurses in the 
ICU (domain familiarisation), a video-recorded interview method was used to conduct a detailed 
investigation of clinical, organisational, and technologically supported interactions (domain 
immersion). At the end of the domain study, the research team made an assessment of the data and 
agreed that there was a substantive base of information from which to identify “what existed” in the 
healthcare environment.  
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4.5.1 Strengths 
The use of two types of interviews and the selection of user-centred methods led to the 
collection of reports from which healthcare processes could be described. The progression from 
domain familiarisation to domain immersion steadily increased the researcher’s understanding of 
the environment and the processes therein. The method of interweaving seated interviews and 
walkthrough interviews led to broad coverage of activity flows across clinical units and professions. 
The advantages of conducting seated interviews first were two-fold: first, the interview method with 
refined new avenues of inquiry that improved the data collection process and second, the activity 
flows were confirmed by multiple reports.  
In the data analysis method, the analytic process was supported by two phases of coding: CS 
formulated an initial set of categories when reviewing the video recordings (open coding) that 
captured the repetitive themes covered in the interviews. Then, the properties of categories and 
relations between categories were identified through a deeper interpretation of the data (axial 
coding). In addition, there was a strong organisational component that kept the large corpus of data 
manageable and functional for the research team. Without such organisation in spreadsheets and 
information maps, the collaborative review may not have been as feasible or productive. 
The interweaving of data collection and video review allowed the research team to assess the 
quality of the data for the research project. This had two benefits: first, it meant that the 
interpretation of interview data was not based on a single person—nurse researchers participated in 
the interview review process. Second, the line of questioning could be refined so that broad 
coverage of healthcare processes was achieved.  
4.5.2 Limitations 
Limitations of the domain study methods may have prevented the discovery of concepts and 
relations that needed representation in the process modeling notation. First, the time required to 
fully analyse and consolidate reports placed significant demands on the entire research team—
demands that had to be managed with study recruitment, interview preparation, and completing 
interviews. Technical difficulties in data collection resulted in a loss of data quality. Despite 
extensive piloting and testing prior to each interview, technical difficulties occurred during 
interview capture and analysis. During interview capture, the most common breakdowns resulted 
from battery failure in the audio recorder, background noise affecting the audio recording, and 
obstruction of the video lens.  
As with all forms of user-centred research, the participants rely on their personal memories 
and perceptions and are therefore their reports are fallible and could lead to the researcher 
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incorrectly identifying the concepts and relations of the participant’s domain. In order to minimise 
this bias, participants were encouraged to use recent examples when describing work activities. 
Finally, some of the data collected at the research site are liable to become out-of-date as changes 
are made to the technologies used and the policies practiced within the hospital.  
In the next chapter, the categories identified in the domain study are applied to the next cycle 
of DSR, the design cycles. In the first design cycle, Cycle 1, the development of the process 
modelling notation is presented. 
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CHAPTER 5 - DESIGN CYCLE 1 
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This chapter reports Cycle 1 of the design cycles for HPN, pictured in Figure 28. Cycle 1 
consists of the development and evaluation activities associated with the first version of the process 
modelling notation, HPN. In Section 5.1, I describe the development process and present the five 
notational categories of HPN. In Section 5.2, I explain the method used in Test 1, in which 
participants from three educational backgrounds—psychology, engineering, and medicine—were 
presented with HPN. Test 1 evaluated the performance of these groups and assessed if HPN was 
sufficiently descriptive and whether the resulting process model was sufficiently understandable for 
these groups. Findings from Test 1 were used to determine what modifications were needed to fulfil 
the design requirements. In Section 5.3, I discuss findings from Test 1 and outline which notational 
elements required refinement in the next design cycle (Cycle 2).  
 
Figure 28. Flowchart of DSR design cycles. The development and evaluation activities of Cycle 1 
(left).  
5.1 DEVELOPMENT 
The purpose of HPN is to support analysts’ understanding of clinical workflows and support 
analysts’ reasoning about the possible consequences of a technical change. The development 
section begins with a review of the design requirements that a process modelling notation needed to 
fulfil. The design requirements are specified with properties known to exist within the healthcare 
domain: complexity, human-centred workflow, and information flow. Then the first version of HPN 
and the design decisions associated with each notational category are presented. Examples of HPN-
based activity flow are provided.  
The design requirements are reproduced in Table 6. The ontological DR requires that the 
notation be a complete account of the domain. The usability DR requires that the analyst perceive 
the notation as useful. The extendibility DR requires that the notation to be descriptive enough to 
represent a range of healthcare processes. 
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Table 6 
Design Requirements for a Process Modelling Notation 
Design Requirements (DR) 
Ontological DR The notational categories describe the concepts and relations within an 
existing health-technology environment. 
Usability DR The intended analyst group understands the notation and finds it useful.  
Extendibility DR The set of notational elements is reusable and extendible. Modelling different healthcare processes uses the same set of notational elements and 
allows for the introduction of more notational elements. 
In Section 5.1.1, the first version of HPN and the design decisions regarding the development of 
notational elements is presented. 
5.1.1 Presentation of HPN 
HPN is a visual language that consists of icons, graphics, and text. The decision to use icons 
and graphics was made because the literature indicates that icons support cognition: Studies report 
that graphics support a more rapid recognition of domain properties than text (Mayer, 2001; Parsons 
& Cole, 2005; Recker, Safrudin, & Rosemann, 2010). Icons were intended to provide a direct 
mapping to the objects that they represented; thus, maximising the visual expressiveness of the 
notation (Moody, Heymans, & Matulevicius, 2009). The first version of HPN is presented by 
notational categories: people, objects, technologies, connectors, and condition elements.  
People 
The notational category of people includes healthcare professionals and the patient involved 
in a healthcare process (see Figure 29). The circular graphic was chosen because of its similarity to 
the dimensions of a human face. The abbreviations distinguish types of people in the process, and 
thus provide important information about who performs activities. Annotating the graphic with 
other professional roles can easily extend this notational category for other healthcare contexts. 
 
Coloured, circular graphic is annotated with an 
abbreviated professional role or title. Pictured left to 
right: MD = doctor, RN= nurse, Admin = 
administrator, BB Tech = blood bank technician, 
Patient = health care recipient. 
Figure 29. HPN category of people (Cycle 1). Notational elements (left) and a description (right). 
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Objects 
The notational category of objects includes physical objects found in the domain (see Figure 
30). Icons were chosen because they have the same perceptual characteristics as the objects they 
represent (Moody, 2007). CS selected icons from Internet searches or developed the notational 
elements using Microsoft VisioTM.  
 
Icons look similar to the actual domain 
objects they represent. Some icons are 
selected from the Internet, pictured left to 
right: blood bag, blood vial, file cabinet. 
refrigerator, trash bin, and telephone. 
 
Icons have a visual likeness to actual domain 
objects. Pictured left to right: a barcode 
sticker with a patient identification (ID) code 
and a sheet of barcode stickers. 
 
A “document” graphic represents paper 
artefacts in the domain. The stylus represents 
handwritten information on the artefact. 
Figure 30. HPN category of objects (Cycle 1). Notational elements (left) and a description (right). 
The objects in Figure 30 are part of the blood transfusion workflow but are not exhaustive of 
objects found in all healthcare processes. The category of objects is extendable, meaning that other 
icons would be used to represent additional domain objects. 
Information Technology (IT) 
The notational category of IT includes equipment and information systems found in the 
domain (see Figure 31). CS selected graphics from or developed the notational elements with 
Microsoft VisioTM. By differentiating electronic and physical technologies in a visual way, the 
analyst’s understanding of the properties of different forms of IT may be supported. For example, if 
the analyst perceives many paper-based information systems in a process, they may be able to 
discern that introducing a computer system will have consequences for how information is normally 
accessed in the healthcare environment. 
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A “computer” icon represents a computerised 
information system (left). A flowchart symbol 
(predefined process) that resembles a paper 
binder is selected as a paper-based information 
system (right). Technology icons are labelled 
with a descriptive title. 
 
A flowchart symbol (internal storage) was 
selected as “physical equiment” (left) and 
annotated with a descriptive title. A 
“touchscreen” graphic is created to represent a 
touch interface (right). 
 
A rectangular graphic labeled “whiteboard” 
has a visual likeness to the actual domain 
object. Pictured are an electronic whiteboard 
or display (left) and a traditional whiteboard 
with stylus (right). 
Figure 31. HPN category of IT (Cycle 1). Notational elements (left) and a description (right). 
The first three categories of HPN—people, objects, and IT—represent physical entities within the 
healthcare environment. Physical entities are combined into sequences of activity flow using the 
fourth notational category, connectors.  
Connectors 
The notational category of connectors is a graphical convention that represents activity flow 
by connecting notational elements (see Figure 32). Arrows were selected because they are a 
common convention with which to represent interactions between notational elements. 
 ‘e’ is an abbreviation for electronic data flow 
which can be one-way (left) or two-way 
(right). 
 
 
Connectors are annotated with words to 
describe human activity, for example manual 
text entry (left) and conversation (right). 
 
 
Connectors are annotated with other modalities 
such as printing (left) and physical transport is 
represented with a dashed line (right). 
Figure 32. HPN category of connectors (Cycle 1). Notational elements (left) and a description 
(right). 
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Findings from the domain study indicated that interactions between people, objects, and 
technologies included multiple modalities. Furthermore from the review of literature, CS knew that 
the property of modality was directly affected by the introduction of IT: IT has direct consequences 
for how information is stored and subsequently accessed by people who need the information 
(Saleem et al., 2009). Therefore, the property of modality was incorporated into the representation 
of activity flow (e.g., in the notational category, connectors). The connectors are labelled with an 
abbreviation or a word that describes the modality of information or the interaction. A two-headed 
connector is a single notational element that represents the exchange of information between people 
and technologies. The use of a single notational element to represent information exchange was 
considered an efficient use of the notational element.  
Condition 
The notational category of condition elements consists of annotated graphics that describe 
concepts including possible situations within the healthcare environment (see Figure 33). The 
design intent was to use graphics that were distinguishable from the other notational categories. 
 
Pictured left to right: A ViP emblem 
represents the concept “variability.” A pointed 
circle represents a possible technical change. 
A cloud shape represents the concept 
“possibility.” The pointed circle and cloud 
shape are annotated with a short description. 
Figure 33. HPN category of condition notation (Cycle 1). Notational elements (left) and a 
description (right). 
The condition notational elements are annotated with text descriptions and customised to the details 
about the modelled workflow. 
Structural notational elements 
Two structural elements—grouping notation and step headings—were used to convey 
relationships between notational elements. Notational elements are grouped spatially so that the 
analyst can easily encode multiple constructs at the same time (Moody, 2007). CS applied gestalt 
principles such as proximity and similarity to convey the relative physical relations and functions of 
objects in the world (Weintraub & Walker, 1968). Grouping notation combined notational elements 
within an oval shape (see Figure 34).  
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Grouping notation combines two objects (left) 
and represents two people (right).  
Figure 34. HPN grouping notation (Cycle 1). Notational elements (left) and a description (right). 
Step headings provided information about the location and a general description of activity (see 
Figure 35). Shaded rectangles are titled with a step description and the location of work activities.  
 
Figure 35. HPN step includes a shaded rectangle object, a step heading (bold black font), a 
numbered step description (regular black font), and the physical location (italic blue font). 
5.1.2 Representing Activity Flow with HPN 
Figure 36 illustrates how notational elements represent the interactions between a person, 
objects, and IT.  
 
Figure 36. Example of HPN-based activity flow (Cycle 1). The administrator (Admin circle) 
performs a safety check on a pair of objects (grouping notation with objects linked via connector). 
The AUSLAB system receives information from a manually entry of information and electronically 
from the barcode (connectors labelled ‘types’ and ‘e’).  
The condition notation is placed next to the activity flow that it modifies. An example of an activity 
flow that includes a ViP emblem is shown in Figure 37, where a person (RN1) is shown interacting 
with two people and a computer system. The ViP emblem denotes variability in how the nurse’s 
activities are performed.  
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Figure 37. Example of HPN-based activity flow with ViP notation (Cycle 1). The nurse (RN1 circle) 
performs multiple actions: direct patient care (connector with patient), enters information into the 
EHR system (connector with computer icon), and calls the Blood Bank Technician (connector with 
BB Tech icon).  
For the other condition notational elements, a possible technical change graphic was placed at 
the point where the technology would probably be introduced (e.g., at the bedside). The notational 
element representing a work constraint was placed next to an activity affected by the constraint. 
5.2 EVALUATION 
CS completed Test 1 in which HPN was presented to three groups of people who had no prior 
exposure to HPN. Test 1 assessed if HPN represented the concepts and relations within a clinical 
workflow adequately and whether a model developed with HPN was sufficiently descriptive for 
those groups.  
5.2.1 Method 
In this section the method including the participants, experimental design, procedure, and 
materials is described. The measures and results are presented by two components of the evaluation 
framework described in Section 3.3.1: domain understanding and domain reasoning.  
Participants 
Eighteen participants were recruited from three academic disciplines (educational 
backgrounds): six from psychology, six from engineering, and six from medicine. The mean age of 
participants was 27.44 years (SD = 3.96). Ten males and eight females participated. All participants 
were proficient in English and had at least a Bachelor’s degree. They were given a small gratuity 
for their participation. 
Experimental design 
Test 1 used one between-subjects variable, educational background (see Table 7). Three 
educational backgrounds were included in Test 1: psychology, engineering, and medicine.  
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Table 7 
Experimental Design of Test 1 
Educational Background n 
Psychology 6 
Engineering 6 
Medicine 6 
 Total 18 
For the first component of the evaluation framework domain understanding, CS measured the 
accuracy of each participant’s description of notational elements. For the second component of the 
evaluation framework domain reasoning, the CS analysed the number and quality of solutions that 
each participant provided when asked about a clinical workflow represented with HPN. For the 
third component of the evaluation framework user perceptions, CS analysed the confidence ratings 
of each participant and their verbal feedback to the conditional notation. More details are in the 
Measures section. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a procedure summarized in Table 8. In the Study 
Introduction, information about the study was provided and the participant’s informed consent was 
requested. Information about the participant was collected with a background questionnaire. In the 
first written test, the Notation Description Test (NDescT), CS timed the test and marked it for 
accuracy. After the NDescT the researcher and participant discussed the legend to ensure that the 
participant understood all the notational elements before continuing with other tests. The second 
written test, the Notation Combination Test (NCombT), was administered and timed.  
Then with the model present, three verbal tests were administered and recorded with a smart 
pen. In the first verbal test, the Model Summary Test (MSummT), the participant described the 
workflow represented in the process model. In the second verbal test, the participant described how 
the conditional notation related to the clinical workflow and whether the condition notation was 
informative. In the third verbal test, the participant made conjectures about the consequences of a 
technical change on the modelled process. In the Study Conclusion, the researcher and participant 
discussed the materials. A short debrief and a small gratuity was given to the participant.  
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Table 8 
Procedure for Test 1 
 Participant Actions Researcher (CS) Actions 
Study Introduction 
Sign written informed consent  
Complete a background questionnaire 
Verify that participant meets 
inclusion criteria 
Written Tests 
Complete Notation Description Test (NDescT) Administer and time test 
A legend of symbols and their intended meanings is provided to the participant. The 
researcher and participant discuss symbols that were incorrectly described in the SDT 
or that the participant was not confident about.  
 
Complete Notation Combination Test 
(NCombT) 
Administer and time test 
Verbal Tests 
 Complete Model Summary Test (MSummT) 
 Complete condition notation test 
 Complete problem-solving test 
Present model to participants. 
Administer and time test. Record 
responses with a smart pen. 
Study Conclusion 
Provide final comments Provide debrief  
Receive gratuity Issue gratuity 
A written experimental protocol ensured that the participants were given the same information and 
tested in the same way. A copy of the researcher’s experimental protocol containing the script and 
study procedure is available on request.  
Materials 
CS developed the process models used to test HPN. The clinical workflow of a blood 
ordering and transfusion was selected for model development because it included a range of clinical 
and administrative activities, required coordination across physical locations, and included issues 
related to technology use and patient safety. Modelling the workflow required notation from each of 
the five categories and was therefore considered thorough material for testing HPN.  
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A general description of the model development process included the following steps. First, 
pertinent interview segments from ten interviews conducted in the domain study were reviewed. 
The ten interviews were four walkthrough interviews and six seated interviews, five of which were 
with ICU staff, three with Blood Bank staff, and two with staff working in Pathology. Task 
decomposition techniques were used to break down the reports into separate interactions (Colligan 
et al., 2010). CS drew early versions of the HPN model onto a whiteboard and PostIt™ notes were 
used to draft the process and summarise the interactions. The notes were rearranged and refined 
until there was conceptual agreement between the content on the notes and the activities reported in 
the domain study. Then the process model was created using a template of HPN elements and 
Microsoft VisioTM. During the model’s finalisation, the research team discussed the following 
issues: whether the representation provided a valid and complete representation of the workflow 
and the tradeoffs of adding detail about the process. The model was verified with subject matter 
experts from the research site. Figure 38 shows the HPN model used in Test 1, which represents the 
clinical workflow of a blood ordering and transfusion.  
Measures 
Test 1 included measures based on the evaluation framework that included three components: 
domain understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics. Table 9 presents an overview of 
tests, test items, measures, and the analytic approach for each component of the evaluation 
framework. A detailed description of each measure is provided.  
Domain understanding. There were two components of domain understanding: a component 
of notation understanding and a component of model understanding. For notation understanding, 
the participant’s understanding of notational elements was assessed with two written tests, both of 
which included elements from the five notational categories. In the first test, the NDescT, the 
participant provided written responses about what they thought 32 notational elements represented, 
when the elements were presented individually. In the second test, the NCombT, the participant 
provided written responses about what they thought multiple notational elements represented when 
they were presented alongside each other. There were 13 notation combinations presented.  
In both the NDescT and NCombT, the participant rated the confidence of their response on 
each test item using a 5-point scale. In addition to the NDescT and NCombT, the participant’s 
understanding of conditional notation was assessed with verbal questions about what the ViP 
emblem and cloud notation meant in context of the modelled process. The participant was asked to 
explain what the notation meant when the notation appeared at different places on the model. All 
responses were transcribed into documents for scoring and analysis. 
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Figure 38. HPN model representing the clinical workflow of a blood ordering and transfusion (condition notation not pictured).
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Table 9 
Overview of Test 1 Measures Listed by Evaluation Properties, Domain Understanding and Domain Reasoning 
 Component Test Name Example Test Item Dependent Variable Analytic Approach 
Domain Understanding 
 Notation 
Understanding 
Notation 
Description Test 
(NDescT)  
(32 items) 
 
(Overall) Accuracy score and 
confidence rating, mean of 32 items 
(Notational category) Accuracy score 
and *confidence rating, for 5 categories 
Completion time 
ANOVA (two-way) 
(w/s notational category) 
(b/s educational background) 
 
  Notation 
Combination Test 
(NCombT) 
(13 items) 
 
Accuracy score and *confidence rating, 
mean of 13 items 
Completion time 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(b/s educational background) 
Paired t-test for change 
between NDescT and 
NCombT  
  Condition 
Notation Test 
(6 items) 
Looking at Step 3, please explain what the 
“variability in practice” symbol means 
about how work is performed here. Can 
you think of other ways to do the work? 
Verbal description of notational 
elements 
*Usefulness of notational element 
Verbal responses analysed 
qualitatively 
 Model 
Understanding 
Model Summary 
Test (MSummT) 
(1 item) 
Please give me a high-level description or 
overview of the major steps and locations 
involved in securing blood products for a 
blood transfusion for a patient in the ICU.  
Completeness score 
Completion time 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(b/s educational background) 
 
Domain Reasoning 
 Prospective 
Evaluation 
Problem-solving 
Test 
(1 item) 
When thinking about how people in the 
ICU, Blood Bank, and Pathology reception 
areas have to coordinate their work with 
each other, how do you think the workflow 
would change with the use of electronic 
ordering?  
Solutions generated 
Quality of solutions generated 
*Judgment of change and confidence of 
judgement 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(b/s educational background) 
Verbal responses analysed 
qualitatively 
Note. Italic font refers to questions presented verbally. * refers to a user characteristics measure that is analysed and reported with their associated test.
C. Stitzlein et al
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For the symbol description test, symbols were taken from the 
legend and were tested using a standardized form. Figure 3 
shows an excerpt of the form. For the symbol combination 
test, symbol combinations were taken from the model in 
Figure 1 and tested with a standardized form. Figure 4 shows 
an excerpt of the form.
Item 
No.
Symbol Symbol 
Description 
Confidence Rating
(Electronic 
information 
flow, one-way)
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
(Electronic 
health record 
program on 
this computer)
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
)&*+%$,-.?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
Item 
No.
Symbol Symbol 
Description 
Confidence Rating
(Grouping of 
two medical 
staff in a step)
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
(There is 
variability 
in how the 
Blood Bank 
technician 
searches for 
information in 
the Pathology 
database) 
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
)&*+%$,/.?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
For the model walkthrough test, evaluation of work test, and 
conjecture test, the model in Figure 1 was printed on a large 
sheet, so that the participants could easily see the notation. 
A version without cloud and star symbols was used for the 
model walkthrough test. For the evaluation of work test and 
the conjecture test, the cloud and star symbols were written 
on adhesive cutouts and placed on the model. 
0%12$3+%$
Participants were run individually. The study took place 
in a quiet office setting on a university campus. Each test 
and question was presented in a standardized way to each 
participant. After completing the final test, the participant 
was asked to suggest alternate ways of representing symbols 
and relationships that the participant had found confusing. 
Audio recordings of the model walkthrough test, evaluation 
of work test, and conjecture test were captured with a smart 
pe , and a backup audio cording was captu ed by a voice 
recorder. 
0"%#&2&4"5#(
Participants (N=8) were university staff members and post-
graduate students. There were five males and three females 
with an average age of 27.3 years (SD= 4.30). Participants 
had a background in either psychology (n=4) or engineering/
information technology (n=4). Participants were given a 
small gratuity for their participation.
6"#","5"'7(&(
Quantitative a alysis
The written responses on the symbol description and symbol 
combination tests were reviewed for how well the meaning 
of the symbols and the relationships in the model were 
inferred by participants. Descriptions were given a score of 
100% for a fully correct response (the description matched 
the intended meaning), 50% for a partially correct response, 
and 0% f r n incorrect r sp nse. Accuracy s ore  were 
assessed in the model walkthrough test through a review 
of the audio recordings. For the description to be scored 
100% correct, the participants’ overviews needed to include 
six major steps and locations. For descriptions of sub-steps, 
all symbol combinations needed to be included for a fully 
correct response. We analysed participants’ ratings of their 
confidenc  by calculating an average based on the confidence 
ratings for each of their written descriptions. 
The accuracy scores and confidence ratings for each item 
identified symbols that were easy or difficult to interpret. 
Scores for the 8 participants were averaged to evaluate the 
overall understanding of model notation. The general rule 
for considering the notation to be understandable was for the 
accuracy of describing an item, averaged across participants, 
to be at or above 80% and for confidence ratings, averaged 
across participants, to be at or above 3.0 on the 5-point 
scale. T-tests for independent samples were used to evaluate 
differences in accuracy and confidence between participant 
subgroups. 
Qualitative analysis
For the model walkthrough test and evaluation of work test, 
verbal responses were analyzed to see how the ViP symbol 
was interpreted, whether alternate ways of work were reported 
and whether understanding was improved with additional 
information. For the conjecture test, a review of the verbal 
responses of participants was performed to see what positive 
and negative effects to changes in the information flow and 
workflow were reported. Similar responses were grouped for 
results reporting.
!"#$%&#
Results are presented under the three criteria of description, 
evaluation, and conjecture. An overview of performance scores 
on the symbol description test and symbol combination test 
is provided in Table 1.
6$(2%&4#&15
Symbol description test. Overall, 14 of the 32 items met 
the criteria of being recognized with 80% accuracy or more 
and with a confidence level of 3 or more on the 5-point 
scale. Examples of correctly identified symbols were physical 
objects, such as a telephone, refrigerator, and barcode labels. 
Examples of items described incorrectly and with low 
confidence were the annotated arrows, the abstract symbols 
used to represent equipment and information systems, and 
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Materials 
"#$!%&'!()*+#,!-'(.$/0%/#1!%'(%2!()*+#,(!3'$'!%45'1!6$#*!%&'!,'7'1-!41-!3'$'!%'(%'-!8(/17!4!(%41-4$-/9'-!
6#$*:!"/78$'!;!(&#3(!41!'<.'$0%!#6!%&'!6#$*:!"#$!%&'!()*+#,!.#*+/14%/#1!%'(%2!()*+#,!.#*+/14%/#1(!3'$'!
%45'1!6$#*!%&'!*#-',!/1!"/78$'!=!41-!%'(%'-!3/%&!4!(%41-4$-/9'-!6#$*:!"/78$'!>!(&#3(!41!'<.'$0%!#6!%&'!
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!
!"#$%&'A)'DE1607&3'/;'".&63'"+'.5&'396:/7',&32%"0."/+'.&3.)'<896:/7',&32%"0."/+3'4&%&'+/.'35/4+'
45&+'.&3.'413'0%&3&+.&,'./'01%."2"01+.3>)!
F.&6'
G/)'
896:/7' 896:/7'H&32%"0."/+'' I/+;",&+2&'J1."+#'
'
!
?@,'.%$#1/.!/16#$*4%/#1!6,#32!
#1'A34)B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D#16/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
'
!
?@,'.%$#1/.!&'4,%&!$'.#$-!
0$#7$4*!#1!%&/(!.#*08%'$B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D#16/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
!
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@"+,3'/;'"+;/%61."/+'393.&63'<./0'%"#5.>?'<A>'&B$"06&+.'<7/4&%'7&;.>?'1+,'<C>'&-17$1."/+'396:/73'
<7/4&%'%"#5.>)'
!
!
!
Materials 
"#$!%&'!()*+#,!-'(.$/0%/#1!%'(%2!()*+#,(!3'$'!%45'1!6$#*!%&'!,'7'1-!41-!3'$'!%'(%'-!8(/17!4!(%41-4$-/9'-!
6#$*:!"/78$'!;!(&#3(!41!'<.'$0%!#6!%&'!6#$*:!"#$!%&'!()*+#,!.#*+/14%/#1!%'(%2!()*+#,!.#*+/14%/#1(!3'$'!
%45'1!6$#*!%&'!*#-',!/1!"/78$'!=!41-!%'(%'-!3/%&!4!(%41-4$-/9'-!6#$*:!"/78$'!>!(&#3(!41!'<.'$0%!#6!%&'!
6#$*:!
!
!" $%&'A)'DE1607&3'/;'".&63'"+'.5&'396:/7',&32%"0."/+'.&3.)'<896:/7',&32%"0."/+3'4&%&'+/.'35/4+'
45&+'.&3.'413'0%&3&+.&,'./'01%."2"01+.3>)!
F.&6'
G/)'
896:/7' 896:/7'H&32%"0."/+'' I/+;",& 2&'J1."+#'
'
!
?@,'.%$#1/.!/16#$*4%/#1!6,#32!
#1'A34)B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D#16/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
'
!
?@,'.%$#1/.!&'4,%&!$'.#$-!
0 7$4*!#1 %&/(!.#*08%'$B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D# 6/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
!
!
"#$%&'!()!*+,-./'0!12!#3'-0!#4!35'!06-71/!81-7#4,3#14!3'03)!9:1-7#4,3#14!;'08&#.3#140!<'&'!413!
051<4!<5'4!3'03!<,0!.&'0'43';!31!.,&3#8#.,430=)!
!
>3'-!
?1)!
@6-71/!:1-7#4,3#14! :1-7#4,3#14!
A'08&#.3#14!!
:142#;'48'!B,3#4$!
!
!
"#$%&'()*!%+!,-%!
./0(123!4,2++!()!2!
4,/'5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
!"B;/$/!(4!82$(2C(3(,9!
()!;%-!,;/!D3%%0!
D2)E!,/1;)(1(2)!
4/2$1;/4!+%$!
()+%$.2,(%)!()!,;/!
F2,;%3%*9!02,2C24/G5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
H%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,I!,;/!.%0/3!()!H(*&$/!=!-24!
'$(),/0!%)!2!32$*/!4;//,I!4%!,;2,!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4!1%&30!/24(39!4//!,;/!)%,2,(%)G!K!8/$4(%)!-(,;%&,!13%&0!2)0!
4,2$!49.C%34!-24!&4/0!+%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,G!H%$!,;/!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,!2)0!,;/!1%)J/1,&$/!
,/4,I!,;/!13%&0!2)0!4,2$!49.C%34!-/$/!-$(,,/)!%)!20;/4(8/!1&,%&,4!2)0!'321/0!%)!,;/!.%0/3G!!
Procedure 
F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!$&)!()0(8(0&2339G!B;/!4,&09!,%%E!'321/!()!2!L&(/,!%++(1/!4/,,()*!%)!2!&)(8/$4(,9!12.'&4G!
M21;!,/4,!2)0!L&/4,(%)!-24!'$/4/),/0!()!2!4,2)02$0(N/0!-29!,%!/21;!'2$,(1('2),G!K+,/$!1%.'3/,()*!,;/!+()23!
,/4,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),!-24!24E/0!,%!4&**/4,!23,/$)2,/!-294!%+!$/'$/4/),()*!49.C%34!2)0!$/32,(%)4;('4!,;2,!,;/!
'2$,(1('2),!;20!+%&)0!1%)+&4()*G!K&0(%!$/1%$0()*4!%+!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!
2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,!-/$/!12',&$/0!-(,;!2!4.2$,!'/)I!2)0!2!C21E&'!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*!-24!12',&$/0!C9!2!8%(1/!
$/1%$0/$G!!
Participants 
F2$,(1('2),4!"!OP5!-/$/!&)(8/$4(,9!4,2++!./.C/$4!2)0!'%4,Q*$20&2,/!4,&0/),4G!B;/$/!-/$/!+(8/!.23/4!2)0!
,;$//!+/.23/4!-(,;!2)!28/$2*/!2*/!%+!>RG?!9/2$4!""#O!@G?S5G!F2$,(1('2),4!;20!2!C21E*$%&)0!()!/(,;/$!
'491;%3%*9!")O@5!%$!/)*()//$()*T()+%$.2,(%)!,/1;)%3%*9!")O@5G!F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!4.233!*$2,&(,9!
+%$!,;/($!'2$,(1('2,(%)G!
Data analysis 
$%&'()(&()*+,&'&-./)/,
B;/!-$(,,/)!$/4'%)4/4!%)!,;/!49.C%3!0/41$(',(%)!2)0!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)!,/4,4!-/$/!$/8(/-/0!+%$!;%-!
-/33!,;/!./2)()*!%+!,;/!49.C%34!2)0!,;/!$/32,(%)4;('4!()!,;/!.%0/3!-/$/!()+/$$/0!C9!'2$,(1('2),4G!
U/41$(',(%)4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!41%$/!%+!=SSV!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/!",;/!0/41$(',(%)!.2,1;/0!,;/!
(),/)0/0!./2)()*5I!ASV!+%$!2!'2$,(2339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/I!2)0!SV!+%$!2)!()1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/G!K11&$219!
41%$/4!-/$/!244/44/0!()!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,!,;$%&*;!2!$/8(/-!%+!,;/!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*4G!H%$!,;/!
0/41$(',(%)!,%!C/!41%$/0!=SSV!1%$$/1,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4W!%8/$8(/-4!)//0/0!,%!()13&0/!4(X!.2J%$!4,/'4!2)0!
3%12,(%)4G!H%$!0/41$(',(%)4!%+!4&CQ4,/'4I!233!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)4!)//0/0!,%!C/!()13&0/0!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!
$/4'%)4/G!Y/!2)2394/0!'2$,(1('2),4W!$2,()*4!%+!,;/($!1%)+(0/)1/!C9!1231&32,()*!2)!28/$2*/!C24/0!%)!,;/!
1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21;!%+!,;/($!-$(,,/)!0/41$(',(%)4G!!
!
B;/!211&$219!41%$/4!2)0!1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21;!(,/.!(0/),(+(/0!49.C%34!,;2,!-/$/!/249!%$!0(++(1&3,!,%!
(),/$'$/,G!:1%$/4!+%$!,;/!P!'2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!28/$2*/0!,%!/823&2,/!,;/!%8/$233!&)0/$4,2)0()*!%+!.%0/3!
!
"#$%&'!()!*+,-./'0!12!#3'-0!#4!35'!06-71/!81-7#4,3#14!3'03)!9:1-7#4,3#14!;'08&#.3#140!<'&'!413!
051<4!<5'4!3'03!<,0!.&'0'43';!31!.,&3#8#.,430=)!
!
>3'-!
?1)!
@6-71/!:1-7#4,3#14! :1-7#4,3#14!
A'08&#.3#14!!
:142#;'48'!B,3#4$!
!
!
"#$%&'()*!%+!,-%!
./0(123!4,2++!()!2!
4,/'5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
!"B;/$/!(4!82$(2C(3(,9!
()!;%-!,;/!D3%%0!
D2)E!,/1;)(1(2)!
4/2$1;/4!+%$!
()+%$.2,(%)!()!,;/!
F2,;%3%*9!02,2C24/G5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
H%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,I!,;/!.%0/3!()!H(*&$/!=!-24!
'$(),/0!%)!2!32$*/!4;//,I!4%!,;2,!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4!1%&30!/24(39!4//!,;/!)%,2,(%)G!K!8/$4(%)!-(,;%&,!13%&0!2)0!
4,2$!49.C%34!-24!&4/0!+%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,G!H%$!,;/!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,!2)0!,;/!1%)J/1,&$/!
,/4,I!,;/!13%&0!2)0!4,2$!49.C%34!-/$/!-$(,,/)!%)!20;/4(8/!1&,%&,4!2)0!'321/0!%)!,;/!.%0/3G!!
Procedure 
F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!$&)!()0(8(0&2339G!B;/!4,&09!,%%E!'321/!()!2!L&(/,!%++(1/!4/,,()*!%)!2!&)(8/$4(,9!12.'&4G!
M21;!,/4,!2)0!L&/4,(%)!-24!'$/4/),/0!()!2!4,2)02$0(N/0!-29!,%!/21;!'2$,(1('2),G!K+,/$!1%.'3/,()*!,;/!+()23!
,/4,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),!-24!24E/0!,%!4&**/4,!23,/$)2,/!-294!%+!$/'$/4/),()*!49.C%34!2)0!$/32,(%)4;('4!,;2,!,;/!
'2$,(1('2),!;20!+%&)0!1%)+&4()*G!K&0(%!$/1%$0()*4!%+!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!
2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,!-/$/!12',&$/0!-(,;!2!4.2$,!'/)I!2)0!2!C21E&'!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*!-24!12',&$/0!C9!2!8%(1/!
$/1%$0/$G!!
Participants 
F2$,(1('2),4!"!OP5!-/$/!&)(8/$4(,9!4,2++!./.C/$4!2)0!'%4,Q*$20&2,/!4,&0/),4G!B;/$/!-/$/!+(8/!.23/4!2)0!
,;$//!+/.23/4!-(,;!2)!28/$2*/!2*/!%+!>RG?!9/2$4!""#O!@G?S5G!F2$,(1('2),4!;20!2!C21E*$%&)0!()!/(,;/$!
'491;%3%*9!")O@5!%$!/)*()//$()*T()+%$.2,(%)!,/1;)%3%*9!")O@5G!F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!4.233!*$2,&(,9!
+%$!,;/($!'2$,(1('2,(%)G!
Data analysis 
$%&'()(&()*+,&'&-./)/,
B;/!-$(,,/)!$/4'%)4/4!%)!,;/!49.C%3!0/41$(',(%)!2)0!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)!,/4,4!-/$/!$/8(/-/0!+%$!;%-!
-/33!,;/!./2)()*!%+!,;/!49.C%34!2)0!,;/!$/32,(%)4;('4!()!,;/!.%0/3!-/$/!()+/$$/0!C9!'2$,(1('2),4G!
U/41$(',(%)4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!41%$/!%+!=SSV!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/!",;/!0/41$(',(%)!.2,1;/0!,;/!
(),/)0/0!./2)()*5I!ASV!+%$!2!'2$,(2339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/I!2)0!SV!+%$!2)!()1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/G!K11&$219!
41%$/4!-/$/!244/44/0!()!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,!,;$%&*;!2!$/8(/-!%+!,;/!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*4G!H%$!,;/!
0/41$(',(%)!,%!C/!41%$/0!=SSV!1%$$/1,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4W!%8/$8(/-4!)//0/0!,%!()13&0/!4(X!.2J%$!4,/'4!2)0!
3%12,(%)4G!H%$!0/41$(',(%)4!%+!4&CQ4,/'4I!233!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)4!)//0/0!,%!C/!()13&0/0!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!
$/4'%)4/G!Y/!2)2394/0!'2$,(1('2),4W!$2,()*4!%+!,;/($!1%)+(0/)1/!C9!1231&32,()*!2)!28/$2*/!C24/0!%)!,;/!
1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21;!%+!,;/($!-$(,,/)!0/41$(',(%)4G!!
!
B;/!211&$219!41%$/4!2)0!1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21;!(,/.!(0/),(+(/0!49.C%34!,;2,!-/$/!/249!%$!0(++(1&3,!,%!
(),/$'$/,G!:1%$/4!+%$!,;/!P!'2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!28/$2*/0!,%!/823&2,/!,;/!%8/$233!&)0/$4,2)0()*!%+!.%0/3!
C. Stitzlein et al
HFESA 47th Annual Conference 2011. Ergonomics Australia - Special Edition
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For the symbol description test, symbols were taken from the 
legend and were tested using a standardized form. Figure 3 
shows an excerpt of the form. For the symbol combination 
test, symbol combinations were taken from he model in 
Fi ure 1 and t sted with a standardized form. Figure 4 shows 
an excerpt of the f rm.
Item 
No.
Symbol Symbol 
Description 
Confidence Rating
(Electronic 
information 
flow, one-way)
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
(Electronic 
health record 
program  
this computer)
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
)&*+%$,-.?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
Item 
No.
Symbol Symbol 
Description 
Confidence Rating
(Grouping of 
two medical 
staff in a step)
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
(There is 
variability 
in how the 
Blood Bank 
technician 
searches for 
information in 
the Pathology 
database) 
Not at all 
Confident
1
Not very 
Confident
2
Somewhat 
Confident
3
 
Confident
4
Very 
Confident
5
)&*+%$,/.?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
For the model walkthrough test, evaluation of work test, and 
conjecture test, the model in Figure 1 was printed on a large 
sheet, so that the participants could easily see the notation. 
A version without cloud and star symbols was used for the 
model walkthrough test. For the evaluation of work test and 
the co jecture test, the cloud a d star symbols were wri ten 
on adhesive cutouts and placed on the model. 
0%12$3+%
Participants were run individually. The study took place 
in a quiet office setting on a university campus. Each test 
and que tion was presented in a standardized way to each 
participant. After completing the final test, the participant 
was asked to suggest alternate ways of representing symbols 
and relationships that the participant had found confusing. 
Audio re ordings of the model walkthrough test, evaluati n 
of work test, and conjecture test were captured with a smart 
pen, and a backup audio recording was captured by a voice 
recorder. 
0"%#&2&4"5#(
Participants (N=8) were university staff members and post-
graduate students. There were five males and three females 
with an average age of 27.3 years (SD= 4.30). Participants 
had a background in either psychology (n=4) or engineering/
information technology (n=4). Participants were given a 
small gratuity for their participation.
6"#","5"'7(&(
Quantitative analysis
The written responses on the symbol description and symbol 
combination tests were reviewed for how well the meaning 
of the symbols and the relationships in the model were 
inferred by participants. Descriptions w re given  score of 
100% for a fully corr ct sponse (the description matched 
the int nded meani g), 50% for a partially corr ct response, 
and 0% for an ncorrect r ponse. Accu acy scores were 
assessed in the model walkthrough t st through a r view 
of the au io recordi s. For the descr ption to be scored 
100% correct, the participan s’ ove views needed to includ  
six major steps and locations. For descrip ions of sub-st ps, 
all symbol combinatio s needed to be included for a fully 
correct response. We analysed participants’ ratings f their 
confidence by calculating an average ba ed on the confidence 
r tings for ea h of their written escriptions. 
The accuracy scores and confidence ratings for each item 
identified symbols that were easy or difficult to interpret. 
Scores for the 8 participants were averaged to evaluate the 
overall understanding of model notation. The general rule 
for considering the notation to be understandable was for the 
accuracy of describing an item, averaged across participants, 
to be at or above 80% and for confidence ratings, averaged 
across participants, to be at or above 3.0 on the 5-point 
scale. T-tests for in ependent samples were used to evaluate 
differences in accuracy and confidence between participant 
subgroups. 
Qualitative analysis
For the model walkthrough test and evaluation of work test, 
verbal responses were analyzed to see how the ViP symbol 
was interpreted, whe her alternate ways of work were reported 
and whether understanding was improved with additional 
information. For the conjectur  test, a review of the verbal 
responses of participants was performed to see what positive 
and negative effects to changes in the information flow and 
workflow were reported. Similar responses were grouped for 
results reporting.
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Results are presented under the three criteria of description, 
evaluation, and conjecture. An overview of performance scores 
on the symbol description test and symbol combination test 
is provided in Table 1.
6$(2%&4#&15
Symbol description test. Overall, 14 of the 32 items met 
the criteria of being recognized with 80% accuracy or more 
and with a confidence level of 3 or more on the 5-point 
scale. Examples of correctly identified symbols were physical 
objects, such as a telephone, refrigerator, and barcode labels. 
Examples of items described incorrectly and with low 
confidence were the annotated arrows, the abstract symbols 
used to represent equipment and information systems, and 
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?@,'.%$#1/.!/16#$*4%/#1!6,#32!
#1'A34)B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D#16/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
'
!
?@,'.%$#1/.!&'4,%&!$'.#$-!
0$#7$4*!#1!%&/(!.#*08%'$B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
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#1'A34)B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D#16/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
'
!
?@,'.%$#1/.!&'4,%&!$'.#$-!
0 7$4*!#1 %&/(!.#*08%'$B!
C#%!4%!4,,!
D#16/-'1%!
C#%!E'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
F#*'3&4%!
D# 6/-'1%!
D#16/-'1%! G'$)!
D#16/-'1%!
=! H! ;! >! I!
!
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?1)!
@6-71/!:1-7#4,3#14! :1-7#4,3#14!
A'08&#.3#14!!
:142#;'48'!B,3#4$!
!
!
"#$%&'()*!%+!,-%!
./0(123!4,2++!()!2!
4,/'5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
!"B;/$/!(4!82$(2C(3(,9!
()!;%-!,;/!D3%%0!
D2)E!,/1;)(1(2)!
4/2$1;/4!+%$!
()+%$.2,(%)!()!,;/!
F2,;%3%*9!02,2C24/G5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
H%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,I!,;/!.%0/3!()!H(*&$/!=!-24!
'$(),/0!%)!2!32$*/!4;//,I!4%!,;2,!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4!1%&30! 24(39!4 / ,;/!)%,2,(%)G!K!8/$4(%)!-(,;%&,!13%&0!2)0!
4,2$!49.C%34!-24!&4/0!+%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,G!H%$!,;/!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,!2)0!,;/!1%)J/1,&$/!
,/4,I!,;/!13%&0!2)0!4,2$!49.C%34!-/$/!-$(,,/)!%)!20;/4(8/!1&,%&,4!2)0!'321/0!%)!,;/!.%0/3G!!
Procedure 
F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!$&)!()0(8(0&2339G!B;/!4,&09!,%%E!'321/!()!2!L&(/,!%++(1/!4/,,()*!%)!2!&)(8/$4(,9!12.'&4G!
M21;!,/4,!2)0!L&/4,(%)!-24!'$/4/),/0!()!2!4,2)02$0(N/0!-29!,%!/21;!'2$,(1('2),G!K+,/$!1%.'3/,()*!,;/!+()23!
,/4,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),!-24!24E/0!,%!4&**/4,!23,/$)2,/!-294!%+!$/'$/4/),()*!49.C%34!2)0!$/32,(%)4;('4!,;2,!,;/!
'2$,(1('2),!;20!+%&)0!1%)+&4()*G!K&0(%!$/1%$0()*4!%+!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!
2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,!-/$/!12',&$/0!-(,;!2!4.2$,!'/)I!2)0!2!C21E&'!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*!-24!12',&$/0!C9!2!8%(1/!
$/1%$0/$G!!
Participants 
F2$,(1('2),4!"!OP5!-/$/!&)(8/$4(,9!4,2++!./.C/$4!2)0!'%4,Q*$20&2,/!4,&0/),4G!B;/$/!-/$/!+(8/!.23/4!2)0!
,;$//!+/.23/4!-(,;!2)!28/$2*/!2*/!%+!>RG?!9/2$4!""#O!@G?S5G!F2$,(1('2),4!;20!2!C21E*$%&)0!()!/(,;/$!
'491;%3%*9!")O@5!%$!/)*()//$()*T()+%$.2,(%)!,/1;) 3%*9!")O@5G!F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!4.233!*$2,&(,9!
+%$!,;/($!'2$,(1('2,(%)G!
Data analysis 
$%&'()(&()*+,&'&-./)/,
B;/!-$(,,/)!$/4'%)4/4!%)!,; !49.C%3!0/41 (',(%)!2)0!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)!,/4,4!-/$/!$/8(/-/0!+%$!;%-!
-/33!, /!./2)()*!%+!,;/!49.C%34!2)0!,;/!$/32,(%)4;('4!()!,;/!.%0/3!-/ /!()+/$$/0!C9!'2$,(1('2),4G!
U/41$(',(%)4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!41%$/!%+!=SSV!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4 !",;/ 0/41$(',(%)!.2,1;/0!,;/!
(),/)0/0!./2)()*5I!ASV!+%$!2!'2$,(2339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/I!2)0!SV!+%$!2)!()1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/G!K11&$219!
41%$/4!-/$/!244/44/0!()!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,!,;$%&*;!2!$/8(/-!%+!,;/!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*4G!H%$!,;/!
0/41$(',(%)!,%!C/!41 /0!=SSV!1%$$/1,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4W!%8/$8(/-4!)//0/0!,%!()13&0/!4(X!.2J%$!4,/'4!2)0!
3%12,(%)4G!H%$!0/41$(',(%)4!%+!4&CQ4,/'4I!233!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)4!)//0/0!,%!C/!()13&0/0!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!
$/4'%)4/G!Y/!2)2394 0!'2$,(1('2),4W!$2,()*4!%+!,;/($!1%)+(0/)1/!C9!1231&32,()*!2)!28/$2*/!C24/0!%)!,;/!
1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21 !%+!,;/($!-$(,,/ !0/41$(',(%)4G!!
!
B;/!211& 219! 1%$ 4!2)0!1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/2 ;!(,/.!(0/),(+(/0!49.C%34!,;2,!-/$/!/249!%$!0(++(1&3,!,%!
(),/$'$/,G!:1%$/4!+%$ ,;/!P!' $,(1 '2),4!-/ !28/$2*/0!,%!/8 3&2,/!,;/!%8/$233!&)0/$4,2)0()*!%+!.%0/3!
!
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./0(123!4,2++!()!2!
4,/'5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
6%,!8/$9!
7%)+(0/),!
:%./-;2,!
7%)+(0/),!
7%)+(0/),! </$9!
7%)+(0/),!
=! >! ?! @! A!
!
!
!
!"B;/$/!(4!82$(2C(3(,9!
()!;%-!,;/!D3%%0!
D2)E!,/1;)(1(2)!
4/2$1;/4!+%$!
()+%$.2,(%)!()!,;/!
F2,;%3%*9!02,2C24/G5!
6%,!2,!233!
7%)+(0/),!
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7%)+(0/),! </$9!
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!
H%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!- $E!,/4,I! )0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,I!,;/!.%0/3!()!H(*&$/!=!-24!
'$(),/0!%)!2!32$*/!4;//,I!4%!,;2,!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4!1%&30!/24(39!4//!,;/!)%,2,(%)G!K!8/$4(%)!-(,;%&,!13%&0!2)0!
4,2$!49.C%34!-24!&4/0!+%$!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,G!H%$!,;/!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,!2)0!,;/!1%)J/1,&$/!
,/4,I!,;/!13%&0!2)0!4,2$!49.C%34!-/$/!-$(,,/)!%)!20;/4(8/!1&,%&,4!2)0!'321/0!% !,;/!.%0/3G!!
Procedure 
F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!$&)!()0(8(0&2339G!B;/!4,&09!,%%E!'321/!()!2!L&(/,!%++(1/!4/,,()*!%)!2!&)(8/$4(,9!12.'&4G!
M21;!,/4,!2)0!L&/4,(%)!-24!'$/4/),/0!()!2!4,2)02$0(N/0!-29!,%!/21;!'2$,(1('2),G!K+,/$!1%.'3/,()*!,;/!+()23!
,/4,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),!-24!24E/0!,%!4&**/4,!23,/$)2,/!-294!%+!$/'$/4/),()*!49.C%34!2)0!$/32,(%)4;('4!,;2,!,;/!
'2$,(1('2),!;20!+%&)0!1%)+&4()*G!K&0(%!$/1%$0()*4!%+!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,I!/823&2,(%)!%+!-%$E!,/4,I!
2)0!1%)J/1,&$/!,/4,!-/$/!12',&$/0!-(,;!2!4.2$,!'/)I!2)0!2!C21E&'!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*!-24!12',&$/0!C9!2!8%(1/!
$/1%$0/$G!!
Participants 
F2$,(1('2),4!"!OP5!-/$/!&)(8/$4(,9!4,2++!./.C/$4!2)0!'%4,Q*$20&2,/!4,&0/),4G!B;/$/!-/$/!+(8/!.23/4!2)0!
,;$//!+/.23/4!-(,;!2)!28/$2*/!2*/!%+!>RG?!9/2$4!""#O!@G?S5G!F2$,(1('2),4!;20!2!C21E*$%&)0!()!/(,;/$!
'491;%3%*9!")O@5!%$!/)*()//$()*T()+%$.2,(%)!,/1;)%3%*9!")O@5G!F2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!4.233!*$2,&(,9!
+%$!,;/($!'2$,(1('2,(%)G!
Data analysis 
$%&'()(&()*+,&'&-./)/,
B;/!-$(,,/)!$/4'%)4/4!%)!,;/!49.C%3!0/41$(',(%)!2)0!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)!,/4,4!-/$/!$/8(/-/0!+%$!;%-!
-/33!,;/!./2)()*!%+!,;/!49.C%34!2)0!,;/!$/32,(%)4;('4!()!,;/!.%0/3!-/$/!()+/$$/0!C9!'2$,(1('2),4G!
U/41$(',(%)4!-/$/!*(8/)!2!41%$/!%+!=SSV!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/!",;/!0/41$(',(%)!.2,1;/0!,;/!
(),/)0/0!./2)()*5I!ASV!+%$!2!'2$,(2339!1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/I!2)0!SV!+%$!2)!()1%$$/1,!$/4'%)4/G!K11&$219!
41%$/4!-/$/!244/44/0!()!,;/!.%0/3!-23E,;$%&*;!,/4,!,;$%&*;!2!$/8(/-!%+!,;/!2&0(%!$/1%$0()*4G!H%$!,;/!
0/41$(',(%)!,%!C/!41%$/0!=SSV!1%$$/1,I!,;/!'2$,(1('2),4W!%8/$8(/-4!)//0/0!,%!()13&0/!4(X!.2J%$!4,/'4!2)0!
3%12,(%)4G!H%$!0/41$(',(%)4!%+!4&CQ4,/'4I!233!49.C%3!1%.C()2,(%)4!)//0/0!,%!C/!()13&0/0!+%$!2!+&339!1%$$/1,!
$/4'%)4/G!Y/!2)2394/0!'2$,(1('2),4W!$2,()*4!%+!,;/($!1%)+(0/)1/!C9!1231&32,()*!2)!28/$2*/!C24/0!%)!,;/!
1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21;!%+!,;/($!-$(,,/)!0/41$(',(%)4G!!
!
B;/!211&$219!41%$/4!2)0!1%)+(0/)1/!$2,()*4!+%$!/21;!(,/.!(0/),(+(/0!49.C%34!,;2,!-/$/!/249!%$!0(++(1&3,!,%!
(),/$'$/,G!:1%$/4!+%$!,;/!P!'2$,(1('2),4!-/$/!28/$2*/0!,%!/823&2,/!,;/!%8/$233!&)0/$4,2)0()*!%+!.%0/3!
  
 80 
Two dependent variables assessed notation understanding: accuracy scores and confidence 
ratings. Two researchers (CS and CBO) scored accuracy independently using predetermined coding 
criteria based on the descriptions of notational elements provided in the legend. Scores of 0.0, 0.5, 
and 1.0 were assigned to each response. Cohen’s kappa was calculated to determine the level of 
agreement between the researchers’ scoring of accuracy. There was “good” agreement between the 
researchers’ scoring of the NDescT, ! = .76, p < .001. There was “poor” agreement between 
researchers’ scoring of the NCombT, ! = .32, p < .001. Because of the poor agreement on the 
NCombT, the analysis was completed with the scores of both raters. Means were computed for each 
participant’s performance on each notational category in the NDescT, the overall NDescT, and the 
overall NCombT. 
The research team set benchmarks for evaluating participants’ performance on the NDescT 
and NCombT: benchmarks were set at 70% accuracy and 3/5 on the 5-point confidence scale. 
Performance at these levels was believed to separate notational elements into those elements that 
were adequately understood and those elements that needed refinement. The calculated means for 
accuracy and confidence were evaluated against the benchmarks.  
• For NDescT, a two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to analyse the 
differences between the notational categories (within-subjects variable) and educational 
groups (between-subjects variable). This test was completed with accuracy scores and 
confidence ratings. 
• For NDescT, a one-way ANOVA was used to analyse differences in educational groups 
(between-subjects variable) for completion time.  
• For NCombT, a one-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the 
educational groups (between-subjects variable). This test was completed with accuracy 
scores, confidence ratings, and completion time. Because the poor agreement on the 
NCombT, the analysis was completed with the scores of both raters.  
• A paired t-test was used to evaluate the difference in each participant’s performance from 
the NDescT to the NCombT. Pairs were based on the overall mean performance 
associated with each test (NDescT had 32 items and NCombT had 13 items). 
• For significant interaction terms discovered in the ANOVA, a Tukey HSD test was used 
to identify how groups differed. 
Model understanding was measured with the MSummT, during which participants described 
the clinical workflow with the model and legend present. CS recorded the participant’s description 
with a smart pen and later transcribed it for scoring. The dependent variable for model 
understanding, completeness of verbal description, was scored on a 12-point scale. Two researchers 
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(CS and CBO) reviewed each participant’s description and assigned one point for including each 
physical location (three possible) and one point for including activities within the clinical workflow 
(nine possible). Cohen’s kappa was calculated to determine if there was agreement between the 
researchers’ scoring of completeness. There was “fair” agreement between the researchers in the 
scoring of the MSummT, ! = .42, p < .001. Because of the fair agreement on the MSummT, the 
analysis was completed with the scores of both raters. Example coding criteria and reliability 
calculations are in the Appendix. For MSummT, a one-way ANOVA was used to analyse 
differences between educational groups (between-subjects variable) for completeness scores and 
completion time. The frequently missed or omitted details of the clinical workflow are reported in 
the Results section.  
Domain reasoning. Domain reasoning was assessed with a single problem-solving question in 
which each participant was asked to provide positive and negative consequences of using an 
electronic ordering system; thus, making conjectures about how a technical change would affect the 
modelled workflow. Participants were told that the computer system would replace the paper 
ordering form, which was represented in the first step of the clinical workflow. After providing all 
the consequences—or solutions—that they could imagine, the participants judged if the technical 
change was a “good” or “bad” idea, and rated the confidence of their judgement on a 5-point scale. 
CS recorded the participant’s responses with a smart pen and later transcribed it for analysis.  
Domain reasoning was measured by the number of solutions generated and the quality of 
solutions generated from the problem-solving question. The first dependent variable, the number of 
solutions generated, was measured by counting the non-repeating changes found in the participant’s 
description. A one-way ANOVA was used to analyse differences between educational groups 
(between-subjects variable) for the number of solutions generated. Open coding was a suitable 
method for closely inspecting the raw data and for understanding the nature of the participants’ 
responses (Wicks, 2010). The second dependent variable, the quality of solutions generated, was 
analysed qualitatively: CS formed categories based on similar responses (i.e., solutions that referred 
to the same activity or similar questions asked to the researcher). Then the categories were analysed 
descriptively.  
User characteristics. There were two components of user characteristics: self-reported ratings 
of confidence and usefulness of certain notational elements. For confidence, participants used a 5-
point scale to rate their confidence for each of the test items in the NDescT and NCombT. For the 
NDescT, a two-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the notational categories 
(within-subjects variable) and educational groups (between-subjects variable). For the NCombT, a 
one-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the educational groups. In the 
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problem-solving test, participants rated the confidence of their judgement regarding the overall 
consequences of a hypothetical technical change.  
For the second component of user characteristics, user perceptions, participants used a 5-point 
scale to rate the usefulness of the cloud notation in the condition notation test. The mean rating was 
analysed—mean ratings were based on questions regarding three cloud notational elements. 
5.2.2 Results – Domain Understanding  
The results for NDescT and NCombT analysis are reported in the following way. First the 
descriptive statistics of the dependent variables, accuracy and confidence, are presented. Next the 
participants’ performance is compared to the benchmarks in order to assess if the sample’s mean 
performance was greater than 70% accuracy and if the sample’s mean confidence was greater than 
3/5. Then the analysis for the between-subjects variable, educational group, is reported. An alpha 
level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. The implications of Test 1 findings are discussed in 
Section 5.3. 
Notation Description Test (NDescT) 
Overall accuracy and confidence. In addition to educational group, the NDescT analysis 
included the within-subjects variable, notational category. Means and standard deviations of 
NDescT performance (based on notational category) are reported: accuracy scores are reported in 
Table 10 and confidence ratings are reported in Table 11. Two of the five notational categories met 
the benchmark of greater than 70% accuracy scores and greater than 3/5 confidence rating: people 
and objects. The notational elements in the IT category met the benchmark for confidence, but not 
for accuracy. The accuracy scores and confidence ratings for the connector and condition notational 
categories failed to reach either benchmark.  
There was a main effect of notational category for accuracy, F(4, 60) = 33.47, p < .001.There 
was also a main effect of notational category for confidence, F(4, 60) = 26.80, p < .001. Within-
subjects contrasts demonstrate that elements within the people and object notational categories were 
described with the most accuracy and confidence, and did not significantly differ from each other. 
The accuracy and confidence with which participants described the elements within the IT 
notational category was between the highest and lowest scoring notational categories. The elements 
within the connectors and condition notation categories were described with the least amount of 
accuracy and confidence, and did not significantly differ from each other.  
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Table 10 
Notation Description Test (NDescT): Mean Accuracy Scores for Educational Groups by Notational 
Category (Standard deviation) 
Educational 
group 
People  
(n = 2) 
Objects  
(n = 10) 
IT 
(n = 8) 
Connectors 
(n = 7) 
Condition  
(n = 5) 
Overall 
accuracy  
(N = 32) 
Psychology 
(n = 6) 
*.92 (.13) *.72 (.09) .50 (.10) .40 (.20) .27 (.10) .56 (.05) 
Engineer  
(n = 6) 
.58 (.20) .62 (.23) .58 (.20) .27 (.05) .23 (.10) .46 (.08) 
Medical  
(n = 6) 
*.79 (.25) *.78 (.13) .56 (.21) .40 (.18) .35 (.10) .58 (.12) 
Total  
(N = 18) 
*.76 (.23) *.71 (.17) .55 (.17) .36 (.16) .28 (.10) .53 (.10) 
Note: Each accuracy score displayed is the mean of items within a notational category, individually  
scored as 0.0, 0.5, or 1.0. Scores exceeding the 70% accuracy benchmark are denoted with *.  
Table 11 
Notation Description Test (NDescT): Mean Confidence Ratings for Educational Groups by 
Notational Category (Standard deviation) 
Educational 
group 
People  
(n = 2) 
Objects   
(n = 10) 
IT 
(n = 8) 
Connectors 
(n = 7) 
Condition  
(n = 5) 
Overall 
accuracy  
(N = 32) 
Psychology 
(n = 6) 
*3.75 (1.08) *3.23 (.40) 2.58 (.44) 2.02 (.31) 2.40 (.51) 2.80 (.32) 
Engineer  
(n = 6) 
*3.92 (.97) *4.10 (.46) *3.50 (.77) 2.51 (.67) * 3.33 (.78) * 3.47 (.46) 
Medical  
(n = 6) 
*4.33 (.61) *3.92 (.34) *3.10 (.45) 2.26 (.48) 2.83 (.53) * 3.29 (.28) 
Total  
(N = 18) 
*4.00 (.89) *3.75 (.54) *3.06 (.66) 2.27 (.52) 2.86 (.70) *3.22 (.44) 
Note: Each confidence rating displayed is the mean of items within a notational category, individually  
rated on a 5-point scale. Ratings for which the average exceeded the 3/5 benchmark are denoted with *.  
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Accuracy and confidence by educational groups. The between-subjects effect of educational 
group was not statistically significant for accuracy scores (p = .06): There was trend for engineering 
participants to be more accurate than the psychology or medical group when describing notational 
elements. There was no interaction between educational groups and notational category for 
accuracy scores (p = .14). There was a between-subjects effect of educational group on confidence 
ratings, F (2, 15) = 5.62, p = .02. The engineer group gave the highest confidence ratings, followed 
by the medical group and the psychology group. There was no interaction between educational 
groups and notational category for confidence ratings (p = .58). Based on a Tukey HSD test, the 
engineering group rated their confidence differently (greater) than the psychology group (p = .01), 
whereas the confidence of the medical group did not differ significantly from the other groups. 
Completion time by educational groups. On average, participants completed the NDescT in 
11.28 minutes (SD = 3.06). There was no effect of educational group for NDescT completion time 
(p = .52). 
Notation Combination Test (NCombT) 
Overall accuracy and confidence. Means and standard deviations of NCombT performance 
variables (based on 13 items) are reported in Table 12. The average of participants’ performance on 
the NCombT exceeded the benchmark of 70% accuracy scores and 3/5 confidence rating. The 
psychology and medical group exceeded the benchmarks for both accuracy and confidence, 
whereas the engineer group scored just below the accuracy benchmark (68%) and rated their 
confidence greater than 3/5. Because of the weak agreement between raters on the NCombT 
scoring, the analysis was completed with both datasets: The results of analyses were the same. 
Table 12 
Notation Combination Test (NCombT): Mean Accuracy Scores and Confidence Ratings by 
Educational Group (Standard deviation) 
Note: Each accuracy score is the mean of 13 items, individually scored as 0.0, 0.5, or 1.0. Each 
confidence rating is the mean of 13 items, individually rated on a 5-point scale. Accuracy scores 
and confidence ratings exceeding the benchmark are denoted with *.  
Educational group Accuracy score Confidence rating 
Psychology (n = 6) *.84 (.04) *3.97 (.31) 
Engineering (n = 6) .68 (.15) *4.37 (.38) 
Medical (n = 6) *.81 (.11) *3.92 (.51) 
Total (N= 18) *.78 (.13) *4.09 (.44) 
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Accuracy and confidence by educational group. A test of normality, the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, demonstrated that the performance data are non-normally distributed, D(18) = .221, p 
= .02. The psychology group had the highest accuracy scores of the three educational groups, and 
this created a negative skew in the data. The assumption of homogeneity was met with the Welch 
Test (p = .11). Because the one-way ANOVA is considered a robust test against the normality 
assumption, the one-way ANOVA is performed (Cardinal & Aitken, 2006, p. 33). There was a 
marginal effect of educational group on accuracy for the NCombT, F(2, 17) = 3.53, p = .06, with 
the greatest accuracy scores associated with the psychology group. There was no effect of 
educational group on confidence for the NCombT (p = .15). 
Completion time by educational groups. On average, participants completed the NCombT in 
11.11 minutes (SD = 2.50). There was no effect of educational group for completion time (p = .18). 
Improvement from NDescT to NCombT 
On average, participants scored higher on the NCombT than on the NDescT, t(17) = -10.31, p 
< 0.01. On average, participants rated their confidence higher on the NCombT than on the NDescT, 
t(17) = -9.14, p < 0.01. The improvement from one test to the next test is the same trend for all 
participants. 
Condition notation 
When answering questions in the condition notation test, participants expressed confusion 
over what the conditional notations referred to with regards to the other notational elements and to 
the modelled process. The responses were analysed by inspection, in order to understand the source 
of their confusion and to develop a rationale for the refinement of these notational elements.  
When asked to explain what the ViP emblems represented in the modelled process, 104 
explanations were reported by the sample. Participants from each educational group reported of 
variability in the process: the most common responses referred to the different ways that a person 
could interact with/operate a computerised information system (25/104 responses), the possibility of 
performing activities in different ways based on the modality of information (23/104 responses), 
and reporting confusion about the symbol’s meaning (16/104 responses). 
Participants rated the usefulness of cloud notation poorly (i.e., mean rating was less than 1/5) 
and did not believe that the notational element provided valuable information about the clinical 
workflow. The pointed star notation was not included in this verbal test. However at the end of the 
study participants suggested other ways to represent the possibility of a technical change. 
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Model understanding 
Means and standard deviations of MSummT performance are reported in Table 13. 
Table 13 
Model Summary Test (MSummT): Mean Completeness Scores and Completion Times of 
Participants with Different Educational Backgrounds (Standard deviation) 
Educational group Completeness score 
(12 points possible) 
Completion time 
(minutes) 
Psychology (n = 6) 8.0 (2.37) 2.52 (2.15) 
Engineering (n = 6) 6.33 (2.34) 1.13 (.33) 
Medical (n = 6) 7.83 (1.94) 1.00 (.38) 
Total (N= 18) 7.39 (2.23) 1.55 (1.40) 
 Note: Each completeness score is based on a coding rubric of 12-points. 
Overall performance. Participants described the blood transfusion workflow with the model 
and legend present. The completeness score was based on including three locations and nine 
activities in their description. Only seven of the 18 participants reported the three locations: ICU, 
Blood Bank, and Pathology. The step reported with the most errors was Step 3d, where the results 
of an antibody screening determine the next action of the Blood Bank Technician. The two most 
omitted steps were the “blood sign out” (omitted by 11/18 participants) and the “ongoing work of 
the ICU nurse” (omitted by 10/18 participants). Because of the fair agreement between raters on the 
MSummT scoring, the analysis was completed with both raters’ scores. The results of both analyses 
were the same. 
Completeness score by educational groups. There was no effect of educational background on 
completeness score (p = .38).  
Completion time by educational groups. A test of normality, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 
demonstrated that the performance data was non-normally distributed, D(18) = .348, p < .001. The 
psychology group had the longest completion times of the three educational groups, and this created 
a negative skew in the data. The assumption of homogeneity was met with the Welch Test (p = .29). 
In a one-way ANOVA, no effect of educational group on MSummT completion time was found (p 
= .10). 
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5.2.3 Results – Domain Reasoning 
Participants generated 119 solutions to the problem-solving test. Means and standard 
deviations by educational background are reported in Table 14. 
Table 14 
Problem Solving Test: Mean Solutions Generated and Completion Times of Participants with 
Different Educational Backgrounds (Standard deviation) 
Educational group Mean number of solutions 
generated per participant 
Mean completion time per 
participant (minutes) 
Psychology (n = 6) 5.67 (2.34) 4.93 (3.37) 
Engineering (n = 6) 6.33 (1.97) 5.58 (3.70) 
Medical (n = 6) 7.83 (3.82) 4.51 (1.88) 
Total (N= 18) 6.61 (2.81) 5.01 (2.93) 
Problem solving test, results by educational groups 
On average, participants reported more than six solutions to the problem-solving question. 
There was no effect of educational background on number of solutions generated (p = .42) or 
completion time (p = .83). Many participants reported uncertainty when asked to rate the 
confidence of their judgement about outcomes associated with the technical change: Some 
participants did not provide a rating, reporting that “it is too hard to tell” or “it depends.” Given that 
the confidence data had missing values, it was not analysed in a statistical way. 
Problem solving test, results by categories  
In the problem-solving test the participants identified activities in the workflow, asked 
questions about the functionality of the technology being introduced, and made general comments 
about the healthcare work. The coding of 119 responses led to the formation of eight categories 
with some responses fitting multiple categories. A breakdown of responses for each category and 
educational group is listed in Table 15. 
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Table 15 
Problem Solving Test: Frequency of Solution Category Reported by Different Educational 
Backgrounds 
Educational group   
Solution Category Psych. Engineer Medical Total 
1 Changes to the speed or efficiency of an activity 11 9 11 31 
2 Accessibility of electronically held information 15 16 14 45 
3 Changes related to keeping artefacts together (e.g., 
blood vial and signed order form) 
6 4 5 15 
4 Changes related to information security (e.g., 
signatures) 
6 3 4 13 
5 Communication between computer programs or 
clinical units 
4 7 3 14 
6 Accessibility of physically-held information 2 6 5 13 
7 Other changes to process (e.g., need for training) 3 3 5 11 
8 Other changes to work performed (e.g., direct 
patient care) 
4 4 2 10 
                                                                       Total 51 52 49 152 
Almost one-third (45/152) of the solutions related to the change associated with accessing 
electronic information in the workflow. One-fifth (31/152) of the solutions were associated with the 
efficiency of activities within the workflow: participants described activities that may occur more 
quickly or more slowly with the technology available. Participants frequently reported the removal 
of some activities as a way to make the process more efficient (“remove step 2”), and they reported 
the removal of other activities as a way to address a patient safety concern (“removing safety 
checks”). A small amount (15/152) of the responses related to the change associated with keeping 
objects together. The remaining categories account for less than 10% of the solutions: changes to 
work practice related to keeping information secure, communication issues, organizational change 
issues, and other changes.  
5.3 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CYCLE 1 
This chapter reported the first DSR design cycle, Cyc1e 1. In this section, I summarise the 
activities and outcomes of Cycle 1, provide an overview of findings from Test 1, and discuss the 
implications for HPN refinement. 
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5.3.1 Summary of Cycle 1 Activities and Outcomes 
Through the development process, a set of notational elements for representing the concepts 
and relations believed to be essential components of the healthcare environment was created. 
Notational elements were developed for each of the five categories: people, objects, IT, connectors, 
and condition elements. Examples from each notational category were presented and a description 
was provided about how each category could be extended as required by the properties of the 
environment. Through the testing process, the properties of HPN were assessed with a set of users 
who had no prior experience with the process modelling notation.  
5.3.2 Interpretation of Test 1 Findings 
A summary of findings from Test 1 is listed in Table 16. Findings are discussed by 
components of the evaluation framework: domain understanding and domain reasoning. 
Domain Understanding 
Notation understanding. When asked to describe notational elements of HPN viewed in 
isolation (NDescT), participants understood some notational elements better than others. 
Benchmarks for accuracy scores and confidence ratings identified a set of notational elements that 
were understood and a set that needed redesign. The notational categories—people and objects—
exceeded the benchmarks for accuracy and confidence. The remaining notational categories—IT, 
connectors, and condition notation—did not meet the benchmarks and are candidates for 
refinement. In retrospect, it is unsurprising that connectors were not well understood in the NDescT 
because the test materials provided no context with which participants could infer the origin or 
destination of the connector notation. Context was not provided in the NDescT items. The ViP 
emblem was consistently interpreted as “very important person.” Shape similarity is known to cause 
errors with a novice modeller audience (Moody et al., 2009): The participant’s confusion with the 
common VIP abbreviation was possibly reinforced because both the ViP emblem and the person 
notation were circular.  
With a legend available, participants demonstrated consistently accurate and confident 
performance when describing symbol combinations (NCombT). This inference is supported by the 
better performance in the NCombT compared to the NDescT in both accuracy and confidence 
ratings of the sample. On the NCombT, the participants exceeded the benchmarks for accuracy and 
confidence, which supports the inference that HPN is sufficiently descriptive and understandable 
for users exposed to HPN for the first time, when the legend is present.  
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Table 16 
Overview of Test 1 Findings 
Construct Test Name Description of Findings 
Domain understanding 
NDescT  Accuracy scores and confidence ratings show the same trend for 
notational categories: People and object categories exceed the 
benchmarks; connectors, conditional, and IT categories need 
refinement. Educational groups do not vary significantly on 
accuracy. The engineer group reports higher confidence ratings 
than the psychology group; medical group does not vary 
significantly from the other groups. 
NCombT Accuracy scores and confidence ratings exceeds benchmarks. No 
differences between educational groups found. 
NDescT to 
NCombT 
change 
All participants show significant improvement in both accuracy 
and confidence from NDescT to NCombT.  
Notation 
understanding 
Condition 
notation test 
ViP emblem commonly confused with ‘very important person’ 
and participants report confusion about ‘what varies.’ Cloud 
notation rated poorly. No differences between educational groups 
found. 
Model 
understanding 
MSummT Participants describe workflow with moderate success. Safety 
checks are commonly reported, but a complete report of locations 
and steps is lacking for most participants. No differences between 
educational groups found. 
Domain reasoning 
Prospective 
evaluation 
Problem-
solving test  
Participants generated more than six solutions, on average. Many 
solutions corresponded with quality improvement aims. 
Participant behaviours suggest task difficulty and uncertainty 
about consequences of a technical change. No differences 
between educational groups found. 
Model understanding. When describing the clinical workflow, participants scored an average 
of 7/12 points for the completeness of their description. Some reasons are offered to explain the 
errors and omissions in the participants’ descriptions. The step associated with the most errors, Step 
3d, represented a point at which the results of an antibody screening determined the Blood Bank 
Technician’s next interaction. One explanation for the high error rate in Step 3d is that the 
alternative activity flows leading from the antibody screening were not clearly portrayed. Locations 
and activities may have been omitted because participants were unaware of the scoring criteria. 
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Refinements could improve the clarity of representing contingent activity flows. An alternate 
explanation is that participants found the clinical detail of the step confusing, if unfamiliar with the 
concept of “antibody screening.”  
Differences between educational groups. Few differences were found between the 
engineering, psychology, or medical groups. The engineer group was the only educational group 
that did not exceed the 70% accuracy benchmark on the NDescT notational categories people and 
objects, and on the NCombT. With regards to confidence ratings, engineers reported significantly 
higher confidence ratings than the psychology group on the NDescT. There was no significant 
difference between participants in each the three educational groups for model understanding.  
Domain reasoning 
Participants were asked to predict consequences of introducing an electronic ordering system 
in the first step of the modelled process. Participants provided, on average, more than six responses 
to the problem-solving question; thus, it would appear that participants were able to evaluate the 
technical change and generate solutions. A qualitative analysis was used to categorise the solutions 
based on the content of the response. The analysis indicates that educational groups performed 
similarly in terms of the number and kinds of solutions generated. Solutions were consistent with 
the objectives of quality improvement: efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity. The ability of 
participants to generate relevant solutions to the problem-solving test suggests that the problem-
solving test is an effective way to evaluate domain reasoning. 
Some of the participants’ responses during the problem-solving test indicated that they were 
extrapolating from their understanding of the clinical workflow in attempt to reason about the 
domain more broadly. For example, participants asked the researcher about the extended 
functionality of the CPOE, such as if it allowed electronic signatures. Asking this sort of question 
suggests that participants wanted more information before making predictions about the process. 
Participants also demonstrated sensitivity to the uncertainty of outcomes associated with technical 
change when, after providing all the solutions that they could imagine, they resisted judging if the 
introduction of CPOE was a “good” or “bad” idea, saying that it was “too hard to tell” or that “it 
depended.” Overall, it appears that the problem-solving test elicited behaviours related to domain 
reasoning and that participants recognised that implementing a technical change could result in 
positive and negative consequences. Therefore, the problem-solving test was a reasonable 
approximation of the real requirements of planning a technical change.  
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5.3.3 Limitations of Test 1 
In Test 1 a mixture of written and verbal tests provided qualitative and quantitative data with 
which to evaluate qualities of the process modelling notation, HPN. Although the mixed methods 
supported different ways of exploring an analyst’s experiences with HPN, some of the data were 
highly variable and should be interpreted with caution. For example, the low to fair agreement in 
raters’ scoring of the NCombT and MSummT suggests that raters interpreted test answers 
differently. Although the difference in ratings did not correspond with different results, a more 
uniform way of measuring domain understanding is more objective. In Cycle 2 measures for 
domain understanding and domain reasoning are improved with more systematic collection and 
coding. To assess model understanding, the MSummT is replaced with a comprehension test: 
Questions on the comprehension test are directly inferred from model content and will assess model 
understanding with greater reliability. To assess domain reasoning, a direct line of questioning is 
used to assess domain reasoning and it is hoped that the questions lead to more precise responses, 
which makes an analysis more feasible than the unstructured responses collected in Test 1.  
Although every effort was taken to recruit as many participants as possible and to do so in an 
unbiased manner, Test 1 has a small sample size and is thus susceptible to sampling error. The 
experimental design did not include an alternate notation, which would have provided a point of 
comparison when assessing HPN. In subsequent tests of HPN, Test 2 and Test 3, HPN is compared 
against the industry standard, BPMN. 
5.3.4 Approaching Refinements 
Findings from Cycle 1 were used to infer which symbols were not well understood and which 
symbols were commonly confused with one another. Because icons were the most successfully 
understood of the notational elements, refining the less successfully understood notational elements 
with icons may make it easier for analysts to discriminate the meaning of individual symbols. In 
Cycle 2, more icons are incorporated into the notational categories, IT and connectors. 
The condition notation needs refinement after it was discovered that participants had 
difficulty interpreting these elements. The ViP emblem needed stronger differentiation from the 
other notational categories and commonly-held conventions. The refinement of the pointed circle 
and cloud shape is guided by the participants’ feedback: Participants suggested that different 
graphics could better convey the intent of the notational elements. These participants reported that a 
cloud was like a thought or possibility and therefore was better suited for representing a technical 
change. When representing a work constraint or a hazard in the environment, participants suggested 
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using a stop-sign graphic that would express the intention “stop and look at this important thing.” 
The redesign of conditional notation is presented in Section 6.2. 
Completing additional design cycles is part of the DSR framework: the design solution, HPN, 
can be improved with refinements derived from the findings of Test 1. Evaluating HPN after 
refinements will verify the qualities of HPN and to assess more completely whether HPN meets the 
design requirements for understanding and reasoning about healthcare processes. In the next 
chapter, I report a second set of design cycle activities: Cycle 2 includes refinements to HPN and an 
evaluation of HPN against an alternate notation, BPMN.  
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CHAPTER 6 - DESIGN CYCLE 2 
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This chapter reports Cycle 2 of the design cycles for HPN, pictured in Figure 39. Cycle 2 
consists of the refinement associated with the first version of HPN and the second evaluation.  
 
Figure 39. Flowchart of DSR design cycles. Refinement and evaluation activities of Cycle 2 
(middle). 
In Section 6.1, I return the discussion to the DSR cycles and describe the role of refinements in the 
design process. In Section 6.2, I present the refined version of HPN. In Section 6.3, I explain the 
method used in Test 2, in which two professional groups—engineering and healthcare—were 
presented with two process modelling notations, HPN and BPMN. The comparison of HPN and 
BPMN required substantial material development, which is described in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, 
I discuss findings from Test 2 and the implications for refinement and evaluation in Cycle 3. 
6.1  RETURN TO DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH 
The design requirements stated that the process modelling notation needed to represent the 
concepts and relations of the healthcare environment, demonstrate usability with expected analysts, 
and be extendable with additional healthcare processes. Two parts of the DSR framework facilitated 
efforts to meet the design requirements more fully: The findings from the first design cycle (i.e., 
Test 1) and literature collected in the rigor cycle. Three areas of rigor that influenced the researcher 
are briefly described. 
First, more icons are incorporated into HPN based on literature that suggests people can easily 
discriminate perceptual variables. Moody (2007) describes how the graphical conventions of a 
notation may affect how well a representation communicates meaning and offers guidance to the 
selection of notational elements. Moody suggests that by increasing the number of perceptual 
variables within a notation, a human’s ability to discriminate between notational elements 
improves. In refinement, icons—that have unique perceptual variables—replace graphics in order to 
increase the number of perceptual variables, thus helping the analyst discriminate between 
notational elements. Moody recognises the widely held belief in the modelling community that the 
number of constructs in a notation can make resulting models more complex than models made 
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with fewer constructs. In refinements, redundant constructs are removed from HPN and every effort 
is made to develop HPN models with only the necessary notational elements.  
Second, a set of process modelling guidelines proposed by Mendling et al. (2010) provided 
instructions for notation and process model development. Written for novice modellers, Mendling 
et al.’s guidelines included advice to label notational elements with verb-object conjugations, use 
notational elements such as start and stop events, and avoid notational elements such as ‘OR’ 
routing elements. In refinements, these guidelines were applied. 
Third, the experimental design, selection of variables, and development of materials for Test 2 
and Test 3 were guided by guidelines and examples found within the literature (Burton-Jones et al., 
2009; Gemino & Wand, 2004; Parsons & Cole, 2005). These sources were consulted while 
constructing the evaluation of HPN against another notation. The comparison of two modelling 
notations, also known as an intergrammar comparison, is a powerful method of empirically 
evaluating conceptual model qualities (Gemino & Wand, 2004; Wand & Weber, 2002). A review of 
conceptual modelling studies identified the need for experimental control (e.g., model equivalence) 
and provided guidance on measure development.  
6.2 REFINEMENTS 
In this section, the refinements made to the first version of HPN are reported for each of the 
five notational categories: people, objects, IT, connectors, and condition elements. Then the 
addition of two formalisms is described: swim lane and merge notation.  
6.2.1 Redesigned Notation 
People  
Participants in Test 1 accurately and confidently understood the notational category of people. 
The abbreviated title that annotated the circular graphic was replaced with the full title of the 
clinical role (see Figure 40).  
  
Figure 40. Extended HPN category of people (Cycle 2). Original (left) and refined (right) elements. 
Objects 
Participants in Test 1 accurately and confidently understood the notational category of 
objects. Minor refinements were made in attempt to improve the overall readability of the notational 
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elements (see Figure 41). Icons with better print quality were selected for those objects that were 
understood by participants in Test 1. In order to clarify how an object or person was distinct from 
similar objects, duplicate object notation was labelled with text: For example, matching documents 
were labelled with ‘COPY’ or ‘1.’ Both of these refinements were meant to make it easier for 
analysts to recognise what the object notation represented. 
 
 
  
Figure 41. Refined HPN category of objects (Cycle 2). Original (left) and refined (right) elements. 
Information Technology 
Participants in Test 1 described elements in the notational category of IT with moderate 
accuracy and confidence. In refinements, icons were introduced in order to provide a better 
mapping of the domain concept to the notational element (see Figure 42). The paper-based paper 
chart was refined with an icon. For the representation of equipment, small icons were used to 
represent properties more expressively. Not all refinements to the IT category were icon-based. For 
example, computer systems were refined to include a ‘flag’ with the information system’s name and 
the relevant part of the information system annotated on the screen. This refinement provided more 
information about the information system being used and allowed for extendibility when multiple 
information systems were used at the same computer terminal in the same step.  
  
  
  
Figure 42. Refined HPN category of IT (Cycle 2). Original (left) and refined (right) elements. 
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Connectors 
Participants in Test 1 accurately and confidently understood the notational category of 
connectors when placed in context with elements from other notational categories. Figure 43 
provides examples of original and refined notation—in most cases an icon replaced the abbreviation 
or text annotation. Refinements included the following: ‘e’ is replaced with a lightening bolt, 
footprints represent physical trnasport, ‘types’ is replaced with a keyboard with hands, and a 
conversation bubbled replaced the word ‘conversation.’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 43. Refined HPN category of connectors (Cycle 2). Original (left) and refined (right) 
elements. 
The dashed connector notation was removed. A line with an circle at the end was introduced to 
represent an extended activity flow associated with a person. 
Condition 
Condition elements were intended to convey detail about the environment (e.g., data stored in 
an information system were potentially unreliable), or a possibility about the workflow (e.g., task 
order may vary). The design intent of condition notation was to support a holistic view of the 
environment’s operations by providing contextual information. There were three notational 
elements in the condition category: ViP emblems, cloud-shaped and star-shaped symbols. Two 
elements in the condition notational category were refined and one element was removed after 
findings from Test 1 indicated that the meaning of these symbols and their relevance to the clinical 
workflow was poorly expressed. Figure 44 shows the original and refined condition notation. 
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Figure 44. Refined HPN category of condition notation (Cycle 2). Original (left) and refined (right). 
Variability in Practice emblem. In Test 1, the ViP emblem was frequently referred to as a 
“very important person” and participants struggled to explain the variability in the modelled 
workflow. The variability notation needed more differentiation from other notational elements (e.g., 
people) and to more clearly express what varied about the clinical workflow. The “ViP” 
abbreviation was removed, and the variability notation was changed from an emblem to an overlay 
placed on top of the relevant part of the workflow. The notational element was labelled with a short 
description that conveyed whether the activity was loosely organised or negotiated based on 
existing conditions.  
Possibility. In Test 1, participants did not rate the cloud notation very useful and suggested 
that important information may be more effectively conveyed if the notation was designed as a 
warning symbol. In refinements, the cloud notation was replaced with a bright orange graphic that 
was labelled with a short description.  
Possible technical change. In Test 1, the pointed circle graphic was placed on the process 
model during the problem-solving test. In refinements, the graphic was removed from HPN after it 
was considered unnecessary. The possibility of technical change was provided verbally to the 
analyst during the evaluation, because it was actually part of the testing process rather than part of 
the notation. 
6.2.2 Introduced Formalisms 
Two formalisms described in Chapter 2, swim lane and merge notation, were introduced in 
Cycle 2. Both formalisms structured activity flow (Sharp & McDermott, 2001). Swim lane elements 
replaced the step headings after findings in Test 1 suggested that participants did not understand the 
temporal layout of the HPN model. Merge notation was introduced to provide information about 
decision points. The formalisms provided a means with which to arrange notation in a consistent 
way, thus “represent(ing) the same logic in a structured way” (Mendling et al. 2010, p. 131).  
Each swim lane was labelled with the location of the work and was intended to provide 
greater temporal structure. For example, the “ongoing work of the ICU nurse” step was repositioned 
into the dedicated ICU swim lane and showed the nurse’s activities occurring in parallel with 
activities performed in the Blood Bank. Merge notation was used to provide information about what 
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activities occurred if the information in a safety check did not match. The workflow associated with 
mismatching information was not provided in the previous model. 
Changes from the HPN model used in Test 1 were intended to improve the overall clarity and 
quality of HPN (see Figure 45). The excess white space was removed, the font size increased, and 
more visual contrast between the background and notational elements was created.  
    
Figure 45. Example of refined HPN-based activity flow (Cycle 2). The original HPN (left) and the 
revised HPN (right) represent the first step of the blood ordering and transfusion process in which 
the doctor and the nurse discuss the care plan and perform individual activities. 
6.2.3 Presentation of Refined HPN 
The full set of notational elements for Cycle 2 is presented by notational category: people, 
objects, technology, connectors, and condition notation.  
People 
The notational category of people includes healthcare workers and a patient (see Figure 46).  
 
Figure 46. Refined HPN category of people (Cycle 2). Notational elements and descriptions. 
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Objects 
The notational category of objects includes physical objects in the domain (see Figure 47).  
 
Figure 47. Refined HPN category of objects (Cycle 2) Notational elements and descriptions. 
Information Technology 
The notational category of IT includes equipment and information systems found in the 
domain (see Figure 48).  
 
Figure 48. Refined HPN category of IT (Cycle 2). Notational elements and descriptions. 
Connectors 
The notational category of connectors uses arrows to represent activity flow (see Figure 49). 
Arrows are modified with icons or text to describe properties of the information flow and workflow. 
A connector without an arrowhead is introduced. 
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Figure 49. Refined HPN category of connectors (Cycle 2). Notational elements and descriptions.  
Condition  
The condition notational category consists of annotated graphics that describe possibilities 
within the healthcare environment (see Figure 50).  
 
Figure 50. Refined HPN category of condition elements (Cycle 2). Notational elements and 
descriptions. 
Structural notational elements 
Structural notational elements included grouping notation, swim lanes, and merge notation 
(see Figure 51).  
 
 
 
Figure 51. Refined HPN structural notational elements (Cycle 2). Depicted left to right: grouping 
notation (left), swim lane (middle), and merge notation (right).  
6.3 EVALUATION 
Test 2 was completed by CS. In Test 2, HPN was presented to two groups of people—
professionals working in an IT-related field or healthcare. Test 2 assessed the properties of two 
process modelling notations, HPN and BPMN. In this section, I describe how the comparison 
between HPN and BPMN was designed. Then the measures used to assess HPN and the industry 
standard, BPMN are described. Findings from Test 2 were used to infer (1) whether HPN 
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demonstrated any advantages over the industry standard notation, and (2) what modifications could 
further improve the qualities of HPN. 
6.3.1 Apparent Differences between BPMN and the Refined HPN 
The role of BPMN as the industry standard process modelling notation made it an obvious 
contrast for evaluating HPN. In this section, the apparent differences between BPMN and the 
refined HPN are summarised.  
Apparent notational differences 
BPMN and HPN do not include the same set of notational elements. BPMN includes a 
number of formalisms (e.g., event and gateway markers) that provide structural information about 
how processes are performed and how process activities converge on process goals (OMG, 2011; 
White, 2004). Conversely, HPN elements emphasise the properties of entities within the process 
(e.g., object modality) and contextual details (e.g., conditional elements). It is unknown if the 
notational elements of BPMN and HPN assists analysts differently in how well they understand 
healthcare processes. 
Apparent modelling differences 
Both process modelling notations are designed to represent activity flows, but do so in 
different ways. In Figure 52, the activities of an ICU doctor and an ICU nurse are represented with 
BPMN (right) and HPN (left).  
In BPMN, processes are represented in highly structured and procedural way, which enforces 
a view of “how things have to be done” (Aldin & de Cesare, 2011, p. 369). In the BPMN model, 
activities are shown in linear formation and arranged within the swim lane corresponding to an 
individual. Swim lane notation structures a person’s activities into strict linear flows and separate 
collaborating people. The opposing one-way connectors indicate interactions between people. Data 
object notation is annotated with the name of the domain objects.  
Although the refined HPN also uses the swim lane construct to temporally order activities, 
there is a declarative component to how processes are represented: declarative modelling is a less 
restrictive way than procedural modelling of modelling activity flow and it supports flexible 
interpretations of how work is performed (Hilderbrandt, Mukkamala, & Slaats, 2011). In the HPN 
model, people working together are placed together in clusters and collaboration is shown with a 
double-headed connector notation. Icons provide a direct mapping of domain objects.  
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Figure 52. Example of HPN and BPMN model showing apparent differences. Swim lanes represent 
locations (HPN, left) or people (BPMN, right). Objects are represented with icons (HPN) or with an 
annotated data object (BPMN). 
The modelling differences described here lead to fewer constructs in the HPN model. It is unknown 
if differences between the notations affect the analysts’ ability to understand and reason about the 
healthcare domain. 
6.3.2 Method 
In this section the method including the participants, experimental design, procedure, and 
materials is described. The measures and results are presented by the components of the evaluation 
framework: domain understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics. 
Participants 
Sixteen postgraduate students and early career professionals were recruited from two 
academic disciplines: eight participants had a background in engineering or an IT-related field and 
eight participants had a medical background with some clinical experience. The mean age of 
participants was 39.70 years (SD = 8.61). Nine males and seven females participated. All 
participants were proficient in English and had at least a Bachelor’s degree. They were given a 
small gratuity for their participation. 
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Experimental design 
Test 2 used one within-subjects variable and two between-subjects variables in a repeated 
measures design (see Table 17). As discussed in Chapter 3, a within-subjects design provided a 
strong comparison of the main variable of interest, the process modeling notation. The within-
subjects variable was the process modelling notation (BPMN, HPN). The between-subjects 
variables were the participant’s professional background (engineering, healthcare) and the model 
order, which was the order that the two notations were presented (BPMN–HPN, HPN–BPMN). The 
process models represented the same clinical workflow: a blood ordering and transfusion process 
for an ICU patient. In one condition, the participant saw a model represented in BPMN, and in the 
other condition, the participant saw a model represented in HPN.  
Table 17 
Experimental Design of Test 2 with Two Between-Subjects Variables 
Between-subjects variables 
Educational background Model order n 
BPMN!HPN 4 Engineering 
HPN!BMPN 4 
BPMN!HPN 4 Healthcare 
HPN!BMPN 4 
 Total 16 
For the first component of the evaluation framework domain understanding, CS measured the 
accuracy of each participant’s performance on a written comprehension test. For the second 
component of the evaluation framework domain reasoning, the number and quality of solutions that 
each participant provided when asked about changes to the modelled process were analysed. For the 
third component of the evaluation framework user characteristics, ratings about perceived ease of 
use and perceived usefulness were analysed. More details are in the Measures section. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a procedure summarized in Table 18. In the Study 
Introduction, information about the study was provided and the participant’s informed consent was 
requested. A background questionnaire and two ideational fluency tasks were administered to the 
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participant. Condition 1 began when the participant reviewed a process model and legend. Then 
with the materials present, the participant completed a timed comprehension test. Next the 
participant completed a verbal problem-solving test that was recorded with a smart pen. The 
participant provided verbal responses and annotated the process model in the problem-solving test. 
Condition 1 ended when the participant rated the ease of using the process model and how well it 
supported their tasks. The materials were removed. 
Table 18 
Procedure for Test 2 
 Participant Actions Researcher (CS) Actions 
Study Introduction 
Sign written informed consent 
Complete a background 
questionnaire 
Verify that participant meets inclusion criteria  
Complete ideational fluency tasks Administer and times tests 
Condition 1 
Review legend and process model  Allow up to 5 minutes for the review of 
materials 
Complete written comprehension 
test as quickly as possible 
Administer and time test 
Complete problem-solving test by 
providing responses or annotating 
the process model.  
Administer and record test with smart pen  
 
Rate the process modeling notation Administer user perception questionnaire 
Condition 2 
 Repeat Condition 1 steps with the second process modeling notation, the second 
comprehension test, and the second problem-solving test 
Study Conclusion 
Provide final comments Provide debrief  
Receive gratuity Issue gratuity 
In Condition 2, the steps of process model presentation and testing were repeated with the 
other process modelling notation, which represented the same clinical workflow. In the Study 
Conclusion, the materials were discussed. A short debrief and a small gratuity was given to the 
participant. A written experimental protocol ensured that the participants were given the same 
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information and tested in the same way. The researcher’s experimental protocol containing the 
script and study procedure is available on request.  
Development of Test 2 materials 
For the evaluation to be unbiased, HPN and BPMN models needed to be equivalent with 
regards to model content and readability. This way, one model would not provide content that could 
lead to a spurious performance advantage (Colligan et al., 2010; Gemino & Wand, 2004). An initial 
mapping exercise of HPN and BPMN notational elements, narrative formation, and collaboration 
between the model developers helped establish equivalence of test materials. 
Mapping exercise. In a preliminary mapping exercise, two researchers (CS and MI) 
independently rated elements of HPN and BPMN that in principle represented the same object or 
relationship. The researchers rated the elements as semantically similar or different and conflicts 
between the researchers’ ratings were discussed. Kappa was calculated to determine if there was 
agreement between the researchers: There was “good” agreement between the researchers about 
which notation elements were similar and different across HPN and BPMN, ! = 0 .94, p < .001. 
The strong agreement indicates that prior to model development the researchers understood the 
semantics of each process modelling notation and of the similar and dissimilar notational elements. 
Narrative formation. Process model development was based on a text narrative, which 
provided a measure of content equivalence between the test materials. The research team developed 
a text narrative of a blood ordering and transfusion workflow. The text narrative included the 
medical priorities and activities reported by domain study participants. For example, participants 
from the ICU, Blood Bank, and Pathology reported patient identification checks as important 
safety-related events. ICU and Pathology staff reported that the doctor’s signature on the medical 
order could initiate or delay their actions in the process.  
The narrative was finalised collaboratively so that the clinical workflow was described in a 
way that could be expressed using both notations. The narrative included clear task assignment 
(BPMN standard) and details about the modality of each artefact used in the process (HPN 
standard). The presence of the CPOE and EHR reported in the domain study was not included in the 
text narrative, and was used instead as a question in the problem-solving test. The text narrative 
describing the clinical workflow is in the Appendix. 
Model development process. As with each design cycle evaluation, process models were used 
to test HPN. For the evaluations of HPN and BPMN, two researchers used the text narrative and 
developed the process models independently. CS developed a model using the refined HPN and 
Microsoft VisioTM software. An expert in business process modelling (MI) developed the BPMN 
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model using the Process ArchitectTM software. Only the core BPMN elements were used: The 
participants in Test 2 were anticipated to be inexperienced or novice BPMN users and the advanced 
notational elements were considered too complex for the purposes of the evaluation. The 
researchers finalised the models collaboratively so that the content and visual complexity of process 
models were equivalent. Once satisfied that representations reflected the same workflow, the 
researchers adjusted both models for readability of font, size of notation symbols, and overall page 
size (dimensions of HPN model were 76 cm x 20 cm, dimension of BPMN model were 76 cm x 30 
cm). A smaller version (A3) of HPN and BPMN process models used in Test 2 are in the Appendix. 
Model legends. The modellers developed legends that were presented with each process 
model. The BPMN legend is in Figure 53 and the HPN legend is in Figure 54. 
Measures 
Test 2 included measures based on the evaluation framework: domain understanding, domain 
reasoning, and user characteristics. A description of each evaluation property follows.  
Domain understanding. A component of domain understanding, model understanding, was 
assessed with a written comprehension test: the accuracy and efficiency of comprehension test 
performance was analysed. Both accuracy and efficiency have been suggested as indices of the 
cognitive effectiveness of each process model notation, or the “speed, ease and accuracy with which 
the information content can be understood” (Moody, 2007, p. 481). 
Two 14-item comprehension tests were developed and presented in a counterbalanced order 
so that participants did not answer the same questions twice. The test items were designed as either 
simple or complex. Simple items required the participant to extract a single detail from the process 
model such as an activity’s location or a specific person. Complex items required the participant to 
integrate multiple notational elements in their response such as the actors in a shared task. 
Two dependent variables assessed model understanding: comprehension test accuracy and 
efficiency. To measure accuracy, a score was calculated by comparing the participant’s responses to 
the correct answers identified prior to the experiment. To measure efficiency, a ratio was calculated 
by dividing the participant’s accuracy score by their completion time. The ratio provided an index 
of how quickly participants answered questions about the clinical workflow while maintaining 
accuracy in their responses. A two-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the 
process modelling notations (within-subjects variable), professional groups (between-subjects 
variable), and model orders (between-subjects variable). This test was completed for overall 
comprehension test accuracy scores, comprehension test efficiency ratios, simple and complex 
comprehension test accuracy scores. A Tukey HSD test was used to identify how groups differed. 
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Figure 53. BPMN legend showing notational elements and descriptions. 
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Figure 54. HPN legend showing notational elements and descriptions. 
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Domain reasoning. Domain reasoning was assessed with two problem-solving questions in 
each condition. Participants answered each problem-solving question by pointing to or drawing on 
the process model. In the first problem-solving question (patient safety), participants were asked to 
evaluate the workflow by identifying patient safety events related to “getting the right blood to the 
right patient at the right time.” Participants answered the patient safety question in each condition. 
In the second problem-solving question (technical change), CS indicated on the process model 
where a technical change was possible and asked participants making predictions about how a 
technical change would affect the modelled process. One technical change question was about the 
introduction of a hospital-wide CPOE system and the other technical change question was about the 
introduction of an EHR system at the patient’s bedside. The two technical change questions were 
counterbalanced across experimental trials9.  
Two components of domain reasoning were measured: the number of solutions and the 
quality of solutions (see Section 3.3.1). CS measured domain reasoning in the following way. The 
number of solutions was measured by counting the instances of a participant pointing to or drawing 
on the model. The quality of solution was measured by counting those participant responses that 
matched a set of solutions identified prior to the test. The set of solutions were derived from studies 
that provided examples of workflow consequences associated with technical change (rigor cycle) 
(Tang & Carpendale, 2007; Unertl, Johnson, & Lorenzi, 2012; Westbrook et al., 2007). Reports of 
unintended consequences in healthcare were referenced (Aarts, Ash, & Berg, 2007; Georgiou, 
Williamson, Westbrook, & Ray, 2007; Maslove, Rizk, & Lowe, 2011). For the first problem-
solving question (patient safety), eight events were identified: each representing a risk of an adverse 
event in the clinical workflow when not performed (or not performed correctly). For the second 
problem-solving question (CPOE technical change), seven events were identified: each representing 
an activity where technology had the potential to alter whether or not the information was 
accessible, affected a communication act, or changed an artefact’s modality. 
Table 19 presents an overview of tests, test items, measures, and the analytic approach for 
each component of the evaluation framework.  
                                                
9 The analysis of “quality of solution” was performed on one of the technical change questions 
(technical change involving a CPOE system). 
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Table 19 
Overview of Test 2 Measures Listed by Evaluation Properties: Domain Understanding, Domain Reasoning, and User Characteristics 
 Component Test Name Example Test Item Dependent Variable Analytic Approach 
Domain Understanding 
Simple item: Name the 1st task performed in the Blood 
Bank. 
 Model 
Understanding 
Comprehension 
Test 
(14 items) Complex item: What activity requires a conversation? 
Name the participants. 
(Overall) Accuracy, mean of 
14 items 
Efficiency ratio: accuracy 
score/ completion time 
(Simple vs complex item) 
Accuracy, mean of 7 items 
ANOVA (two-way) 
(w/s modelling 
notation) 
(b/s professional b’gnd, 
model order) 
Domain Reasoning 
 Workflow 
Evaluation 
Problem solving 
test: Patient safety  
(1 item) 
One safety concern of this process is that the right blood 
gets to the right patient. Given what you know about the 
activities and artefacts in the process, please mark the 
activities that may prevent the wrong blood from being 
administered. 
ANOVA (two-way) 
(w/s modelling 
notation) 
(b/s professional 
background) 
 Prospective 
Evaluation 
Problem solving 
test: Technical 
change (2 items) 
Imagine that a computer system is introduced to the ICU. 
The patient’s history and care plan notes are entered and 
stored in this computer program. Mark the activities that 
are affected if an electronic medical record is introduced.  
Solutions generated are 
computed as Signal 
Detection Theory measures: 
sensitivity (d’) and response 
bias (C)  
Qualitative 
interpretation based on 
descriptive statistics 
User Characteristics 
PEOU: This model clearly shows the sequence of the 
activities in the process. 
 User 
Perceptions 
Usability 
questionnaire  
(7 items) PU: This model clearly shows the interactions between 
people and information as part of the process.  
Self-rated reports using 9-
point scales: 
- PEOU, mean of 4 items 
- PU, mean of 3 items 
ANOVA (two-way) 
(w/s self-rated report) 
(b/s professional 
background) 
 Cognitive 
Style 
Ideational fluency 
tests (verbal, figural) 
List all the ideas that you can think of about the topic of a 
train journey (Verbal Fluency).  
Number of unique solutions 
generated in the timed test 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(b/s professional b’gnd) 
 Personal 
Factors 
Background 
questionnaire 
Are you familiar with how work is performed in a 
medical laboratory? 
Self-rated reports, using 9-
point scales 
ANOVA (one-way)(b/s 
professional b’gnd) 
Note. Italic font refers to questions presented verbally by the researcher. 
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Signal Detection Theory (SDT) was used to analyse the participants’ solutions in Test 2. The 
SDT framework provides measures of a person’s ability to discriminate between “signals” of a 
stimulus with certain qualities amongst noise, and “noise” which lacks such qualities (MacDonald 
& Balakrishnan, 2003). Two measures within the SDT framework were analysed: sensitivity and 
response bias. The first measure, sensitivity, is measured with d’, which is an index of the person’s 
ability to discriminate the signal by reporting “hits” and by avoiding “false alarms.” SDT is 
generally used to analyse a person’s ability to detect a change in their environment and their 
tendency to report or not report potential changes (MacDonald & Balakrishnan, 2003). The 
researchers (CS and PS) analysed d’ to determine if participants could identify areas of the 
modelled workflow that matched the events identified prior to the test. If d’ differed significantly 
between process modelling notation conditions, it could be inferred that something about the 
notation was associated with a greater d’ that supported the participants’ ability to discriminate 
relevant, or target events. The second measure, response bias, is the willingness or otherwise of the 
participant to report the presence of a possible signal. Response bias was analysed in order to 
determine if there was a difference in the willingness of participants to report possible target events.  
The participants’ responses were coded as hits or false alarms: hits were the participant’s 
annotations that matched the researcher’s previously identified “true” consequences and false 
alarms were the participant’s annotations that did not match the researcher’s previously identified 
“true” consequences. Using the matrix in Table 20, solutions in the problem-solving test were 
categorised as one of four response categories: a hit, a miss, a false alarm, or a correct rejection.  
Table 20 
Components for SDT Analysis Based on Response Categories 
Possible Response Categories  
Participant identified true 
consequence 
Participant does not identify true 
consequence 
True Consequence (Signal) HIT MISS 
False Consequence (Noise) FALSE ALARM CORRECT REJECTION 
The number of constructs in each process model was counted by CS. Controlling for 
redundant and structural notation, the values for sensitivity and response bias calculations were 
determined. Sensitivity and response bias were then calculated using standard formulas (e.g., Kang 
Lee’s correction was used where the false alarm rate = 0.0 and the hit rate = 1.0). Next, the 
properties of two possible measures for response bias, beta and C were checked. The measure, C, 
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produced the more stable response bias measures with regards to normality. A Levene test indicated 
that homogeneity of variance was not met for C in the case of participants in the HPN condition 
responding to the patient safety question. The members of the research team agreed that this was a 
minor violation and not likely to affect the results. For the patient safety question, a two-way 
ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between the process modelling notations and 
professional groups for both d’ and C. 
User characteristics. Three components of user characteristics were investigated: user 
perceptions, cognitive style, and personal factors. Standard measures Perceived Ease of Use 
(PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) assessed the perceived usability of both process modelling 
notations (Maes & Poels, 2007). PEOU is “the degree to which a person believes that using a 
conceptual modelling grammar would be free of effort” (Recker, Rosemann, Green, & Indulska, 
2011 p. A1). PU is “the degree to which a person believes that a conceptual modelling grammar 
will be effective in achieve in the intended modelling objective” (Recker et al., 2011, p. A1). Using 
9-point Likert scales, participants rated their perceptions of each process modelling notation 
immediately after the problem-solving test, while the model and legend were present. The mean 
ratings of three PU items and four PEOU items were analysed with a two-way ANOVA for 
differences between the process modelling notations (within-subjects variable) and professional 
groups (between-subjects variable). 
To assess any inadvertent differences in cognitive styles across professional groups, the 
ideational fluency of each participant was assessed. Ideational fluency is a composite factor of a 
person’s episodic memory, divergent thinking, and focus on task (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & 
Dermen, 1976). Ideational fluency tasks required participants to generate solutions in a timed-
brainstorming task. For the verbal task, participants were asked to list all the ideas they can think of 
about the topic of a train journey” (Ekstrom et al., 1976, p. 67). For the nonverbal task, the Ruff 
Figural fluency task required participants to create figures by connecting dots. The number of 
unique solutions generated by the participant was the dependent variable, with very low numbers 
indicating a possible psychiatric disorder or visual-motor impairment (Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 
2006). A one-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between professional groups. 
Personal factors included information gathered from participants in a background 
questionnaire: demographics, educational background, and current professional role. Using a 9-
point Likert scales, participants rated their familiarity with both the healthcare domain and 
conceptual modelling techniques. A one-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between 
professional groups (between-subjects variable). 
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6.3.3 Results – Domain Understanding 
The results for domain understanding are reported in the following way. First the descriptive 
statistics for accuracy—for the complete test and accuracy scores by simple and complex test items 
is presented. The analysis for the process modelling notation (within-subjects variable), professional 
background (between-subjects variable), and model order (between-subjects variable) is reported. 
Then the analysis of the process modelling notation (within-subjects variable), professional 
background (between-subjects variable), and model order (between-subjects variable) is reported. 
For each results table, asterisks (*) indicate differences found in the ANOVA and are placed next to 
the better-performing professional group or notation. An alpha level of .05 was used for all 
statistical tests. The implications of Test 2 are discussed in Section 6.4. 
Comprehension test 
Accuracy. Means and standard deviations of comprehension test performance are reported in 
Table 21. For the complete comprehension test, there was no effect of process modelling notation (p 
= .08), professional background (p = .41), or model order (p = .89) on accuracy. There was a main 
effect of process modelling notation on comprehension accuracy for complex items, F(1, 12) = 
14.11, p < .01. For complex items, higher accuracy scores were associated with the HPN condition 
than with the BPMN condition.  
Table 21 
Comprehension Test: Mean Accuracy Scores for Professional Backgrounds by Question Type and 
Process Modelling Notation (Standard deviation) 
Complete test  
(n = 14) 
Simple items  
(n = 7) 
Complex items 
(n = 7) 
Professional 
Background 
BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN 
Healthcare 
(n=8) 
10.50 (2.83) 12.13 (1.73) 6.38 (.92) 6.25 (.71) 4.13 (2.03) 5.88(1.13) 
Engineering 
(n=8) 
10.50 (1.41) 10.25 (1.83) 6.75 (.46) 5.25 (1.17) 3.75 (1.39) 5.38(1.19) 
Total   
(N=16) 
10.50 (2.16) 11.19 (1.94) *6.56 (.73) 5.75 (1.07) 3.94 (1.70) **5.63(1.15) 
Note. Accuracy score for the complete test is the mean of 14 items; for the simple and complex items is 
the mean of 7 items. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted with * for p < .05, ** 
for p < .01. 
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There was an effect of process modelling notation on comprehension accuracy for simple 
items, F(1, 12) = 8.90, p = .01. For simple items, higher accuracy scores were associated with the 
BPMN condition than in the HPN condition. For neither complex nor simple items was there an 
effect of professional background on comprehension accuracy (p = .50 and p = .33 respectively). 
For neither complex nor simple items was there an effect of model order on comprehension 
accuracy (p = .92 and p = .84 respectively). There was no interaction between professional 
background and model order for complex items (p = .50) or simple items (p = .33).  
Efficiency ratio. Means and standard deviations of efficiency ratio are reported in Table 22. 
Table 22 
Comprehension Test: Mean Efficiency Ratios for Different Professional Backgrounds by Process 
Modelling Notation (Standard deviation) 
Efficiency Ratio (accuracy/ completion time) Professional Background 
BPMN HPN 
Healthcare (n = 8) 1.31 (.84) 1.61 (1.01) 
Engineering (n = 8) 0.82 (.28) 0.92 (.38) 
Total (N = 16) 1.07 (.66) **1.27 (.82) 
              Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted with ** for p < .01. 
There was a main effect of process modelling notation on efficiency ratio (accuracy/completion 
time), F(1, 12) = 10.73, p < .01, with participants performing better in the HPN condition than in 
the BPMN condition. There was no effect of professional background (p = .13). There was no 
evidence that participants with different professional backgrounds performed differently with 
regards to efficiency. There was no effect of model order (p = .63). There was no interaction 
between professional background and model order (p = .74). 
6.3.4 Results – Domain Reasoning 
In each HPN and BPMN condition, participants responded to two problem-solving questions 
in which they identified events related to safety and inferred consequences of a technical change. 
First I report the analysis of the patient safety question that was answered in both conditions. The 
SDT measures, d’ and C are analysed with ANOVA. Second I report the analysis of one of the 
technical change questions, which was analysed descriptively due to the small sample size. 
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Problem solving test, patient safety question, results by notation and educational groups  
The means and standard deviations of sensitivity (d’) and response bias (C) for the patient 
safety question are reported in Table 23.  
Table 23 
Mean d’ and C Values for Different Professional Backgrounds by Model Order (Standard 
deviation) 
Patient Safety Question 
d’ (sensitivity) C (response bias) 
Professional 
Background  
BPMN–HPN  HPN–BPMN  BPMN–HPN  HPN–BPMN 
Healthcare (n=4) 1.55 (.49) 1.58 (.43) .22 (.55) .88 (.49) 
Engineering (n=4) 1.91 (.83) 1.42 (.27) .80 (.51) 1.13 (.29) 
Total (N=8) 1.70 (.52) 1.50 (.35) .51 (.58) 1.00 (.39) 
Note. C differs significantly for Healthcare vs. Engineering at p < .05. d’ and C values are reported 
for the first model presented. 
For sensitivity, there was no effect of process modelling notation (p = .27). There was no effect of 
professional background (p = .93) or model order (p = .88). There was no interaction between 
professional background and model order (p = .22).  
For response bias, there was no effect of process modelling notation (p = .16). There was an 
effect of professional background F (1,12) = 6.96, p = .02. The healthcare group had a more 
positive response bias than the engineering group: The healthcare group behaved more liberally 
when reporting possible solutions to the patient safety question, whereas the engineering group 
behaved more conservatively. In other words, healthcare participants were more willing to report a 
patient safety event than engineering participants. There was no effect of model order (p = .09). 
There was no interaction between professional background and model order (p = .24).  
Problem solving test, technical change question, results by notation  
Two technical changes questions were counterbalanced across the participant groups. The 
technical change question about the introduction of an EHR system was removed from the analysis 
after it was noted that some of the participants’ responses did not correspond with model content 
and therefore could not be included in the calculations of sensitivity or response bias. As a result of 
the small sample size for each professional group, the data is combined and the descriptive statistics 
for each process modelling notation are interpreted qualitatively (see Table 24). 
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Table 24 
Mean d’ and C Values for Process Modelling Notations (Standard deviation) 
Technical Change Question Professional 
Background  
d ‘ (sensitivity) C (response bias) 
BPMN (n=8) 1.62 (.37) 1.51 (.27) 
HPN (n=8) 1.19 (.81) 1.55 (.30) 
Total (N=16) 1.41 (.65) 1.53 (.28) 
The descriptive statistics show that there is a trend for a greater sensitivity (d’) in the BPMN than in 
the HPN condition. The greater sensitivity value associated with BPMN suggests a better ability to 
correctly discriminate between signals and false alarms than HPN. The response bias values (C) for 
each process modeling notation are very similar. 
6.3.5 Results – User Characteristics 
For assessing user perceptions, each participant completed a questionnaire after using the 
process modelling notations. Cognitive style and personal factors were investigated in the beginning 
of the test with a set of ideational fluency tasks and a background questionnaire.  
User perceptions. Means and standard deviations of user perception data are in Table 25. 
Both groups of participants rated the notations reasonably favorably, with mean ratings greater than 
6/9 for PEOU and PU. There is a trend for higher HPN ratings on both PEOU and PU ratings, but 
the effect of process modelling notation is not significant for PEOU (p = .37) or PU (p = .13).  
Table 25 
Mean User Perceptions for Two Professional Backgrounds by Process Modelling Notation 
(Standard deviation) 
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) 
(4 statements) 
Perceived Usefulness (PU) 
(3 statements) 
Professional Background  
BPMN HPN BPMN HPN 
Healthcare (n=8) 6.44 (1.42) 6.94 (1.07) 6.53 (.92) 7.19 (1.12) 
Engineering (n=8) 5.69 (1.72) 7.10 (1.4) 6.3 (1.5) 7.00 (1.2) 
Total (N=16) 6.06 (1.57) 7.02 (1.2) 6.41 (1.2) 7.09 (1.12) 
     Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted with * for p < .05, ** for p < .01. 
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There is no effect of professional background (p = .38). In a per-item analysis, participants favoured 
HPN over BPMN on the PU statement: “This model clearly shows the interactions between people 
and information as part of the process” (p = .03). 
Cognitive style. Each participant demonstrated sufficient fluency on both the verbal and 
nonverbal test, meaning that there were no low scores indicating cognitive impairment. The mean 
number of “ideas about a train journey” provided in a 4-minute trial was 16.50 (SD = 4.59). In a 
one-way ANOVA, there was no effect of professional background detected (p = .60). The mean 
number of “unique figures made from connecting dots” provided in a 2-minute trial was 26.63 (SD 
= 7.91). In a one-way ANOVA, there was no effect of professional background detected (p = .36).  
Personal factors. There was no effect of professional background on reported familiarity with 
either hospital work (p = .28) or conceptual modelling (p = .32). Responses from the background 
questionnaire indicated that all participants rated themselves as moderately familiar with work 
within hospitals: the average familiarity rating was 5.66 on a 9-point scale (SD = 3.01). The ratings 
suggest that participants perceived themselves well-acquainted with the application domain. 
Participants rated themselves as moderately familiar with conceptual modeling: the average 
familiarity rating was 5.91 on a 9-point scale (SD = 1.33). The ratings suggest that participants 
perceived themselves familiar with the representational method, but not at an expert level.  
6.4 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CYCLE 2 
This chapter reported the second DSR design cycle, Cyc1e 2. In this section I summarise the 
activities and outcomes of Cycle 2, provide an overview of findings from Test 2, and discuss the 
implications for HPN refinement. 
6.4.1 Summary of Cycle 2 Activities and Outcomes 
Through the refinement process, the research team, primarily CS, made decisions about 
modifying HPN elements based on findings in Test 1 and on the conceptual modelling literature. 
The refined HPN had considerably more icons than the earlier version and the conditional elements 
were substantially redesigned. Through the testing process, the properties of HPN and BPMN were 
assessed with a set of users who had professional backgrounds similar to the target user group. Test 
2 demonstrated a number of findings relating to the effectiveness of HPN, the comparative 
effectiveness of HPN to the industry standard BPMN, and the role of user characteristics. 
6.4.2 Interpretation of Test 2 Findings 
A summary of findings from Test 2 is provided in Table 26, listed by components of the 
evaluation framework: domain understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics.  
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Table 26 
Overview of Test 2 Findings 
Construct Test name HPN–BPMN results Professional group differences 
Domain understanding 
Accuracy: 
HPN = BPMN 
For complex items, 
HPN > BPMN 
For simple items,  
BPMN > HPN 
No evidence found for a difference 
between the healthcare and 
engineering group for overall 
accuracy, accuracy on complex or 
simple items. 
Comprehension test 
Efficiency ratio: 
HPN > BPMN 
Efficiency ratio: 
Healthcare = Engineers 
Domain reasoning 
Patient safety question: 
No evidence found for a 
difference between process 
modelling notations on 
sensitivity (d’) or response 
bias (C) 
Patient safety question: 
No evidence found for a difference 
between groups for sensitivity (d’). 
Healthcare group demonstrates a 
more positive response bias (C) 
than the engineering group. 
Problem-solving test  
Technical change question: 
Analysis based on 
descriptive statistics shows 
more positive sensitivity 
associated with BPMN. 
Technical change question: 
Professional group differences are 
not analysed due to small sample 
size. 
User characteristics 
Usability questionnaire Both notations were rated 
favourably.  
For PEOU: HPN = BPMN 
For PU: HPN = BPMN 
No evidence found for a difference 
between groups for PEOU or PU. 
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Domain understanding 
The findings of Test 2 demonstrated that participants understood the clinical workflow 
represented in each process modelling notation. Some of the findings indicate advantages of HPN 
over BPMN.  
Comprehension test accuracy. The analysis of overall accuracy suggests that participants 
performed equally well at reading the process models. Recall that some of the limitations of BPMN 
were identified in Chapter 2. Other researchers indicated the following: (1) that BPMN poorly 
expressed properties of shared tasks and communication (Börger, 2012; Müller & Rogge-Solti, 
2011; van der Aalst & ter Hofstede, 2005), and (2) that specifications for using BPMN did not 
supporting modelling deviations from the flow sequence (van der Aalst & van Hee, 2002; Wong & 
Gibbons, 2009).  
The separation of comprehension test items into simple and complex items provided a means 
by which the apparent differences between process modeling notations could be tested. The analysis 
of accuracy scores for simple and complex comprehension test items suggested that participants 
were better able to answer complex items in the HPN condition, but better able to answer simple 
items in the BPMN condition. The more accurate performance on complex items in the HPN 
condition suggests that HPN conveyed information about shared activities, locations of artefacts, 
and direct patient activities better than the BPMN-based model. The more accurate performance on 
simple items in the BPMN conditions provides evidence that BPMN specifications can represent 
clearly task allocation, and sequence flow.  
Efficiency ratio. The measurement of efficiency ratios was motivated by reports in the 
literature that this measure provided a reliable index of performance (Mendling et al., 2012). The 
finding that the participants’ performance is more efficient with HPN than with BPMN encourages 
the continued development and use of HPN for representing complex clinical workflows. One 
interpretation of why efficiency ratios were greater in the HPN than the BPMN condition is that 
participants may have found it easier to interpret graphics than to read text and there were more 
graphics in the HPN model. This explanation is consistent with other research (Mendling et al., 
2012). The fact that there was evidence for statistical differences in accuracy scores or efficiency 
ratios between the professional groups, and that both groups performed well in absolute terms is 
encouraging, but further research is needed to rule out the alternative explanations of low statistical 
power and sampling bias. 
Differences between professional groups. With regards to differences between professional 
backgrounds, healthcare participants answered simple and complex items equally well with both 
notations, whereas engineering participants answered simple items better with the BPMN model 
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than with the HPN model. It is surprising that the background questionnaire was not sensitive to the 
healthcare participants being more familiar with the healthcare environment. It is possible that the 
background questionnaire was not a sensitive enough instrument: Mendling, Reijers, and Cardoso 
(2007) have suggested that participants in similar studies were not capable of a proper self-
assessment with respect to their familiarity with the modelled environment.   
Domain reasoning 
There was no statistical evidence to suggest that participants performed differently in the 
problem-solving test with one process modelling notation, HPN or BPMN, over the other. There 
was no definitive finding for a professional group performing better than another, although a trend 
existed for the healthcare group to behave more liberally when reporting patient safety-related 
events. The healthcare group reported more possible events than the engineering group, a finding 
that could potentially be explained by the influence of domain experience. However in the analysis 
of personal factors, the two professional groups rated their familiarity of hospital work comparably.  
The SDT framework was an opportunity to analyse problem-solving performance based on 
properties of each process modelling notation. To perform the SDT analysis it was necessary to 
compare HPN and BPMN notational elements, which offered an evaluation of each model’s 
complexity. The analysis of problem-solving data indicates that participants using HPN was as 
good at answering questions as they were with the industry standard, BPMN. 
User characteristics 
User perceptions. Test 2 findings suggest that participants considered both process modelling 
notations to be easy to use and useful, and they did not prefer one process modelling notation over 
the other. An additional study, Test 3, will provide additional evidence as to whether the perceived 
advantages of using either HPN or BPMN are significant. 
6.4.3 Limitations of Test 2 
In Test 2 a comparison of HPN and BPMN provided qualitative and quantitative data with 
which to evaluate properties of two process modelling notations. Although the measures were 
derived from studies with a similar experimental design, the interpretation of findings must take 
into account the following limitations. First, the same clinical workflow was presented in each 
condition, which may have primed participants for answering questions about the clinical 
workflow. In Test 3, different clinical workflows are used in each condition.  
Second, the Likert-scale items for gathering user perceptions may not have been sensitive 
enough to detect differences between the process modelling notations. Both notations were rated 
favourably. In addition, the usability questionnaire scales were administered directly after each 
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condition, rather than after experiencing both, making it difficult for participants to make a 
comparative judgement between the process modelling notations. In Cycle 3, the usability 
questionnaire is administered at the end of the study and the participant is asked to rate the notations 
in a comparative way. 
Third, an alternative analytic framework to SDT could be used for the analysis of domain 
reasoning. The problem-solving task is an exercise of envisionment, where the participants’ 
solutions are derived from their mental model and not necessarily from explicit model statements. 
SDT measures could not be computed for one of the technical change questions because some of 
the participants’ responses were not included in the analysis—these responses were legitimate 
solutions bur did not correspond with model content. In other words, restricting the measurement of 
events to model statements may exclude valid data points. In the next evaluation, another way of 
measuring problem-solving test performance was investigated using domain-relevant criteria. 
6.4.4 Approaching Refinements 
Findings from Cycle 2 were used to understand if the apparent differences between HPN and 
BPMN were associated with differences in analysts’ performance. Participants in the HPN 
condition demonstrated a higher degree of model understanding by completing the comprehension 
test more efficiently and answering complex items more accurately than with the alternate notation. 
Participants in both conditions were able to respond to the problem-solving questions. Participants 
rated both notations highly, which suggests that graphically representing clinical workflows is 
perceived as having value. Overall, findings from Test 2 suggest that HPN may support domain 
understanding better than BPMN. Given that participants answered questions about the workflow 
more quickly and, in particular, answered complex items more accurately when using an HPN 
model, there is reason to continue the development of HPN.  
The lower accuracy scores associated with simple test items for participants in the HPN 
condition is an area for refinement. Comparing the two notations with another clinical workflow 
would extend the current understanding of each notation’s properties and demonstrate the 
extendibility of each notation for representing other healthcare processes. In the next chapter, a 
refined HPN is presented and another HPN–BPMN comparison is performed using materials that 
represent a different clinical workflow. 
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CHAPTER 7 - DESIGN CYCLE 3 
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This chapter reports Cycle 3 of the design cycles for HPN, pictured in Figure 55. Cycle 3 
consists of the refinement associated with the second version of HPN and the third evaluation.  
 
Figure 55. Flowchart of DSR design cycles. Refinement and evaluation activities of Cycle 3 (right). 
In Section 7.1, I describe the refinement of HPN elements and present the notation used in Test 3. 
In Section 7.2, I report Test 3, which is a comparison of the revised HPN elements and core 
elements of BPMN—this time with a group of healthcare professionals. Findings were mixed in 
Test 2, with HPN showing advantages over BPMN in some areas and BPMN showing advantages 
over HPN in other areas. Without a clear indication for whether the apparent differences between 
HPN and BPMN affected performance, the research team decided to evaluate HPN and BPMN a 
second time. In Section 7.3, I discuss findings from Test 3. 
7.1 REFINEMENT 
In this Refinement section, I describe the refinements made following Test 2 and present the 
five notational categories of HPN: people, objects, IT, connectors, and conditional elements.  
7.1.1 Presentation of HPN 
Following Test 2, refinements were made to each of the five notational categories. The 
complete set of notational elements is presented in the following subsections.  
People  
Participants in Test 2 accurately described the people involved in blood ordering and 
transfusion workflow and specified how these roles may be affected by a technical change in the 
problem-solving test. Because it appeared that this notational category was well understood, the 
circular graphic representing a person was unchanged from the previous version. The notational 
category of people was extended with labels for the professional roles within the OT, ICU, and 
Cardiac Unit (see Figure 56). Labels were used to specify different types of nurses and staff because 
each had a unique set of responsibilities in the workflow. A list of abbreviations and their meaning 
was provided with the legend.  
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Nursing staff: theatre nurse and anaesthetic 
nurse work in the OT (left); the bedside nurse 
works in the ICU (right). 
 
Medical staff: Cardiothoracic (CT) surgeon and 
Anaesthetist (Anaes.) work in the OT (left); the 
In-Charge clinical nurse consultant (I/C CNC) 
works in the ICU (right). 
 
Other people: cardiac unit staff (3C) (left); 
residents and registrars make up the ICU medical 
staff (middle); and the patient (right). 
Figure 56. Refined HPN category of people (Cycle 3). Notational elements and a description. 
Objects 
Participants in Test 2 accurately described the objects involved in blood ordering and 
transfusion workflow and related the use of these objects when answering questions in the problem-
solving test. Figure 57 shows the icons within the notational category of objects. 
 
The document object was shaped like a sheet 
of paper and labelled. 
 
The objects within the environment: blood 
vial, blood bag, file cabinet and telephone 
were not refined in Cycle 3. 
Figure 57. Refined HPN category of objects (Cycle 3). Notational elements and a description. 
Minor refinements to the document icon (top row) were made to improve the overall readability of 
this notational element. Other objects were unchanged. 
Information Technology 
Participants in Test 2 accurately described the IT involved in blood ordering and transfusion 
workflow and related the use of IT when answering questions in the problem-solving test. Figure 58 
shows the set of elements in the notational category of IT: notational elements with minor 
refinements (top row), new elements (middle rows), and unchanged elements (bottom row). A list 
of the information systems and their acronyms was provided with the legend.  
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Displays: Two forms of IT from Cycle 1 were 
included in Cycle 3: a whiteboard (left) and touch 
screen (right).  
In Cycle 3, the whiteboard was refined with a border 
and a label to make it easier for analysts to recognise 
what the notational element represented. The touch 
screen was unchanged from Cycle 1. 
 
Information systems: A ‘flag’ next to the computer 
icon was labelled with an acronym of the electronic 
information system. A different set of information 
systems were used in the surgical workflow, thus 
extending this notational category. A description of 
each information system was provided with the 
model legend. 
 
Equipment: Two pieces of equipment were added to 
HPN in Cycle 3: bedside monitoring (left) and 
arterial blood gas (ABG) analyser (right). Each piece 
of equipment is labelled and has superimposed icons 
to represent properties of the equipment. 
 
Paper-based paper chart: The patient chart was 
refined with a label placed underneath the symbol 
that described the chart’s contents. 
Figure 58. Refined HPN category of IT (Cycle 3). Notational elements and a description. 
The whiteboard (top row) was redesigned to be more expressive of the entity that it represented; the 
touch screen was not refined. The surgical workflow included a different set of information systems 
and equipment (middle rows). The patient chart was labelled with a description of its contents 
(bottom row).  
Connectors 
In the previous version of HPN—presented in Cycle 2—the notational category of connectors 
was refined with icons that symbolised modality of information flow and workflow. This was a 
successful refinement in that participants accurately understood the use of icons to represent the 
flow of information through electronic data flow and through human interaction. Participants in 
Test 2 responded to the modality icons in a favourable way and commenting that the icons were 
helpful in understanding the workflow. Figure 59 shows two new notational elements (top two 
elements) and the unchanged notational elements (bottom section with connector elements). 
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The stylus represented the handwritten modality and 
was placed on a connector element.  
The ‘holding hands’ icon was introduced to represent 
collaborative activities (e.g., handover). 
 
 
The ‘footprints’ icon represented physical movement.  
 
The icon of hands on a keyboard represented the 
interaction with a computer system. 
 
The ‘lightening bolt’ icon represented electronic data 
flow. 
 
A line with an circle at the end represents the end of a 
person’s activity flow.  
 
The icon of two faces represented face to face 
communication. 
Figure 59. Refined HPN category of connectors (Cycle 3). Notational elements and a description. 
The notational category of connectors was refined with a stylus that represented a handwritten 
activity. An icon of holding hands was introduced to represent collaboration between people.  
Condition 
In Test 2, participants responded to the condition elements with more positive remarks and 
more detailed responses than in Test 1. In Cycle 3, CS tried to further improve the information 
value of the two condition elements by using a more precise label. For the variability overlay, the 
element was refined with short bullet-point lists that provided information about the information 
being exchanged or the clinical priorities in the activity. For the notational element representing a 
possibility, a concise description of the condition and the likely consequences for the modelled 
activities was provided. The refinement was intended to support analysts’ without a lot of clinical or 
technical knowledge. An example of the refined conditional elements is provided in the following 
subsection with an example of activity flow. 
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Structural notational elements 
Structural notational elements were retained from Cycle 2 (see Figure 60).  
 
 
 
Figure 60. HPN structural notational elements: grouping notation (left), swim lane (middle), and 
merge notation (right).  
7.1.2 Refinements to Representing Activity Flows 
Comprehension test performance in Test 2 suggested that the representation of temporal flow 
and the allocation of people to activities could be improved. This inference is based on the accuracy 
scores of simple test items, which were lower than their accuracy scores on complex test items. 
During the refinement process, CS tried to improve the representation of temporal flow by spatially 
arranging the activities of people so that simultaneous activities were parallel to one another and 
sequential activities were adjacent to one another. The connectors are used to show temporal flow 
in a surgical workflow (see Figure 61).  
 
Figure 61. HPN elements representing surgical activity in the OT. The activities of the Anaesthetist 
(Anaes.) and CT surgeon are shown in the same temporal order from left to right. 
The start and end of the surgery is at the same point for the Anaesthetist and CT surgeon—the 
connector extending from both people is the same length. The surgery starts after—or to the right 
of—the point where the Anaesthetist administers the anaesthetic and begins monitoring the patient. 
Text labels denote transitional points of care and phases of the workflow (see Figure 62).  
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Figure 62. Introduced HPN notation (Cycle 3). Two text labels (rectangles above people and 
connector elements) specify the units in two different handovers (face to face icons). 
The surgical workflow included activity flows not featured in previous models. For example, 
information systems were connected in an interoperable electronic data flow (see Figure 63).  
 
Figure 63. HPN notation shows the Theatre Nurse using a computer program, HBCIS. The patient’s 
information is sent electronically to another two computer programs, ORMIS and WINCHART. 
Activity flows included extended periods of coordination between people. Figure 64 represents the 
I/C CNC supporting the Bedside nurse while they completes three activities: completing a bedside 
check, entering data into a computer, and preparing for the patient’s arrival. 
 
Figure 64. Example of HPN representing collaboration. The notational elements represent the 
Bedside nurse’s activity flow and the support received by the I/C CNC. 
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7.2 EVALUATION 
Test 3 was completed by CS. In Test 3, HPN and BPMN were presented to a group of 
healthcare professionals. Test 3 assessed the performance of this group with the refined HPN and 
standard BPMN-based materials. In this section, the methods, measures, and results are presented.  
7.2.1 Method 
In this section the method including the participants, experimental design, procedure, and 
materials is described. The measures and results are presented by the components of the evaluation 
framework: domain understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics. 
Participants 
Participants for Test 3 were sampled from a single professional group: Each participant had 
professional membership in the healthcare domain but his or her work did not involve administering 
direct patient care. Ten participants were recruited: three males and seven females. Eight 
participants were experienced nurse unit managers, one participant was a staff specialist, and one 
participant was a quality and safety officer. Half of the participants reported that their job included 
quality improvement activities. The mean age of participants was 43.80 years (SD = 10.40). All 
participants were proficient in English and had at least a Bachelor’s degree. They were given a 
small gratuity for their participation. 
Experimental Design 
Test 3 used a within-subjects variable and a between-subjects variable (see Table 27). As 
discussed in Chapter 3, a within-subjects design provided a strong comparison of the main variable 
of interest, the process modeling notation (BPMN, HPN).  
Table 27 
Experimental Design of Test 3 with One Professional Group 
Professional 
Background 
Serial Order 
(counterbalanced) 
Clinical Workflow Represented  
(fixed order) 
n 
BPMN!HPN 5 Healthcare 
HPN!BMPN 
1st part: workflow 1 - Pre-operative and 
surgical workflow 
2nd part: workflow 2 - Handover and 
post-operative workflow 
5 
 Total 10 
The between-subjects variable was the model order, or the order of presenting the process modeling 
notations to the participants (BPMN–HPN, HPN–BPMN). In each trial, the first clinical workflow 
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represented a pre-operative and surgical workflow (first part), and the second clinical workflow 
represented a handover and post-operative workflow (second part). 
For the first component of the evaluation framework, domain understanding, CS measured 
the accuracy and completion time of each participant’s performance on a written comprehension 
test. For the second component of the evaluation framework, domain reasoning, the number and 
quality of solutions that each participant provided when asked about changes to the modelled 
process was analysed. For the third component of the evaluation framework, user characteristics, 
the participants’ responses to a set of Likert-scale items assessing perceived ease of use and 
perceived usefulness of each process modelling notation was analysed. More details are provided in 
the Measures section. 
Procedure 
The written experimental protocol from Test 2 was modified for Test 3. Participants were 
tested individually in a procedure that is summarized in Table 28. In the Study Introduction, 
information about the study was provided and the participant’s informed consent was requested. A 
background questionnaire and two ideational fluency tasks were administered to the participant.  
Condition 1 began when the participant reviewed the legend and process model for the first 
part of the clinical workflow—a pre-operative and operative surgical workflow. Then with the 
materials present, the participant completed a timed comprehension test. Next the participant 
completed a verbal problem-solving test that the researcher recorded with a smart pen. CS read each 
problem-solving question aloud to the participant, and indicated on the HPN or BPMN model 
where a hypothetical change would occur within the clinical workflow. After the problem-solving 
test was complete, the materials were removed.  
Development of Test 3 materials 
The surgical workflow for an ICU patient that was selected for Test 3 encompassed a 
complex surgical workflow that was divided into two phases. In some ways the surgical workflow 
and the previously modelled workflow were similar: Both the blood ordering workflow and the 
surgical workflow included coordination activities across three locations, multiple forms of Health 
IT, a variety of physical artefacts, and required direct patient care. In other ways the surgical 
workflow was a more complex workflow than the blood ordering and transfusion workflow: there 
were more electronic information systems in the surgical workflow, more people, and more 
collaborative activities.  
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Table 28 
Procedure for Test 3 
 Participant Actions Researcher (CS) Actions 
Study Introduction 
Sign written informed consent 
Complete a background questionnaire 
Verify that participant meets inclusion 
criteria 
 
Complete ideational fluency tasks Administer and times tests 
Condition 1: Pre-operative and surgical phase 
Review a legend and a process model  Allow up to 5 minutes for the review 
of materials 
Complete a written comprehension test as 
quickly as possible 
Administer and time test 
 
Complete a verbal problem-solving test  Administer and record test with a 
smart pen  
Condition 2: Handover and post-operative phase 
 Repeat Condition 1 steps with the process model developed with the other process 
modeling notation, using the second set of questions 
Study Conclusion 
Rate both process modeling notations 
with a series of Likert-scale items 
Administer user perception 
questionnaire 
Provide final comments Provide debrief 
 
Receive gratuity Issue gratuity 
Narrative formation. In a process similar to the process used in Test 2, two researchers (CS 
and MI) developed a text narrative of the surgical workflow that was then used by each researcher 
to develop a process model. The text narrative was based on content from ten interviews in the 
domain study: two with ICU nursing staff, two with nursing staff working in the Cardiac unit, one 
with a nurse working in OT, two with ICU medical staff, and three with medical staff who worked 
in both the Cardiac unit and OT. The researchers constructed the text narrative based on reports 
from these ten people about how they completed medical orders, performed duties at the bedside, 
and coordinated their actions with others involved in the patient’s care.  
The text narrative described a routine surgical workflow, a Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting 
(CABG) surgery. The surgical workflow was divided into two phases. The first phase represented 
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pre-operative and surgical activities and the second phase represented a handover to ICU and post-
operative care activities. The text narrative included medical priorities such as monitoring the 
patient’s vital signs, organisational priorities such as having teams present for patient handover, and 
technical dependencies such as the interoperability between electronic information systems in the 
OT. The text narrative included patient-centred priorities such as keeping a formal record of care. 
The narrative was finalised collaboratively so that the clinical workflow was described in a way that 
could be expressed with both notations. The text narrative specified decision points and sub-
processes (BPMN specification) and modality properties for all artefacts (HPN specification). The 
text narrative describing a surgical pathway for a Cardiac patient is in the Appendix. 
Model development process. CS and MI worked independently of each other, using the text 
narrative to develop the process models and a model legend. CS developed a model with the refined 
HPN and Microsoft VisioTM software. The revised HPN legend provided information on how 
activities were represented and how to read the HPN model. An expert in business process 
modelling (MI) developed the BPMN model using the Process ArchitectTM software. Only the core 
BPMN elements were used in these process models. 
The researchers finalised the models collaboratively so that the content and visual complexity 
of process models were equivalent. Once satisfied that representations reflected the same workflow 
content, both models were adjusted for readability of font, size of notation symbols, and overall 
page size. An additional handout was created that described the clinical roles and information 
systems represented by each process model. The legend for the HPN condition is in Figure 65 and 
the legend for the BPMN condition is in Figure 66. The process models are in the Appendix. 
Measures 
Test 3 included measures based on the evaluation framework: domain understanding, domain 
reasoning, and user characteristics. A detailed description of each evaluation property follows. A 
copy of Test 3 materials is available on request. 
Domain Understanding. A component of domain understanding, model understanding, was 
assessed with a written comprehension test: the accuracy and efficiency of comprehension test 
performance was analysed. Two 10-item comprehension tests were developed—one for each phase 
of the surgical workflow. Each test had simple and complex items, with the correct answers 
described in statements within the text narrative (examples question are provided in Table 29).  
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Figure 65. HPN legend used in Test 3. 
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Figure 66. BPMN legend used in Test 3. 
A Pool is used to represent an 
organisation or an autonomous entity.
Lanes within a Pool are used to 
represent departments or individual 
roles. Multiple lanes are possible within a 
single pool.
A Start Event is a trigger that initiates a 
process.
A Message/Communication Start Event 
indicates that a process will start only once a 
message or communication is received.
A Timer Start event indicates that a process 
will start at a specified time or after a 
specified delay.
An End Event indicates where a process 
concludes.
A Task represents a unit of work that 
requires to be carried out.
A Sub Process represents a 
collection of tasks (unspecified in the 
model) being carried out.
A Decision Gateway indicates that 
only one of the outgoing pathways 
can be carried out.
A Parallel Split/Join indicates that all 
outgoing pathways (parallel split) and 
all incoming pathways (parallel join) 
have to be carried out before the 
process can continue; no order is 
imposed on pathways.
A Data Object represents a physical or 
electronic object. For example, a form 
or a computer file.
Sequence Flow indicates the order in 
which tasks are completed or decisions 
are made. 
A Message Flow indicates a flow of 
communication.
An Association is used to link a Data Object to a 
task that requires/uses the Data Object.
!"#$"%&"'()*+
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Model Legend
An Intermediate Timer Event indicates that a 
process will pause at this point and continue 
at a specified time or after a specified delay.
An Intermediate Message/Communication 
Event indicates that a process will pause at 
this point and continue only once an expected 
message or communication is received.
A Text Annotation is used to include additional 
information in a process model.
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The dependent variables that assessed model understanding as in Test 2 were measured in the 
same way in Test 3: comprehension test accuracy and efficiency. Three separate analyses were 
performed. In the first analysis, a two-way ANOVA was used to analyse the differences between 
(1) the process modelling notations (HPN, BPMN) and (2) the order of presenting the process 
modelling notations (HPN first, BPMN first) for overall comprehension test accuracy scores and 
efficiency ratios. In the second analysis, a paired t-test was used to investigate whether the 
participants’ performance differed between the first and second part of the experiment when the 
process models represented different clinical workflows. In the third analysis, a one-way ANOVA 
was used to analyse the differences between the process modelling notations for comprehension test 
accuracy scores on simple and complex comprehension test items.  
Domain reasoning. In both HPN and BPMN conditions, domain reasoning was assessed with 
two problem-solving questions in which participants were asked to identify consequences of a 
hypothetical change to the modelled process. One problem-solving question described a policy 
change and the other described a technical change (examples of both question types are provided in 
Table 30). Participants were encouraged to be specific in their responses by naming the object or 
relationship that was pertinent to their responses. CS recorded each participant’s responses with a 
smart pen, and later transcribed the responses for analysis.  
Two dependent variables assessed domain reasoning: the number of solutions and the quality 
of solutions provided by each participant. The number of solutions was determined in a process 
whereby CS blindly reviewed each participant’s transcript and counted any utterance relevant to the 
modelled workflow or the problem-solving test as a solution. Solutions were usually identified by a 
verbal answer that was explicitly described by notational elements or a discernable point in the 
workflow. Repeat utterances were not counted. Then, two researchers (CS and MI) coded the 
quality of solutions with the quality improvement aims published in the consensus report by the 
Institute of Medicine (IOM, 2001), Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st 
Century. By coding the solutions as representing safety, effectiveness, patient-centredness, 
timeliness, and efficiency, the researchers analysed each process modelling notation with domain-
relevant criteria. Categorising solutions with what the researchers considered domain-relevant 
criteria was a way to identify the properties of solutions and compare solutions produced by 
participants across the two notationsThrough this analytic approach, the research team investigated 
if certain types of quality solutions were more or less likely when associated with a certain process 
modelling notation, HPN or BPMN. The number of solutions and the quality of solutions for 
overall problem-solving performance was analysed with t-tests. The technical change question was 
analysed with a nonparametric test, the related-samples Wilcoxon signed rank test.  
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User Characteristics. Three components of user characteristics were investigated: user 
perceptions, cognitive style, and personal factors. Standard measures, Perceived Usefulness (PU) 
and Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) assessed the perceived usability of both process modelling 
notations (Maes & Poels, 2007). The mean ratings of seven PU items and five PEOU items were 
analysed in a one-way ANOVA to test for differences in ratings between the process modelling 
notations. To control for any deficits in cognitive style, the same ideational fluency tests 
administered in Test 2 were administered in Test 3: the train journey exercise and Ruff Figural 
fluency task. Table 29 presents an overview of tests, test items, measures, and the analytic approach 
for each evaluation property. 
Personal factors included information gathered from participants in a background 
questionnaire: demographics, educational background, and current professional role. Participants 
rated their familiarity with the healthcare domain and with conceptual modelling techniques. This 
information was used to describe the sample. The mean ratings were used to characterise the levels 
of experience reported by the sample.  
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Table 29 
Overview of Test 3 Measures Listed by Evaluation Properties: Domain Understanding, Domain Reasoning, and User Characteristics 
 Component Test Name Example Test Item Dependent Variable Analytic Approach 
Domain Understanding 
Simple item: List all the computers systems, which store 
patient information digitally. 
 Model 
Understanding 
Comprehension 
Test 
(10 items) Complex item: Describe the activity of the Theatre Nurse 
immediately after leaving the Operating Theatre during the 
surgery.  
(Overall) Accuracy, 
mean of 10 items 
Efficiency ratio: 
accuracy score/ 
completion time 
(Simple vs complex 
test item) Accuracy, 
mean of 5 items each 
ANOVA (2-way) 
(w/s modelling notation; 
b/s model order)  
ANOVA (1-way) 
(w/s modelling notation)  
t-test (paired samples) 
(modelling notation and 
1st/2nd condition) 
Domain Reasoning 
 Workflow and 
Prospective 
Evaluation 
Problem solving 
test: Policy change  
(2 item) 
The OT Nurse handwrites the handover notes before 
providing a verbal handover to the ICU Bedside Nurse. 
Imagine that a change to hospital policy requires the OT 
Nurse to enter the handover notes into the ORMIS system. 
 Prospective 
Evaluation 
Problem solving 
test: Technical 
change (2 items) 
Imagine that a messaging device is given to the CNC in the 
ICU. The device is carried by the CNC and is used to send 
and receive text messages from anyone in the hospital. 
Number of solutions 
by verbal description  
 
 
Quality of solutions 
by IOM category  
t-test (paired samples) 
(modelling notation and 
1st/2nd condition) 
 
Related samples Wilcoxon 
signed rank test 
User Characteristics 
PEOU: This model clearly shows the sequence of the 
activities in the process. 
 User 
Perceptions 
Usability 
questionnaire  
(12 items) PU: This model clearly shows the interactions between 
people and information. 
Self-rated reports 
using 9-point scales: 
- PU, 7 items 
- PEOU, 5 items 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(w/s self-rated report) 
 Cognitive 
Style 
Ideational fluency 
(timed test) 
List all the ideas that you can think of about the topic of a 
train journey (Verbal Fluency).  
Number of unique 
solutions generated 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(b/s gender) 
 Personal 
Factors 
Background 
questionnaire 
Are you familiar with how work is performed in a hospital? Self-rated reports, 
using 9-point scales 
ANOVA (one-way) 
(b/s gender) 
Note. Italic font refers to questions presented verbally by the researcher.  
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7.2.2 Results - Domain Understanding 
The results for domain understanding are reported in the following way. The analysis of 
accuracy is followed by the analysis of efficiency. For both outcome measures, the statistical 
properties of normality and homogeneity of variance are described. Then, the descriptive statistics 
for comprehension test accuracy are presented. Next, the first analysis for the process modelling 
notation (within-subjects variable) and model order (between-subjects variable) is reported. Then, 
the second analysis for process modelling notation and serial position (referring to the first or 
second part of clinical workflow presented) is reported for overall comprehension test performance. 
Next, the third analysis for complex and simple comprehension test items is reported. For each 
results table, asterisks (*) indicate are placed next to the result for the better-performing process 
modeling notation. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. The implications of 
findings are discussed in Section 7.3. 
Comprehension test 
The properties of the dependent variables were inspected for normality and homogeneity of 
variance. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that the overall accuracy scores for HPN were 
non-normally distributed, D(10) = .28, p = .03; and the Levene statistic indicated that there was not 
homogeneity of variance, F(1, 8) = 12.23, p < .01. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that the 
accuracy scores for simple items were non-normally distributed for both HPN and BPMN: for HPN, 
D(10) = .25, p = .09; and for BPMN, D(10) = .37, p < .01. These were considered minor violations 
not likely to affect the statistical results. 
Accuracy. Means and standard deviations of comprehension test performance by model order 
are reported in Table 30.  
Table 30 
Comprehension Test: Mean Accuracy Scores of Participants by Process Modelling Notation 
(Standard deviation) 
Complete Test 
Accuracy (n =10) 
1st notation presented 
n = 5 in each case 
2nd notation presented 
n = 5 in each case 
Professional 
Background  
BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN 
Healthcare (N=10) 7.4 (1.65) 7.8 (1.03) 6.4 (1.14) 7.6 (.55) *8.4 (1.52) 8.0 (1.14) 
Note. The complete test accuracy score is based on the mean of 10 items. Significant differences 
between HPN and BPMN are denoted with * for p < .05. 
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For the complete comprehension test, there was no effect of process modelling notation on 
comprehension accuracy (p = .42). There was no effect of model order on overall comprehension 
test accuracy score (p = .22). There was an interaction between process modelling notation and 
model order, F(1,8) = 6.40, p = .04. Post hoc tests indicated that for BPMN, comprehension was 
markedly better when BPMN was experienced after HPN than when it was experienced first (p = 
.04), whereas for HPN, comprehension did not appear to differ regardless of whether HPN was 
experienced first or after BPMN. The accuracy scores for each process modelling notation (HPN, 
BPMN) across the two tests are plotted in Figure 67.  
 
Figure 67. Mean accuracy scores for the complete comprehension test for the BPMN–HPN group 
(red line with square endpoints) and the HPN–BPMN group (blue line with diamond endpoints) 
plotted by serial position (first, second). Error bars reflect standard deviations.  
In a subsequent t-test, there was an effect of serial position on overall comprehension test 
accuracy scores, t(9) = -2.57, p = .03. As can be seen in Figure 67, participants had higher accuracy 
scores in the second part of the experiment than in the first part. However, the effect of serial 
position is confounded with model content because the model content in the first part represented 
the pre-operative and surgical phase, whereas the model content in the second part represented the 
handover and post-operative phase. The implications of this confound between serial position and 
model content are discussed with other findings in section 7.3.2. 
In two further ANOVAs there was no effect of process modelling notation on comprehension 
accuracy either for complex items (p = .83) or for simple items (p = .24). There was an interaction 
between process modeling notation and model order for simple items, F(1,8) = 6.40, p = .04. 
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Results of pairwise comparisons are in the same directions as for overall comprehension test 
accuracy: Participants in the HPN–BPMN order had higher accuracy scores on simple items than 
the participants in the BPMN–HPN order. There was no effect of model order on comprehension 
accuracy for complex items (p = .83).  
Efficiency. Means and standard deviations of comprehension test performance are reported in 
Table 31.  
Table 31 
Comprehension Test: Mean Efficiency Ratios of Participants by Process Modelling Notation 
(Standard deviation) 
Efficiency ratio 
(accuracy/ completion time) 
Professional Background  
BPMN HPN 
Healthcare (n=10) 1.00 (.41) 1.15 (.37) 
Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted  
with * for p < .05 and ** for p < .01. 
There was no effect of process modelling notation on efficiency ratio (p = .26). There was no effect 
of model order (HPN first, BPMN first) or for the part of the clinical workflow presented (first 
versus second part) on efficiency ratio (p = .22 and .34, respectively). There was no interaction 
between process modeling notation and model order on efficiency ratio (p = .34). 
7.2.3 Results - Domain Reasoning 
In each HPN and BPMN condition, participants responded to two problem-solving questions 
in which they inferred consequences of a policy and a technical change. The number of solutions is 
analysed with t-tests. The quality of solutions, overall, is analysed with t-tests. The quality of 
solutions associated with the technical change questions is analysed with a nonparametric test. 
Problem solving test, results by the number of solutions generated 
There were 158 solutions generated in the problem-solving test. A breakdown of solutions by 
process modelling notation and model content is provided in Table 32. Upon inspection, the data 
were found to be normally distributed and with equal variances. Results from a paired samples t-test 
indicated that there was no effect for process modelling notation for the number of solutions 
generated (p = .61).  
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There was an effect of the first vs. second part of the experiment t(1,9) = 2.85, p = .02. More 
solutions were generated in the first part, when the model represented a pre-operative and surgical 
workflow. 
Table 32 
Problem-solving Test: Mean Solutions Generated by Process Modelling Notation (Standard 
deviation) 
 Condition 1 Condition 2 
HPN (n = 5) 10 (2.0) 6.2 (2.4) 
BPMN (n = 5) 7.4 (1.52) 8 (1.58) 
Total (N = 10) * 8.7 (2.16) 7.1 (2.13) 
Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted with * for p < 
.05, ** for p < .01. 
Problem solving test, quality of solution 
Prior to the statistical analysis, Cohen’s kappa was calculated to determine the level of 
agreement between the researchers’ coding of solutions with the six IOM categories. There was 
“good” agreement between the researchers’ scoring of the 158 solutions in the problem-solving test, 
! = .78, p < .001. A breakdown of the solutions given in each notation condition by quality category 
is shown in Table 33. The most frequent solution categories were efficiency (65/158 solutions) and 
safety (40/158 solutions). Neither researcher coded a solution within the IOM category of “equity.” 
Table 33 
Problem Solving Test: Mean Solutions Generated, Reported by IOM Category and Process 
Modelling Notation (Standard deviation) 
Safety Effectiveness Efficiency Timeliness Patient- 
Centred 
 
HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN 
All ppts 
(N =10) 
4.40 
(2.19) 
3.60  
(1.52 
1.60  
(1.14) 
.80  
(.84) 
5.40  
(1.67) 
* 7.60  
(.89) 
3.40  
(3.21) 
2.40  
(.55) 
1.40  
(.89) 
.80 
(.44) 
Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted with * for p < .05. 
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In an independent samples t-test, there was an effect of process modeling notation for the 
solution category of efficiency (p = .03). More efficiency-related solutions were reported in the 
BPMN condition than in the HPN condition. For the four remaining categories, no statistically 
significant differences between process modeling notations were found. In a further analysis, a 
technical change question was analysed. This question was selected for analysis because it was 
tailored to the task of predicting consequences associated with a technical change. The descriptive 
statistics for the technical change questions are in Table 34. In the BPMN condition, there were 
zero solutions categorized as effective or patient-centred. 
Table 34 
Technical Change: Mean Solutions Generated, Reported by IOM Category and Process Modelling 
Notation (Standard deviation) 
Safety Effectiveness Efficiency Timeliness Patient- 
Centred 
 
HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN HPN BPMN 
All ppts 
(N=10) 
.60  
(.84) 
.90  
(1.37) 
.50 
(.71) 
0  2.2 
(1.23) 
2.5  
(1.43) 
.90  
(1.20) 
.60  
(.70) 
* .40 
(.52) 
0 
  Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN are denoted with * for p < .05. 
A nonparametric sign test was used, the related-samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. There was a 
significant effect of process modeling notation for the solution category of patient-centred Z = -
2.00, p = .049. There was a marginal effect of process modeling notation for the solution category 
of effectiveness Z = -1.89, p = .059. There were solutions coded as patient-centred and 
effectiveness in the HPN condition than in the BPMN condition. The implications of this analysis 
are discussed in Section 7.3. 
7.2.4 Results – User Characteristics 
For assessing user perceptions, each participant completed a questionnaire with Likert-scale 
items after using the process modelling notations. Cognitive style and personal factors were 
investigated in the beginning of the test with a set of ideational fluency tasks and a background 
questionnaire.  
User perceptions. Means and standard deviations of user perceptions are reported in Table 35. 
Both groups of participants rated the notations favorably, with mean ratings greater than 6 out of 9 
for PU and PEOU. Paired samples t-tests were used to analyse the questionnaire data for differences 
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between the process modelling notations. There was no effect of process modelling notation on user 
ratings for PU (p = .28) or PEOU (p = .11). 
Table 35 
Mean User Perceptions of Participants, Reported by Process Modelling Notation (Standard 
deviation) 
Perceived Usefulness (PU) 
(7 statements) 
Perceived Ease of Use 
(PEOU) (5 statements) 
 
BPMN HPN BPMN HPN 
All ppts (N=10) 6.27 (1.72) 7.07 (1.29) 6.05 (1.35) 7.02 (1.14) 
Note. Significant differences between HPN and BPMN:  * for p < .05, ** for p < .01 
Cognitive style. Each participant demonstrated sufficient fluency on both the verbal and 
nonverbal test, meaning that there were no low scores indicating cognitive impairment. The mean 
number of “ideas about a train journey” provided in a 4-minute trial was 17.50 (SD = 3.84).!The 
mean number of “unique figures made from connecting five dots” provided in a 2-minute trial was 
26.63 (SD = 7.91).  
Personal factors. All participants rated themselves as highly familiar with work within 
hospitals: the average rating was 8.2 on a 9-point scale (SD = .92). All participants rated themselves 
as highly familiar with conceptual models: the average rating was 7.7 on a 9-point scale (SD = .82). 
The ratings suggest that participants perceived themselves well-acquainted with the application 
domain (e.g., healthcare) and with the representational method (e.g., conceptual modeling).  
7.3 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CYCLE 3 
This chapter reported the third DSR design cycle, Cyc1e 3. In this section I summarise the 
activities and outcomes of Cycle 3, provide an overview of findings from Test 3, and discuss the 
implications for this phase of research. 
7.3.1 Summary of Cycle 3 Activities and Outcomes 
Through the refinement process, it was clear from Test 2 that HPN needed to represent 
temporal flow better and it also needed additional icons to represent concepts and relations in the 
healthcare domain. Adding labels to notational elements provided more contextual information 
about the workflow. The refined HPN was used to represent a different clinical workflow and 
therefore demonstrates that HPN can be extended for other clinical applications. 
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7.3.2 Interpretation of Test 3 Findings 
Through the testing process, the properties of HPN and BPMN were assessed with a set of 
analysts who had work responsibilities similar to the intended user group. A summary of findings 
from Test 3 is listed in Table 36 by components of the evaluation framework: domain 
understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics.  
Table 36 
Overview of Test 3 Findings 
 
 Test name HPN–BPMN results Effect of model order or model 
content 
Domain understanding 
Accuracy: 
HPN = BPMN 
 
Model order: higher scores 
(overall and with simple items) 
are associated with HPN–BPMN 
order than the BPMN–HPN order  
Serial position: higher scores are 
associated with the second 
condition than the first condition 
 Comprehension test 
Efficiency ratio: 
HPN = BPMN 
No effect detected for model 
content or serial position 
Domain reasoning 
Number of solutions: 
HPN = BPMN 
No effect detected for model order 
Serial position: more solutions are 
associated with the first condition 
than the second condition  
 Problem-solving test 
Quality of solutions: 
Overall, HPN < BPMN for 
efficiency-related solutions 
For technical change question, 
HPN > BPMN for solutions 
coded as patient-centred. 
Model order and serial position 
were not variables included in the 
analysis of quality of solution 
User Characteristics 
 Usability 
questionnaire 
Both notations were rated 
favourably.  
For PEOU and PU: 
HPN = BPMN 
Model order and serial position 
were not variables included in the 
analysis of user characteristics.  
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Domain understanding 
The findings of the comprehension test demonstrated that participants understood clinical 
workflows represented with HPN equally as well as with BPMN. The interaction between process 
modelling notation and model order shows that participants’ overall accuracy scores are higher in 
the BPMN condition when it is presented second rather than first. The same interaction is found for 
simple comprehension test scores, with participants scoring higher with BPMN when it is presented 
second rather than first. In addition, an effect of serial position indicated that participants answered 
questions better in the second condition, when responding to questions about the handover and post-
operative care phase than in the first condition, when responding to questions about the pre-
operative and surgical phase. 
The interaction of process modelling notation with model order is probably largely the result 
of the serial position effect (see Figure 67). However it is unclear whether the serial position effect 
is having its influence by creating a practice effect or by the fact that the content of the workflow 
models is different but fixed for the first and second serial positions. If the content in the second 
serial position is easier to understand than the content in the first serial position, then a serial 
position effect could occur in the absence of any practice effect.  
Two reasons are provided that explain why the serial position effect—that the content 
presented in the second condition was easier to understand than the content presented in the first 
condition—is unlikely. First, when asked about their overall experience, most (80%) participants 
reported that the first clinical workflow presented was easier to understand, regardless of which 
notation was used to represent the workflow. The perception that the first workflow presented was 
simpler provides some indication that there was another factor that led to higher accuracy scores in 
the second condition. Second, to the best of their ability, the process models were constructed to 
have the same notational complexity and the comprehension tests were constructed to have the 
same level of difficulty.  
Figure 67 illustrates the serial position effect, but it also suggests that when participants 
experience the BPMN condition in the first serial position, they have more difficulty with it than 
with HPN in the first position. However the difficulty that participants experience when using 
BPMN in the first serial position is clearly absent for participants who experience BPMN in the 
second serial position. It is tempting to conclude that a participant’s first experiences with HPN 
support later performance with BPMN, but a further test with a BPMN–BPMN control condition 
would be needed to investigate if the participant is ‘helped’ by seeing HPN first or if the same 
degree improvement would occur with a prior exposure to BPMN. 
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Domain reasoning 
The results of the problem-solving test demonstrated that participants generated solutions in 
both the HPN and BPMN condition. The finding that more solutions were generated in the first 
condition may be due to the content of the first model, as 80% of participants reported that the pre-
operative and surgical workflow in the first model was easier to understand than the handover and 
post-operative workflow in the second model. An alternate explanation is that participants were 
more talkative and willing to provide solutions early in the study but less so later in the study, but 
there is no evidence to support this conjecture.  
In a further analysis based on the categories of solutions generated by participants suggests 
that more efficiency-related solutions were reported in the BPMN condition than in the HPN 
condition. One of the design intents of BPMN, as with most process modeling notations, is to 
facilitate quality improvement activities. The finding that participants reported more efficiency 
related solution when using a BPMN model verifies the properties of BPMN for supporting users in 
identifying ways to reduce waste and use fewer resources.  
The technical change questions test the design intent of HPN most closely—to support 
analysts’ reasoning about the consequences of introducing IT to a clinical workflow. In the analysis 
of the technical change questions, participants using models developed with HPN reported more 
issues related to the patient, in terms of smooth transitions in patient care (patient-centeredness) and 
available information (effectiveness was marginally significant) than did participants using models 
developed with BPMN. The IOM quality improvement aims of effectiveness and patient-
centeredness have been identified as important to an understanding of the sociotechnical properties 
of healthcare (Carayon et al., 2011). Thus, a process modeling notation that is sensitive to such 
properties may provide analysts with greater awareness of desirable healthcare improvement areas. 
User characteristics 
User perceptions. Consistent with Test 2 findings, participants considered both process 
modelling notations to be easy to use and useful. There was no clear preference for one process 
modeling notation over another.  
7.3.3 Limitations of Test 3 
Test 3 was limited in two ways. First, presenting a different workflow in each condition may 
have lead to differences in how difficult it was for the participant to answer questions. Although the 
process models and the test materials were carefully constructed and piloted prior to the study, 
differences in test materials may have affected the results. For example, participants reported that 
the first workflow was easier to understand, but greater accuracy scores were associated with the 
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second workflow. Presenting the workflows in a fixed order is confounded with a practice effect 
that may have resulted from participants becoming acquainted with the measures used in the study. 
Second, the study is limited by a small sample size. The implications of interpreting studies with 
small sample size are discussed in the Discussion. 
7.3.4 Next Steps for HPN 
The findings of Test 3 demonstrated that both HPN and BPMN support a person’s 
understanding of a clinical workflow and that both process modelling notations are perceived as 
easy to use and also useful for understanding analysing processes. There is some evidence to 
suggest that presenting a person with HPN first can enhance their performance with BPMN, but 
more studies are needed to confirm this finding. Additional studies would need to control for model 
content, as the factor of model content seemed to affect results in this test. Model order was a 
between-subjects variable, while model content was the within-subjects variable. As a result, model 
content was confounded with the first part vs. second part of the experiment. On balance, the 
evidence suggested that both process modelling notations were suitable for representing clinical 
workflows for the purpose of understanding healthcare processes. 
The main contribution of Test 3 is with regards to the analysis of the problem-solving test, 
where the researchers used domain-relevant criteria to code the quality of solutions. Using the IOM 
(2001) aims of improvement, differences were found between the types of solutions that 
participants generated when they used different process modelling notations. When participants 
identified consequences of change with a BPMN-based model, their solutions related most often to 
efficiency, but also to safety. These improvement categories are consistent with normative quality 
improvement aims. When participants identified consequences of changes with a HPN-based 
model, their solutions related to the patient, in terms of available information (effectiveness) and 
smooth transitions in-patient care (patient-centeredness) in addition to efficiency and safety. Using 
the IOM aims of improvement for this study provided evidence that analysts using HPN focus more 
on the patient and patient care than when using the industry standard BPMN.  
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CHAPTER 8 - DISCUSSION 
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The aim of the research was to develop a process modelling notation that captured the 
complexity of the healthcare domain and that provide a viable form of analytic support for 
stakeholders who wanted to explore the adoption of new IT in their organisations. The main 
outcome of the research is the Health Process Notation (HPN), which was developed through the 
DSR paradigm. This Discussion chapter provides an assessment of HPN against the design 
requirements and the evaluation properties used throughout this thesis. The research contributions 
and limitations of the thesis are described. Areas of future research are proposed.  
8.1 SUMMARY ASSESSMENTS OF HPN 
In the Introduction chapter, research was presented indicating that the implementation of IT in 
healthcare environments is often associated with unintended consequences, increased costs, and 
threats to patient safety (Ash et al., 2004; Black, Car, Pagliari, Anandan, et al., 2011). It was argued 
that stakeholders involved in implementation projects need a better form of analytic support than 
currently exists so that they can anticipate more reliably the consequences associated with technical 
change. Stakeholders often use process modelling to represent a sequence of activities for purposes 
of analysis. However the set of notational elements that are currently used by stakeholders do not 
fully allow for the representation of healthcare activities, such as communication and coordination. 
HPN was developed to provide analytic support by representing information about clinical 
workflows that was needed for prospective evaluation. In what follows, two summary assessments 
of HPN are provided. First, HPN is assessed against the design requirements proposed in Section 
2.1: ontology, usability, and extendibility. Second, the suitability of HPN for providing analytic 
support for domain understanding and domain reasoning is discussed.  
8.1.1 Assessment of HPN against the Design Requirements 
HPN consists of notational elements that represent physical entities found in a technology-
intensive healthcare environment (e.g., people, computers, and paper artefacts). HPN also consists 
of notational elements that represent conditions and contextual factors that may affect activities in a 
clinical workflow (e.g., reported delays and complications). A discussion of whether HPN meets the 
design requirements listed in Table 37—ontology, usability, and extendibility—is provided. 
Ontological design requirement 
The ontological DR is the foundation for developing a tool that analysts can use to understand 
the complex conditions of implementing a technical change in the healthcare domain. The 
ontological DR states that notational elements must include the concepts and relations known to 
exist in the technology-intensive healthcare environment (i.e., in the clinical, organisational, and 
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technical parts of the environment). Therefore to meet the ontological DR the researcher identified 
the physical entities of the domain and the domain properties that described how the physical 
entities interacted with one another.  
Table 37 
Design Requirements for a Process Modelling Notation 
Design Requirements (DR) 
Ontological DR The notational categories describe the concepts and relations within an 
existing health-technology environment. 
Usability DR The intended analyst group understands the notation and finds it useful.  
Extendibility DR The set of notational elements is reusable and extendible. Modelling different 
healthcare processes uses the same set of notational elements and allows for 
the introduction of more notational elements. 
Following the domain study, a set of categories that described what concepts existed in the 
healthcare environment was proposed (Section 4.4). The categories included the physical entities 
(i.e., people, objects, and IT), the activity flows created by those entities, and the conditional 
elements that affected activity flows. The physical existence of people, objects, and IT in the 
environment makes their inclusion in the notation essential and indisputable. (The case of adding 
entities and activity flows to the environment is discussed in the third design requirement, 
extendibility.). The inclusion of conditions that occur within the environment is also recognised in 
the categories of existing concepts.  
The conceptual category of condition elements in the notation is more difficult to express 
because it is an abstract entity that is not easily identified by what physically exists in the 
environment. The claim put forth in this thesis is that the condition elements are needed for a 
complete description of the domain. Researchers suggest that an understanding of work conditions 
is often missing from analysts’ considerations, which limits the analysts’ ability to consider aspects 
other than the technical one, such as clinical and organisational aspects of the environment (Coiera, 
2007; Karsh et al., 2010). HPN fulfils the ontological DR by including condition elements as a 
notational category of what exists in the healthcare environment.  
The categories identified in the literature and in the domain study are represented in HPN: 
people, objects, IT, activity flow, and conditions. Therefore, to the extent that the categories are 
valid, complete, and exhaust all the conceptual categories needed, HPN fulfils the ontological DR. 
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Usability design requirement 
The usability DR states that the notational elements need to be understood and perceived as 
useful by the intended group of analysts. Analysts include professionals involved in healthcare 
implementation projects such as hospital administrators, technology developers, business 
consultants, and unit managers. To assess if the usability DR was met, the researcher measured the 
performance and the perceptions of participants in the model evaluation tests. The performance and 
perceptions of the participants were as a proxy for the intended group of analysts: participants for 
the model evaluation tests were carefully controlled so that only participants with relevant 
educational and professional backgrounds were selected for the studies. Although the strict 
selection criteria limited the availability of suitable participants, the findings were more 
representative of the intended user group than a more accessible population (e.g., college students).  
The use of a performance benchmark (Test 1) and the comparison of HPN to an alternative 
notation (Test 2 and Test 3) made it possible to judge how well participants understood HPN. 
Participants exceeded the performance benchmark of 70% accuracy when describing combinations 
of HPN elements (Test 1). As will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.1.2, there was no 
significant difference detected in participants’ overall accuracy scores when using HPN or BPMN 
models on a comprehension test (Test 2 and Test 3). Performing as well with HPN as with BPMN 
suggests a reasonable level of proficiency when participants use HPN.  
The third component of the evaluation framework—user perceptions—provided additional 
measurement of each notation’s usability. Standard measures of Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and 
Perceived Usefulness (PU) were used to measure the perceptions of participants (Test 2 and Test 3). 
Based on the mean ratings provided by participants across the two tests, participants from different 
educational and professional backgrounds perceive HPN as both easy to use and useful. Subjective 
comments provided by participants were consistently positive for the representation of the 
healthcare domain with HPN. The statistical analyses for differences between three educational 
groups (Test 1) and two professional groups (Test 2) indicate that these groups did not differ 
significantly with regards to their understanding of HPN or to their ratings of PEOU and PU.  
Although the statistical power of the reported analyses would be greater with larger samples, 
the involvement of participants with relevant backgrounds increased the likelihood of successful 
generalisation to analysts working within healthcare. Results from the model evaluation tests 
indicate that HPN meets the usability DR.  
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Extendibility design requirement 
The extendibility DR states that different processes are represented with a set of notational 
elements and that the total set of elements can be increased as a way to tailor the notation to a 
specific healthcare environment. Two components of HPN suggest that the extendibility design 
requirement was met with HPN. First, the reusability of HPN elements was demonstrated through 
the development of different models (models were developed for test purposes). In the thesis, three 
clinical workflows—a blood ordering and transfusion workflow, a pre-operative and surgical 
workflow, and a handover and post-operative surgical workflow—were represented with many of 
the same notational elements such as people, documents, and computers. 
Second, the conceptual categories of HPN were developed in a way that permitted the number 
of elements within the notational categories of HPN to increase. It was recognised that the specific 
entities identified at the research site may change over time and may differ from other healthcare 
environments. To accommodate other possible entities, the conceptual categories were designed to 
be as broad as possible (Section 4.4), so that the notational elements representing entities within the 
categories could be extended without changing the essence of what the categories included. For 
example, the notational category of IT can be extended with additional information systems or with 
new forms hardware (e.g., mobile devices). The extendibility of HPN is best demonstrated in the 
refinements presented in Cycle 3 (Section 7.1). In Cycle 3, the notational categories of people and 
IT were extended with professional roles and information systems. The extension of these two 
notational categories did not affect the conceptual nature of what was being represented; it only 
increased the number of notational elements within that category.  
8.1.2 Review of evidence  
Two aspects of performance—domain understanding and domain reasoning—were used to 
characterise whether HPN met the design intent, which was to support analysts’ understanding of 
clinical workflows and to support their ability to identify possible consequences associated with a 
technical change. In this section, whether HPN can provide better analytic support than other 
currently available notations can is assessed. The assessment is based on two perspectives: the first 
perspective is based on evidence acquired in the HPN–BPMN comparisons (Test 2 and Test 3). The 
second perspective is based on a descriptive comparison of HPN with approaches presented in 
earlier chapters. 
Review of evidence collected in the DSR design cycles 
Three evaluations of HPN were completed: a model evaluation test was conducted in each 
design cycle. For each test, an overview of findings was provided in the General Discussion of 
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Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The test in Cycle 1 (Test 1) was the first assessment of HPN. Findings from 
the test were used to identify a set of notational elements that needed refinement. Because elements 
in each notational category were refined in Cycle 2, and to prevent an overstating of the results, 
findings from Test 1 are interpreted as an initial exploration of how well HPN might support 
prospective evaluation. The ability of participants to describe the HPN model and to answer the 
researcher’s questions about the possible consequences of a technical change suggested that 
participants understood HPN and could evaluate the blood transfusion workflow successfully.  
The two comparisons of HPN with BPMN provide a stronger foundation from which to draw 
conclusions for whether HPN meets the design intent. The main inference drawn from Table 38—
based on the measures collected—is that there is no basis on which to say that either notation 
systematically supported better performance than the other. There is no evidence that participants 
using HPN performed any worse than with the industry standard of BPMN (which is a well-
developed and effective notation for representing organisational processes). The main findings of 
the HPN–BPMN comparisons are summarised in Table 38: The evidence in favour of HPN is in 
bold green font and the evidence in favour of BPMN is in italic red font. In the following two 
subsections, some reasons are given as to why one notation was advantageous over the other. 
Advantages of HPN over BPMN. It is important that HPN demonstrates advantages over the 
industry standard if it is to be presented as a viable and worthwhile design solution for the analysis 
of healthcare processes. Three contexts in which participants perform significantly better with HPN 
than with BPMN are summarised: first, greater efficiency ratios were found with HPN for 
comprehension test performance in Test 2 (Section 6.3.3); second, greater accuracy scores for 
complex test items were found with HPN for comprehension test performance in Test 2 (Section 
6.3.3); and third, more patient-centred and effectiveness-related solutions were reported in the HPN 
condition in Test 3 (Section 7.2.3). The possible explanations for HPN’s advantages in these cases 
are restated from early discussions in the following points:  
• HPN conveyed properties of the healthcare domain in a more understandable way than 
BPMN. Participants more accurately described shared activities, locations of artefacts, 
and direct patient activities with HPN than with BPMN (Test 2). Participants using HPN 
reported consequences of a technical change that related to healthcare improvement 
objectives of improved patient-centredness and effectiveness, while reporting traditional 
quality improvement objectives with BPMN. 
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Table 38 
Summary Table of Evidence from two HPN–BPMN comparisons 
 Test 2 Test 3 
Participants 16 participants split into 2 professional 
groups: healthcare and IT/engineering 
10 participants: healthcare 
professionals only 
Domain 
Understanding 
On a comprehension test based on the 
same clinical workflow, overall 
performance was not different between 
HPN and BPMN.  
For overall efficiency ratio of test 
performance, HPN was better than 
BPMN. 
For accuracy of complex test items, 
HPN was better than BPMN. 
For accuracy of simple items, BPMN 
was better than HPN.  
No evidence found for differences 
between the professional backgrounds. 
When presented first, HPN is 
associated with higher 
comprehension test scores than when 
BPMN is presented first (overall and 
with simple items).  
Higher scores were associated with the 
workflow presented in the second 
condition than in the first condition. 
No other differences were found 
between HPN and BPMN conditions.  
Domain 
Reasoning 
Descriptively, there was some 
indication that participants detected 
more solutions with BPMN than HPN. 
Although participants detected the same 
number of solutions (sensitivity), 
healthcare participants were more 
willing to identify possible changes 
(response bias).  
Participants generated the same number 
of solutions in HPN and BPMN 
conditions.  
HPN had more patient-centred and 
effectiveness solutions than BPMN. 
BPMN had more efficiency solutions 
than HPN. 
Note: Evidence in favour of HPN in bold green font; evidence in favour of BPMN in italic red font. 
• HPN included icons and more graphics than BPMN. Participants may have benefited 
from the use of icons in HPN for two reasons. First, some icons may have been easier to 
interpret than reading text. Second, the use of both icons and text may have supported 
more efficient information processing.  
• When presented first, comprehension test accuracy scores are higher with HPN than 
with BPMN. This conclusion is based on findings from Test 3 when participants 
experienced HPN followed by BPMN or experienced BPMN followed by HPN. 
Advantages of BPMN over HPN. Three contexts in which participants perform significantly 
better with BPMN than with HPN are summarised: first, greater accuracy scores for simple test 
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items were found with BPMN for comprehension test performance in Test 2 (Section 6.3.3); 
second, there was some indication that participants detected more solutions with BPMN than HPN 
in the analysis of d’ (sensitivity) in Test 2 (Section 6.3.4); and third, more efficiency-related 
solutions were reported in the BPMN condition in Test 3 (Section 7.2.3). The advantages of BPMN 
over HPN in these areas can be explained by the design motivation for BPMN to support those 
analysts responsible for building, managing, and monitoring processes (White, 2004). For BPMN to 
support the tasks of these analysts, the clarity of basic process details is essential. Therefore, the 
formalisms of BPMN such as event markers, swim lanes, and gateways succeed at supporting the 
participants’ understanding of a process in ways that are conducive to answering simple 
comprehension items and generating solutions in the problem-solving test.  
The evidence suggests that advantages with each process modelling notation exist and may 
support analysts’ performance in different ways. BPMN—recognised as a standard for modelling 
processes—can represent the entities responsible for carrying out a process and the temporal 
features of a linear process. In this way, BPMN can support analysts in basic process improvement 
tasks such as identifying redundancies or wasted resources in a process flow. However, when 
processes include complex interactions such as acts of coordination, HPN may be a better way to 
represent the actors and conditions of a process flow. In this way, HPN can support analysts faced 
with decisions about organisational change or those involving human resources. It may be 
reasonable for analysts to use one notation over another for different representational purposes or 
analytic goals. It is therefore recommended that the goals of process analysis are identified prior to 
process modelling so that a suitably expressive notations is selected.  
8.1.3 Limitations of Design Cycle Evaluations 
The design cycle evaluations were constrained by sample size, test materials, and 
experimental design. Each of these limitations is described in the following subsections.  
Sample size 
The two HPN–BPMN comparisons had a small sample size: There were 16 participants in 
Test 2 and 10 participants in Test 3. From a statistical perspective, the studies are underpowered, 
which contributes to a lower probability of detecting real differences than with larger samples. 
Interpreting the findings overall is a challenge, because studies with small sample sizes tend to give 
an inconsistent picture of the relationships between the variables of interest (Maxwell, 2004). The 
second-order effects for model order and model content are prone to sampling bias, and are 
considered low-level effects. The researcher tried to recruit a large sample to minimise the 
possibility of sampling bias, but the decision to select people who matched characteristics of the 
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intended group of analysts limited the number of people able to participate. In order to recruit a 
large and sample with the desired backgrounds, Test 2 and Test 3 were designed so that the time 
required to participate was no more than 75 minutes and the researcher offered to meet interested 
participants at the workplace or home. Many trials were held outside of business hours in order to 
accommodate participants and include as many participants as possible.  
Test materials 
It is possible that the researchers’ efforts to make HPN and BPMN materials equivalent 
weakened the comparisons, making it difficult to determine if differences between the process 
modelling notations existed. The researchers developed HPN and BPMN models to represent the 
same entities and the same activity flows as suggested by the literature (Colligan et al., 2010; 
Gemino & Wand, 2004). Using process models with the same level of detail was intended to 
prevent an advantage for one model over another on the comprehension test. It is possible that 
differences between HPN and BPMN could be better detected with an experimental design that has 
greater realism to the existing conditions of process modelling use. The testing conditions and 
materials for the HPN–BPMN comparisons were controlled for and the findings may not reflect 
aspects of performance if models were developed in practical conditions. In practice, researchers 
may use the notations differently when representing clinical workflows; thus, leading to 
representations containing different amounts of information. Models of the same workflow may 
have different content and these differences could affect an analyst’s performance.  
Experimental design 
The decisions to apply selective criteria during recruitment and to use a within-subjects 
design resulted in limitations when measuring performance associated with a process modelling 
notation. In Test 1, participants had little to no healthcare work experience. The participants’ lack of 
clinical knowledge in Test 1 may have affected their ability to answer questions about the complex 
blood transfusion workflow. In Test 2 and Test 3, the comparison of HPN against the industry 
standard did not include experimental conditions in which participants used the same process 
modelling notation in multiple instances—for example, using either HPN or BPMN in both the first 
and second condition. The absence of control conditions prevents the carryover effects from being 
fully assessed. Finally, by comparing conditions in which phases of a clinical workflow were 
presented in a fixed order, potential practice effects are confounded with potential effects of the 
experimental materials (Test 3). Some alternate experimental designs are described in the areas for 
further research, see Section 8.4.2. 
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8.1.4 Practical Considerations of Using HPN 
There is some indication that HPN has the potential to help analysts investigate the possible 
impacts of technical change within healthcare environments. Prior to the applied use of HPN, two 
aspects of HPN use are discussed: considerations for the HPN user (model builder and model 
analyst) and using HPN for representing other environments. 
Considerations for the HPN user 
For the HPN model builder, familiarity with what the notational elements represent and how 
to combine the elements is essential. The HPN legend, clinical narratives, and the process models 
are located in the Appendix provide examples of how clinical details are translated into a process 
model. Functioning as a template for HPN use, these materials should be referred to prior to model 
development. Familiarity with the environment to-be modelled is also important to constructing 
accurate and complete process models. Beginning the model development process with a schematic 
of the work environment (such as the information maps used in the domain study) can be a useful 
guide for documenting activity flows as well as supporting the communication between the model 
builder and potential model users. 
Analysts who are involved in the implementation of technology may include clinicians, 
information officers, technology developers, vendors, or researchers. This diverse analyst group can 
use HPN to represent processes within their organisation and prospectively evaluate clinical 
workflows. Used individually or within a group setting, a HPN model is a cognitive aid that 
supports the analyst’s understanding and analysis of work within a healthcare environment. When 
making predictions about how a technical change affects the modelled workflow, the analyst should 
keep a record of the imagined consequences. Although a written list of issues affecting 
implementation may suffice (and can be easiest to generate while brainstorming), using the model 
to represent possible consequences promotes an analysis where consequences are not considered in 
isolation but rather as part of the entire workflow. The analyst can circle or highlight parts of the 
model and then use the annotated model as talking points when discussing possible improvement 
areas, physical spaces where barriers to technology use may exist, and points in the workflow that 
may be disrupted. Once identified, analysts can potentially prevent negative unintended 
consequences from happening, for example by adding resources at the point of change or 
incrementally implementing features of a new computer system. Analysts could also use the 
annotated model to identify areas for measuring clinical outcomes and organisational performance. 
In this way, HPN can guide (but not replace) post-implementation evaluations. 
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Extending HPN for other environments 
The development of HPN was based on an investigation at a single healthcare site, but the 
entities and relations represented by the notational elements are likely to exist in most healthcare 
environments. To the extent that physical entities (e.g., people, computers, and paper artefacts), the 
conditions (e.g., reported complications), and the contextual factors (e.g., reported delays) are 
common to the healthcare domain, HPN can be used to represent the found within patient care 
environments. For a non-healthcare domain, HPN connector notation could be applied where there 
are interactions between people, technologies, and information. For example, customer service 
workflows represented with HPN could explicitly show whether exchanges occur face to face, over 
the phone, via email, or through another means of information exchange.  
For best results, an organisation that intends to use HPN must ensure that the notational 
element include the entities of the domain. Refinements of HPN may be needed in order for the 
notation to fully and accurately describe other workflows. For example, if a health technology 
vendor uses HPN models, a reasonable extension may be to include the IT logo/module on the 
computer notation to represent the access point for using the vendor’s software. Alternatively, if 
both desktop and portable computers are available in a workplace, the notational elements for 
technology may be extended to represent the different forms of technology (and their properties).  
8.1.5 Comparison of HPN with other Evaluation Approaches 
In what follows, HPN is compared with evaluation tools that were presented earlier in the 
thesis. Suggestions are made about whether HPN offers a viable alternative approach to analysing 
healthcare processes. The assessment shows that HPN has the desired qualities that were outlined at 
the onset of the research.  
Descriptive frameworks. A number of frameworks have been presented that provide guidance 
to analysts who are interested in exploring the adoption of new IT in their organisations. The 
conceptual framework proposed by Sittig and Singh (2010) consisted of eight dimensions that 
described the healthcare environment including the physical entities, organisational policies, and 
external rules that governed activity within the domain (the conceptual framework was described in 
Section 2.3.1). The model referred to as the Practitioner Cycle proposes that analysts interweave 
their technical and organisational priorities with a cognitive analysis of the work to achieve 
effective design outcomes (Deal & Hoffman, 2010; Hoffman, Deal, Potter, & Roth, 2010). The 
frameworks can help analysts plan for organisational and technical change but do not provide 
analysts with information about the operations within their environments. The representation of 
healthcare processes with HPN could supplement these descriptions of project needs by providing 
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documentation of how work occurs within their organisation. The design intent of HPN to represent 
the complexity of clinical workflows in an understandable way could help analysts implement the 
ideas put forth by these models (Sittig & Singh, 2010; Hoffman, Deal, Potter, & Roth, 2010).  
Evaluation methodologies. In section 2.3.2, examples of the visual representations used in the 
PaJMa methodology (Curry et al., 2006) and the DiCoT methodology (Blandford & Furniss, 2006) 
were presented. Similarly to HPN, the representations from both these research groups use icons 
that are recognisable domain entities. The PaJMA and DiCoT models may benefit from using HPN 
elements to further enhance their representations. For example, one of the layers in the PaJMa 
model is called “information creation/movement” and it describes the production of artefacts 
including what information system creates the artefact and the signatures that artefacts require in 
the process (see Figure 10). The entities in the “information creation/movement” layer are not 
clearly associated with other entities in the model and are in a way “floating” notational elements. 
Using HPN object and connector notation, the layers in the PaJMa tool could be better integrated 
with one another and clearly show the information flow in each activity.  
With regards to the DiCoT methodology, the developers of DiCoT propose five types of 
models that respectively represent information flow, the physical environment, artefacts, social 
relationships, and the system’s evolution over time (Furniss & Blandford, 2010). The overlap 
between the intent of different types of DiCoT models and the conceptual categories on which HPN 
elements are based could provide an opportunity to combine information from multiple DiCoT 
models in a single representation using HPN, or vice versa. For example, both the physical model of 
DiCoT and HPN use icons for people, technology, and objects (e.g., telephone). In another DiCoT 
information flow model, arrows indicate communication and relationships between workers. The 
condition elements of HPN could enhance the DiCoT information flow model with details about 
how artefacts are used by workers or about the properties of a physical space that may support/limit 
the workers ability to coordinate their actions with one another. Such enhancements could improve 
the usefulness of DiCoT models for design.  
Both the PaJMa tool (Curry et al., 2006) and DiCoT methodology (Blandford & Furniss, 
2006) have a collaborative feature in which a group of analysts is involved in the development of 
models or the evaluation of finished models. The thesis has not addressed the use of HPN beyond 
the level of an individual, although it was an intended use of the notation. Other researchers’ 
experience with using models in a group setting could enhance HPN. The use of HPN in a group 
setting is described with the areas for further research in Section 8.4.  
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8.2 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS  
Two practical contributions are summarised: the development of a domain-specific process 
modelling notation, HPN, and the demonstration of using the DSR framework for supporting 
researchers in non-information systems disciplines. Two methodological contributions are 
summarised: the measurement of domain understanding and domain reasoning for purposes of 
assessing performance with a process modelling notation.  
8.2.1 Practical Contributions 
Development of HPN. The first practical contribution of the research is the development of 
HPN for use in healthcare. Notational elements represent the activity flows between people, objects, 
and technology as well as the conditions within which work is performed. The development of HPN 
was guided by the literature, by an investigation of a healthcare environment, and it was motivated 
by the need to provide a perspective missing from many analysts’ understanding of clinical 
workflows within their organisation—a user-centred perspective. HPN fulfils a need within the 
healthcare industry, where guidance is currently being sought on how to document clinical 
workflows for purposes of analysis (Jun, Morris, Eldabi, Harper et al., 2011).  
Application of DSR. The second practical contribution is the demonstration of the DSR design 
process as a suitable framework for developing notations in a complex collaborative environment. 
Researchers from the Cognitive Engineering community advocate the use of graphical 
representations to support cognition and problem solving but they do not provide practical guidance 
on how to develop such representations (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011; Berg & Toussaint, 2003; 
Stappers & Flach, 2004). When a design process lacks structure, researchers may inadvertently use 
their intuition and personal preferences to develop representations, which lacks theory and rigor 
(Siau & Rossi, 2007).  
The DSR framework was used to create a notation from which accurate representations of the 
health environment could be represented. Through models developed with the notation, the possible 
consequences of IT could be realised by analysts. In the domain study, reports of breakdowns led 
the researcher to identify combination of domain properties and circumstances that contributed to 
difficult work situations and unintended consequences associated with existing IT. In the 
development of HPN, the researcher incorporated domain properties such as modality and location 
with explanations of conditions experienced by healthcare workers. The summary assessments of 
HPN present a case for considering HPN as a viable process modelling notation and in the terms of 
Woods and Dekker (2000), used as a “tool for discovery” (p. 279).  
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This thesis has shown that DSR can be used to systematically develop a design solution that 
includes the properties of the complex system (relevance cycle), the need for evaluation and 
refinement (design cycles), and the integrity of the literature (rigor cycle). In principle, the DSR 
framework should apply equally well to other domains and questions of interest to cognitive 
systems engineering. 
8.2.2 Methodological Contributions 
The use of visual representations to support cognition has lead to a plethora of modelling 
notations being proposed, as well as proposals of methods with which to evaluate the 
appropriateness of such notations (Burton-Jones et al., 2009; Recker, 2011). A set of accepted 
measures for domain understanding, domain reasoning, and user characteristics were used to 
evaluate the properties of HPN. By comparing HPN to BPMN in a manner consistent with 
comparisons performed in conceptual modelling studies, there was assurance that HPN was being 
evaluated in a reliable way. The work performed in the thesis suggests ways that other researchers 
might measure a person’s performance when using a process model; some examples follow.  
• The distinction between simple and complex questions on a comprehension test 
contributed to a fine-grained analysis of domain understanding (Test 2 and Test 3). The 
results of Test 2 showed that participants answered simple questions more accurately with 
BPMN but complex questions more accurately with HPN. In the design cycle that 
followed, the researcher refined the representation of HPN-based activity flow with 
formalism of the better-performing notation. For example, the researcher enhanced the 
representation of activities in a logical, linear flow by developing a clear sequential flow 
within swim lane elements. 
• The coding of problem-solving performance with domain-relevant criteria (e.g., IOM 
quality improvement aims) was a novel extension of the existing methods of analysing 
domain reasoning (Test 3). The researcher used domain-relevant criteria to analyse each 
process modelling notation with respect to the priorities and needs of the domain. In this 
way, the study’s outcomes have practical relevance to industry.  
• The use of Signal Detection Theory demonstrated a way of analysing a person’s 
interactions with different process modelling notations (Test 2). A person’s ability to 
discriminate between activities and their willingness to report activities represented in a 
process model provided information about the interactions with the notations.  
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8.3 LIMITATIONS 
Limitations of each research activity have been addressed within the individual chapters but 
they are summarised below. 
8.3.1 Limitations of the Domain Study Methods 
In section 4.5.2, the limitations related to the video methodology were addressed: There were 
legitimate threats to the validity of the data and questions about whether the data were consistent 
with other healthcare environments. The domain study was an investigation of clinical workflow 
within a single hospital, and data may not be representative of  other healthcare settings. The model 
notation was developed on the basis of interviews at a single site, so the notation may not 
successfully represent all critical care settings. In addition, the data collected from the research site 
are liable to become outdated as changes are made within the organisation.  
8.3.2 Limitations of Evaluation Methods  
Each design cycle evaluation was prone to sampling bias due to  small sample size, which has 
been discussed in the previous Section 8.1.3. Although a greater number of participants could have 
been recruited from an undergraduate student population, the researcher preferred to sample from 
educational and professional backgrounds that matched the intended population of analysts. As a 
result, the analyses are underpowered. 
The counterbalanced within-subjects design for the HPN–BPMN comparisons controlled for 
variables that may have affected performance, such as familiarity with formal modelling notations. 
However the consequences of using a within-subjects design is that carryover effects may have 
been present in the second part of the experiment (previously discussed in section 8.1.3). In Test 2 
the model content was not varied, and this may have led to a learning effect in which the 
performance of participants in the second condition was affected by their familiarity with the 
clinical workflow. In Test 3 the model content was varied, but it was not counterbalanced. The 
confound between serial position and model content was discussed in Chapter 7.  
8.4 FUTURE RESEARCH 
Three areas for future research are identified: using HPN to represent different healthcare 
environments, evaluating HPN properties with a different experimental design, and testing HPN in 
a group setting.  
8.4.1 Extending HPN to other Clinical Areas and Domains 
HPN was derived from an investigation of a hospital environment and HPN models presented 
thus far depict complex clinical workflows. In the future, researchers could investigate whether 
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HPN would be suitable for representing clinical workflows in other hospitals. Likely candidate 
workflows include medication ordering/reconciliation and administrative workflows where 
different forms of IT are being introduced. Alternatively, researchers could investigate the 
suitability of HPN for representing outpatient environments including ambulatory care, medical 
clinics, and home care.  
8.4.2 Alternate designs for evaluating HPN properties  
Four alternate designs for evaluating HPN properties are described in the following bullet 
points. They are intended as areas for further research. 
• Model creation. Conducting experiments in which participants create process models 
with HPN is an area for further research. An assessment of an analyst’s ability to 
develop process models could investigate the effort required to use a process modelling 
notation and properties of the resultant model (Burton-Jones et al., 2009; Gemino & 
Wand, 2004). In this way, a study of model creation would complement the studies 
presented in this thesis where the focus was on model understanding.  
• Contrasting worldview experiment. In the thesis, the testing of HPN was limited to 
individual users; therefore, testing how well it supports a team of analysts would be an 
area for further research. There are many analytic approaches that promote the use of 
graphical representations and communication between analysts when planning projects 
and discussing possibilities for organisational change (Curry et al., 2006; Eason et al., 
1996; Hoffman et al., 2010). In one envisioned study, the performance of a team of 
analysts using BPMN and a team of analysts using HPN could be compared. This type 
of experiment could investigate differences between the methods used to collect 
information about a clinical workflow, the process of model development, and 
collaborative model use. 
• Control conditions. Modifying the within-subjects design to include conditions where 
the same notation is presented to participants on multiple occasions would support an 
analysis of carryover effects that was not possible in Test 3.  
• Comparison of HPN with another analytic approach. A fourth area for further research 
would be to compare an analyst’s performance using a HPN-based model with a 
different type of analytic approach. Again, the methods developed for use in the 
healthcare context—PaJMa methodology (Curry et al., 2006) and the DiCoT 
methodology (Blandford & Furniss, 2006)—are suitable contrasts for comparing 
analysts’ performance with HPN. Comparing the analytic outcomes of analysts using 
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HPN and another analytic tool could provide insight into how to better support analysts’ 
reasoning and conceptual model use.  
8.4.3 Extending BPMN 
Future research could investigate the possibilities for extending BPMN for complex domain 
such as healthcare. Given the limited uptake of advanced BPMN elements by the modelling 
community, more intuitive and understandable ways of extending BPMN should be explored 
(Recker, 2010a). This research could use a method comparable to that presented in the thesis: using 
DSR cycles of evaluation and refinement. Through evaluation, the published standard BPMN could 
be compared to the proposed refinements using the same set of measures presented in this thesis. 
8.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The research motivation was to develop a process modelling notation that could be used to 
represent the clinical, organisational, and technical activities present in healthcare processes. It was 
conjectured that such a notation would have value for analysts who needed to consider the 
consequences of a technical change on the entire system and thus alleviate some of the difficulty 
associated with the envisioned world problem (Woods & Dekker, 2000) and the challenges of 
designing for complex systems (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011; Berg & Toussaint, 2003).  
The use of IT in healthcare environments is expected to increase and analysts need better 
ways to anticipate how technical change will affect clinical workflows (Coiera et al., 2012). In this 
research, I have developed a way of representing workflows that overcomes some of the limitations 
of existing modelling notations. HPN may assist analysts better than current methods because it 
emphasises the human activities and the contextual factors of healthcare work. If existing processes 
are analysed effectively, the unintended consequences of technical change may be identified 
prospectively and prevented from becoming a reality. 
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APPENDIX A - DOMAIN STUDY MATERIALS 
Appendix A provides information about the posted materials and technical setups developed 
for the domain immersion phase of the domain study reported in Chapter 4.  
POSTED MATERIALS 
There were two flyers posted at the research site: a recruitment flyer that described the 
interviews (see Figure 67) and a information flyer that explained the use of video recording within 
the participant’s unit on the day of the walkthrough interview (see Figure 68). 
 
Figure 68. Recruitment flyer posted at the research site. 
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Figure 69. Flyer posted in the participant’s workplace prior to a walkthrough interviews. 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE TECHNICAL SETUP 
The seated and walkthrough interviews were video-recorded and a description is provided for 
each technical setup.  
Technical setup: Seated interview 
For the seated interviews, the researcher positioned two Sony HandycamTM camcorders on 
opposite sides of the research office (see Figure 69). One researcher sat across from the participant 
and another researcher controlled the recording while sitting at a laptop station by the office door. 
An audio track was recorded with a radio microphone attached to the participant’s shirt collar. 
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Figure 70. The seated interview recording environment. Camera 1 captured the participant’s face 
and upper body; Camera 2 captured the interactions with artefacts on the table.  
Technical setup: Walkthrough interview 
For the walkthrough interviews, the researcher used two independently controlled video 
cameras and a customised clipboard (see Figure 70). A POV.HD V.I.OTM  camera was attached to 
the researcher’s upper body and captured a wide-angle perspective (Camera 1). A Flip UltraHDTM 
video camera (2nd generation) was positioned in the front of the clipboard and captured a close-up 
perspective of artefacts and interfaces (Camera 2). 
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.  
Figure 71. Researcher equipped with the technical setup for walkthrough interviews. Camera 1 
captured the participant’s face and environment. Camera 2 captured objects in the environment.  
An additional audio track was recorded with a lapel microphone attached to the participant’s shirt 
collar (see Figure 71). A transmitter sent the recording of the participant’s voice from the 
microphone to an EdirolTM voice recorder carried in the researcher’s backpack. The researcher 
carried the clipboard, where she recorded an additional audio track and time-stamped field notes 
with a LivescribeTM smartpen. The researcher wore a small backpack, which held batteries and 
equipment. Camera covers protected against inadvertent recordings by masking the video lens while 
filming in the field environment.  
 
Figure 72. The technical setup of a walkthrough interview. The image demonstrates how the 
researcher collects information while a participant describes their work with technology.  
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APPENDIX B - DESIGN CYCLE EVALUATION MATERIALS 
Appendix B contains materials from each design cycle not presented in earlier chapters. 
DESIGN CYCLE 1 MATERIALS 
The legend for Test 1 is provided below in Figure 72. The process model was in Figure 38. 
HPN Legend 
 
Figure 73. HPN legend used in Test 1. The legend was presented to the participant after the 
NDescrT. 
DESIGN CYCLE 2 MATERIALS 
The narrative and two process models used in Test 2 are provided. 
Narrative for Test 2 
Underlined text means (a) the tasks are inter-related; (b) tasks can be completed in different ways or 
in an undefined order; (c) variability in the context or work practice, i.e. possible exceptions.  
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The blood transfusion ordering process involves interdepartmental coordination and 
information flow between the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), Pathology Reception, and the Blood 
Bank. Hospital staff from each department (Doctor and Nurses in the ICU, Receptionist in 
Pathology Reception, and Blood Bank Technician in the Blood Bank) is accountable for checking 
the accuracy of patient information throughout the process, making sure that the correct blood goes 
to the intended patient.  
The blood transfusion ordering process begins in the Intensive Care Unit with the initiation of 
the medical order. The standard practice for initiating a medical order for blood product is the 
Doctor’s completion of a handwritten order form. The handwritten order must have the time and 
date, the patient’s name and ID number (usually in the form of a bar-coded ID sticker), details of 
the requested product, and the Doctor’s signature. The Doctor may phone the Blood Bank in order 
to discuss relevant patient details or emphasise the urgency of the order. The Doctor also documents 
the reasons for the blood transfusion in his/her care plan notes in the patient chart. The Doctor also 
discusses the care plan (and the phone call to the Blood Bank) with the ICU Nurse who works at the 
patient’s bedside. There is no definitive sequence for (a) completing the physical order or 
communicating the order with Blood Bank, (b) documenting the care plan in the patient chart, or (c) 
discussing the care plan with the ICU Nurse.   
When the Nurse receives the order for blood transfusion (either verbally from the Doctor or 
reading in the patient chart), he/she draws blood from the patient. The ICU Nurse’s signature is 
needed on the vial of blood and the medical order form. Once this is completed, the ICU Nurse 
sends the vial and medical order form to Pathology Reception via air tube. 
In Pathology reception area, the medical order and specimen are registered for processing by 
a Receptionist. The Receptionist receives the medical order and specimen. If the information is 
incomplete or does not match, phone conversations with the ICU staff can reconcile the 
discrepancy. Only matching artefacts will be registered. The information on the medical order form 
is entered into the AUSLAB database in two ways: it is manually entered and a scanned image of 
the medical order is added to the patient’s file in the database. A lab ID in the form of a bar-coded 
sticker is attached to the photocopied medical order form the vial of blood. The same lab ID is 
added to the patient’s file in the database. Once this is completed, the Receptionist puts the vial of 
blood and photocopied medical order (now with bar-coded sticker) to Blood Bank via air tube.  
The first thing that a Blood Bank Technician will do when the order is received is review the 
patient information. The patient’s information is available when the Technician enters the patient’s 
name or ID number (manually entered or scanned from the bar-coded ID sticker) on the medical 
order form or from the Doctor if they are notified over the phone). The Blood Bank Technician may 
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phone the ICU with questions about the patient or any discrepancies in their information. Once the 
Blood Bank Technician is satisfied that he/she has current and complete patient information, will 
the patient’s blood be analysed and a product allocated from the Blood Bank’s blood supply.  
To analyse the blood, some equipment is used. It analyses the properties of the blood and 
sends the results electronically to the patient’s file in the AUSLAB database. This functionality is 
possible when the equipment recognizes the bar-code sticker on the vial. Based on a review of the 
analysis results and other clinical factors related to patient information, the Blood bank Technician 
may let the AUSLAB system identify a compatible product belonging to the Blood Bank’s 
inventory. (In some cases, the Blood Bank Technician will take added measures to identify a 
compatible product, but the same steps are taken once the blood product is identified in the 
inventory). The Blood Bank Technician uploads the product’s information to the patient’s file by 
scanning the bar-coded sticker located on the blood product. The AUSLAB system prints two blood 
product forms that contain information about the patient, the Doctor’s medical order, and the blood 
product. This is the primary record of blood product provided to the ICU. One blood product form 
is filed in the Blood Bank’s physical records system, and the second blood product form is kept 
with the prepared blood product. The form is filed after the blood product removal is authorised by 
the Blood Bank Technician.  
While the blood product was being prepared, the ICU Nurse continues monitoring the patient 
and periodically records clinical observations (temperature, blood pressure, etc) in the patient’s 
physical chart. The patient must be prepared for the blood transfusion (i.e. insert catheter). If the 
pick-up time was not discussed earlier with the Doctor, then the ICU Nurse phones the Blood Bank 
Technician to arrange a suitable pick-up time. Once confirmed, the ICU Nurse coordinates 
supervision of his/her patient with another Nurse and provides a verbal patient handover. The ICU 
Nurse takes a piece of patient ID (usually a bar-coded ID sticker) and walks to the Blood Bank. 
In the Blood Bank, patient ID is used to verify that the correct product is being taken by the 
ICU Nurse. Both the Blood Bank Technician and the ICU Nurse check that the information matches 
on the patient ID, the blood product form, and the blood product. The removal of blood product is 
authorised by the Blood Bank Technician, and the ICU Nurse signs a log book confirming the need 
for blood product. The ICU Nurse walks back to the ICU with the blood product and blood product 
form.  
At the patient’s bedside, two ICU Nurses verify that the correct product will be administered 
to the intended patient. The patient’s ID bracelet is often used to verify the patient’s identity. Both 
ICU Nurses sign the blood product form it is filed in the patient’s physical chart. The ICU Nurse 
administers the product through an IV catheter. The ICU Nurse also documents his/her actions as 
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part of his/her progress notes in the patient’s physical chart. The Doctor will re-examine the patient 
and discuss care with the ICU Nurse during/following the blood transfusion. The Doctor will make 
additional decisions about how to support the patient’s recovery from surgery, and write the 
updated care plan in the patient’s physical chart. (1080 words) 
Option: Locate the patient’s chart in the nurse’s station. Use ‘introduce EHR at the bedside’ as a 
possible technical change in the study. 
 
Contextual Information: 
• The AUSLAB system is known to breakdown unexpectedly, and to have scheduled outages for 
network maintenance. Any downtime means that (1) information in AUSLAB is not up to date 
or unavailable, and (2) information cannot be entered into AUSLAB.  
• Delays in the processing of orders occur because of a high number of incoming orders (usually 
in the morning), limited staff availability (afterhours and weekends), or because of a breakdown 
of the AUSLAB system.  
• Delays occur when the Blood Bank Technician needs to verify patient information with the 
ICU. This is required when the medical order has illegible or missing information, or when 
there is a discrepancy between the information in AUSLAB and the information on the medical 
order.  
• A delay in picking up the product pick from the Blood Bank occurs when there is no one 
available to monitor the patient while the Nurse walks to the Blood Bank, or when the Nurse is 
experiencing a high workload. 
• Documenting the care plan and the progress notes in the patient’s chart is part of the standard 
practice in the hospital. The patient chart, and all its contents, is the legal record of care.  
• There are several sources of information for patient information, accessible through physical 
artifacts, paper files, electronic files and people. The availability and accuracy of information 
can vary between these different sources (i.e. become outdated, missing, incorrect, or 
unknown). 
• The patient’s physical chart should always be kept in the same place.
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HPN Model 
 
Figure 74. HPN model used in Test 2. The process model represents a blood ordering and transfusion workflow. 
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BPMN Model 
 
Figure 75. BPMN model used in Test 2. The process model represents a blood ordering and transfusion workflow.
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DESIGN CYCLE 3 MATERIALS 
The narrative and four process models used in Test 3 are provided. 
Narrative for Test 3 
Underlined text means (a) the tasks are inter-related; (b) tasks can be completed in different ways or 
in an undefined order; (c) variability in the context or work practice, i.e. possible exceptions.  
PHASE 1: pre-operative and surgical workflow 
1 The narrative for Phase 1 begins with the confirmation of the patient’s surgery, which triggers 
separate workflows in 3 hospital units (individual entities): 3C, Operating Theatre (OT) and 
Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Then, the cardiac surgery is performed (this scenario is free of 
surgical complications). Phase 1 ends with the completion of the required paperwork. 
a. Performers in OT: Cardio Thoracic Surgeon (CT Surgeon), 2-3 theatre nurses, 3C 
Registrar (3C Reg.), Anaesthetist (Anes.), and Anaesthetist Nurse (Anaes Nurse).   
b. Performers in ICU: Consultant (ICU Cons.), In-charge Clinical Nurse Consultant 
(I/C CNC), and ICU bedside nurse.  
c. People who play a non-critical roles in this processes are omitted, for example the 
Scrub Nurse (tracks equipment use in the OT) or Wardies (transport staff). 
d. Handover refers to a transfer in patient care (OT to ICU). 
2 When the patient’s surgery is confirmed, separate workflows are triggered in 3 hospital units  
a. 3C staff (unspecified performers) has 2 parallel tasks: prepare the patient for surgery 
and update the whiteboard with the patient movement. Then the patient is 
transported to OT. 
b. A Theatre Nurse in OT verifies the information in the HBCIS database. There is 
one-directional digital data flow into the patient’s file in other information systems. 
HBCIS sends this information to the patient’s file in the ORMIS system. ORMIS 
sends a portion of this information to the patient’s file in the WinChart system. (the 
patient’s file in ORMIS and WinChart are already created) 
i. **!"#$%&'()*+),*-*./%)*+0#)0%#1)"&2#".&,3)4"&/.*+-),&%/5)*+).6&/."&)/+,)/)
(7$(&87&+.),&%/5)*+)*+0#"'/.*#+)."/+(0&").#)9:;<) 
ii. HBCIS: Hospital Based Corporate Information System 
iii. ORMIS: Operating Room Management Information System 
iv. WinChart: Anaesthetic Monitoring and Documentation 
c. The ICU I/C CNC has 2 parallel tasks: write the patient’s information on the 
whiteboard and coordinate the patient’s admission to the ICU (which includes a 
number of undefined tasks).  
3 In the OT (intra-operative workflow), there are simultaneous activities being performed, and 
there is constant communication among members of the surgical team.  
a. The Anaes. starts to administer anesthetic and to monitors the patient throughout 
the surgery. The Anaes. Has parallel tasks: record the patient’s vital signs and 
operation events in WinChart (i.e. there is automated data flow from the patient’s 
monitoring system), and use a touch screen to use WinChart. The Anaes. Nurse 
assists the work of the Anaes, and they are in constant communication. 
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b. Once the patient is adequately sedated, the CT surgeon begins the CAGB surgery. 
4 Theatre nurses perform various duties during surgery. There is ongoing assistance to the CT 
surgeon (undefined). A Theatre nurse coordinates the patient’s transfer with ICU staff in the 
following ways: 
a. After surgery begins, a Theatre Nurse phones the I/C CNC with a bed request.  
b. During surgery, a Theater Nurse hand writes an ‘OT nursing handover.’ The 
document has information about the patient’s operation and monitoring needs (i.e. 
lines, meds, and equipment). After writing the document, the Theatre Nurse walks to 
the ICU (with the document). The Theater Nurse and ICU bedside Nurse discuss the 
patient’s needs. Once the information needs of the ICU bedside nurse are met, the 
bedside nurse ‘accepts the handover’ and the Theater nurse prepares for the patient’s 
arrival (go to 6). The OT handover document is clipped to the computer arm at the 
bedside. The bedside nurse prepares the patient bay (go to 9). ** ViP: the level of 
detail and quality of the verbal and written handover document vary. 
c. 30 minutes prior to the patient transfer, a Theatre Nurse phones the I/C CNC, 
announcing the upcoming transfer. The I/C CNC acknowledges the expected arrival 
and notifies the Bedside Nurse re: upcoming patient transfer. 
5 There are parallel activities performed by surgical staff, which completes the required 
documentation re: patient surgery (no predefined order). Documentation is filed in the operation 
binder: 
a. The CT surgeon hand writes progress notes 
b. Theatre nurse prints an operation summary report from ORMIS (this is after the 2nd 
phone call to I/C CNC) 
c. The Aanes. types progress notes into the patient’s file in WINCHART, and prints the 
summary report 
Interview reports delay in care plan decisions when the notes have to be tracked down for 
important surgical information. handwriting OT progress notes prevents the delay. 
6 The ICU bedside nurse performs multiple tasks in preparation for a post-op Cardiac patient 
(undefined order). 
a. Complete a bed check, 
b. Prepares equipment and expected medications based on information received about 
the patient,  
c. Enter information into the patient’s file in ICIP, including completing data fields in 
the ‘admissions’ tab, import sets of nursing work orders into the ‘work folder’ tab.  
***ICU preparedness for receiving the patient is affected by: quality and timing of pre-
transfer handover, staff resources and bed availability, ICIP system availability. (These factors 
managed by ICU bay nurse and I/C CNC). 
--End of Phase 1. 
PHASE 2: handover and post-operative surgical phase 
7 The narrative for Phase 2 begins with the transport of the patient to ICU, followed by handovers 
from the surgical staff. The patient is stabilised in the ICU (no complications). The typical 
concurrent workflows of the ICU medical staff and Bedside nurse are described. Phase 2 ends 
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with the communication of medical and nursing staff in deciding the immediate plan of care for 
the patient.  
a. Surgical Team: Cardio Thoracic Surgeon (CT Surgeon), 2-3 theatre nurses, 3C 
Registrar (3C Reg.), Anaesthetist (Anes.), and Anaesthetist Nurse (Anaes Nurse).   
b. ICU team: Consultant (ICU Cons.), In-charge Clinical Nurse Consultant (I/C CNC), 
and ICU bedside nurse.  
8 Together, the surgical team (CT Surgeon, Anaes, Anaes Nurse, Theatre nurse) transport the 
patient, operation binder and patient chart to the post-operative ICU. There is a series of clinical 
handovers performed, whereby (1) specific verbal information is given from members of the 
surgical staff to members of the ICU staff, and (2) the two teams discuss the patient’s 
condition/expected recovery course. The medical handovers happen in sequence: 
a. 1st (SURGICAL HANDOVER) 1st, CT surgeon provides verbal handover to ICU 
medical staff including patient history, and intra-operative events. Usually, the surgeon 
describes his/her desired parameters for post-operative care. When the information needs 
of the ICU are met, this handover is complete.  
b. 2nd (ANESTHETIC HANDOVER) 2nd, the Anesthetist provides a verbal handover to 
ICU medical staff, including intra-operative sedation events and current status. Pain 
management is discussed.  There is further discussion to clarify what the preferred post-
op care plan should be.  When the information needs of the ICU are met, this handover 
is complete.  
In parallel with the medical handovers, the patient is stabilized by nursing staff while a 
nursing handover is provided by the Theatre nurse. 
c. (NURSING HANDOVER) Theatre nurse provides a verbal handover to ICU bedside 
nurse of patient status and current ventilator settings. A Theatre nurse and Anaes. Nurse 
support the ICU bedside nurse in stabilizing the patient. Once the patient is stable, the   
Theater nurse and Anes. Nurse help the ICU bedside nurse record the first round of 
observations into the patient’s ICIP file, by calling out the information. When the 
Bedside nurse is able to take over care of the patient without further assistant (e.g. 
patient is stable), this handover is complete.  
d. The surgical team returns to OT following the handovers. 
e. Operation notes binder and the patient chart are kept at the bedside computer  
**ViP: Attendance in handovers varies based on the immediate needs of the ICU, and 
availability staff. Generally, there is more staff present if there were/are complications with the 
patient, or if the timing is ‘right’ for ICU staff to be there. Sometimes the Anesthetist (and 
surgeon) stay for a few more minutes (communicating or providing assistance) after the rest of 
the surgical team has left the ICU. 
9 After the medical handovers, the main clinical priorities are to monitor the patient’s fluids, 
pressures and sedation levels. The ICU Cons (assisted by the ICU Reg) and the Bedside nurse 
perform individual tasks and coordinate the patient’s care.  
10 Cons and Reg workflow: (seriously simplified) 
a. The Cons meets the clinical priorities through parallel activities: physical exam of 
the patient, review the patient’s file in ICIP, and watch the bedside 
monitoring.**ViP: Each Cons has a personal style in how they perform assessment 
and provide care at the bedside. The Reg works alongside the Cons and assist in the 
assessment, entering information in the patient’s file, and make clinical judgments. 
b. If a medical order is needed, the Cons (or Reg) performs 2 tasks in parallel: 
i. Types the order into the patient’s file in ICIP 
ii. Verbal communicates the order with the bedside nurse. 
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11 Nurse workflow: (seriously simplified) 
a. The Bedside nurse meets the clinical priorities through close monitoring of the 
patient. Two of the work orders (listed in the ‘work folder of the ICIP file) at this 
time are: enter clinical observations into the patient’s file in ICIP, and complete 
ABG (arterial blood gas) analysis of the patient’s blood. 
b. Clinical observations are entered into the patient’s file in ICIP every 10 minutes.  
c. The two main steps in an ABG analysis task are (1) take a blood sample from the 
patient; (2) run the analysis using specialized equipment. The equipment prints a 
report of the results (called Rapid Results) and sends the results electronically to the 
patient’s file in AUSLAB.  
d. The Bedside nurse shows the Rapid Results printout to the Cons. If a medical order 
is needed, the Cons (or Reg) performs 2 tasks in parallel: 
i. Types the order into the patient’s file in ICIP 
ii. Verbal communicates the order with the bedside nurse. 
e. The Bedside nurse returns to the patient. The Rapid Results printout is clipped to the 
computer arm at the bedside. The Bedside nurse continues to enter clinical 
observations and complete items listed in the work folder.  
--End of Phase 2— 
HPN Models 
 
Figure 76. HPN model of the pre-operative and surgical workflow used in Test 3. 
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Figure 77. HPN model of the handover workflow used in Test 3. 
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Figure 78. HPN model of the post-operative workflow used in Test 3.
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BPMN Models 
 
Figure 79. BPMN model of the pre-operative workflow used in Test 3.
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Figure 80. BPMN model of the surgical workflow used in Test 3. 
Pre-operative and Intra-operative information flow and workflow: Cardiac Surgery
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Figure 81. BPMN model of the handover and post-operative workflow used in Test 3.  
OT-ICU Patient Transport & ICU Workflow
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